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Preface
The discussion of environmentally sound and sustainable socioeconomic development has
received increased attention from the international community, stimulated in particular by the
report of the World Commission on Environment and Development.’ Environmentally sound and
sustainable development was also the basic theme of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development, held at Rio de Janeiro in June 1992.
The need for clarifying this new development concept and for developing methodologies
for its assessment and implementation has been recurrently stressed in international conferences.
Joint workshops, organ&d by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the
World Bank, set out to examine the feasibility,of physical and monetary accounting in the areas
of natural resources and the environment and to develop alternative macro-indicators of
ecologically adjusted and sustainable income and product.*. .A, consensus emerged in the
workshops to the effect that enough progress had been achieved to*develop the links between
environmental accounting and the System of yational Accounts (SNA),3 and to elaborate certain
aspects of environmental accounting in the ongoing revision of. the:SNA.
..
,t .The revision of the SNA4 presented a unique opportunity’to *examine how the various
concepts, definitions, classifications and tabulations of environmental and natural resource
accountingcan be @nked to the SNA. Such linkage was originally.proposed in a framework for
an SNA satellite system of integrated environmental and economic accounting.s Considering the
current state of knowledge on environmental accounting and the divergent views on a number
of conceptual and practical issues, it has not been possible to reach an international consensus
at this time for a fundamental change in the SNA. Nevertheless, there was agreement’ that the
SNA would address the issue of its links to environmental concerns. Therefore, the 1993 SNA
devotes a separate section6 to integrated environmental-economic satellite accounts and introduces
refinements into the cost, capital and valuation concepts of the central framework that deal with
natural assets. This will also facilitate using the SNA as a point of departure in the development
of environmental accounts.
The satellite approach to environmental accounting expands the analytical capacity of
national accounts without overburdening the central framework of the SNA. The Statistical
Commission, as indicated in its report on its twenty-sixth session: endorsed the satellite
approach and requested that the concepts and methods of integrated economic and environmental
accounting be developed by means of satellite accounts. This approach was confirmed by the
United Nations Conference on.Environment and Development, which recommended, in Agenda
21, that systems of integrated environmental and economic accounting, to be established in all
member States at the earliest date, should be seen as a complement to, rather than a substitute
for, traditional national accounting practices for the foreseeable future.’
Agenda 2 1, adopted by the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development,
included a programme area on “Establishing systems for integrated environmental and economic
...
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accounting” (paras. 8.41- 8.54). Under the activities for that programme area, it was .statedthat
the Statistical Division of ,the United Nations Secretariat should, inter ‘ah:
’ ‘. ’ ’
(a) Make available to all member States +the- methodologies contained in Integrated

Environmental and Ikoizomic Accouwing;

/. ” ‘

I..’
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2’
‘, ‘. ; .,,a

,,

(b) In collaboration with other relevant United Nations ,organizations, further develop, test,
refine and then standardize the provisional. concepts and methods such as those proposed
by the present handbook;.
(c) In close collaboration ‘with relevant United Nations organizations, strengthen existing
mechanisms for technical cooperation among countries, including exchange of experience
in the establishment of integrated environmental and economic accounting;
I. ,
”
I
(d) Provide the necessary technical support to member States to ensure’ the application of
integrated environmental and economic accounts.
j
‘I .,
‘, .
Jn addition, it was stated (para. 8.44 (a)) that the former Department of Economic and Social
Development of the United Nations Secretariat should support, in all member States, the
utilization of sustainable development indicators in. national economic and social planning and
decision-making practices; with a view to ensuring that integrated environmental and economic
accounts were usefully integrated in economic development planning at the national level. The
publication of the present version of the handbook is the first response to these
recommendations, hopefully setting in motion the worldwide implementation of integrated
accounting.
The immediate objective of the present handbook is thus to provide a conceptual basis
for implementing a SNA (satellite) system for integrated environmental and economic accounting
(SEEA) that describes the interrelationships between the natural environment and the economy.
,This is achieved by the linking of conventional economic accounts with environmental and
natural resource accounts. Ultimately, integrated environmental and economic accounting is
intended to support integrated social, economic and environmental policy by means of an
integrated information system.
This handbook is based on the most recent version of SNA standards. ‘The Statistical
Commission, at its twenty-seventh session, held from 22 February to 3 March 1993,
unanimously recommended the adoption of the revised System of National Accounts, subject to
the amendments recommended by the Intersecretariat Working Group on National Accounts.g
Chapters of the 1993 SNA relevant for developing the SEEA are especially chapter II
(Overview), chapter IX (The use of income accounts), chapter XIII (Balance sheet), chapter XV
(Supply and use tables and input-output), chapter XVIII (Functional classifications) and chapter
XXI (Satellite analysis and accounts).
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The first (introductory) chapter of this handbook discusses different approaches of
environmental and natural resource accounting and provides an overview of how those
approaches have been incorporated in the SEEA. It also illustrates the flexible and synthetic
fashion in which alternative methodologies can.be reflected in different versions or modules of
the SEEA. The second chapter describes different possibilities of disaggregating the SNA flows ,
and assets from the point of view of environment-related questions, without modifying the
conventional SNA concepts. In this context, a detailed description of environmental protection
activities and’of natural asset accounts is proposed. The third chapter presents an accounting
system of environmental and economic interrelationships in physicalterms that is derived from
the concepts of materials/energy balances- and natural resource accounts. This physical
accounting system is closely linked to the monetary accounts of the SNA. The fourth chapter
describes the concepts of imputed environmental costs. Such ,costs are introduced for the
depletion and degradation of the natural environment by economic activities. As those costs
reduce the value of natural assets, they are also recorded in the asset accounts. The fifth chapter
presents further, tentative extensions of the SEEA in order to achieve a more comprehensive
description of environmental and economic interrelations. An extended concept of household
production activities is presented and the treatment of environmental functions as services of
nature to the economy is discussed. Furthermore, the application of input-output tabulations and
analysis to the SEEA is briefly reviewed. The sixth chapter addresses several questions
connected with implementing the SEEA at the national level; in particular it describes a buildingblock approach ,-thatwould permit adaptation of the SEEA to particular concerns and statistical
capabilities in dtfferent countries. A plea is made for gaining more practical experience through
..I
country projects of’integrated accounting.
I
The present handbook is a work in progress. The complexity and diversity of the topics
call for strict consistency with respect to both monetary and physical flows and assets within an
integrated approach to environmental and economic accounting. This is not an easy task, and the
expertise of other international organizations and the input of experts in the field have been
essential in the development of the work. Preliminary versions of handbook chapters were
distributed by the United Nations to obtain comments at an early stage of the work.
Furthermore, they were discussed at the Special Conference of the International Association for
Research in Income and Wealth (IARIW) on Environmental Accounting, which was held at
Baden (Austria) in May 1991,
This conceptual discussion needs to be continued during the coming years to develop
widely acceptable concepts and methods. The present interim publication is thus intended to
make existing methodologies generally -available in order to eventually facilitate a broad
consensus on an integrated accounting framework. At the same time, the feasibility of the
proposed concepts and methods needs to be tested by implementing the SEEA in countries at
different stages of development. The results of the theoretical discussion and of the empirical
work are to be used to prepare a more accomplished version of the handbook that will also take
fully into account the internationally approved concepts and methods of the 1993 SNA. To the
extent possible, those results have been anticipated in the current handbook.
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I.

Introductory

overview
..

A.

General

observations

Increasing national and global impacts and repercussions of economic activities on and
1.
from the natural environment call for the analysis of environmental and economic problems
within a common framework. The results of workshops, jointly sponsored by the World Bank
and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), have shown a great variety of
opinions on how such a framework could be ‘achieved (Ahmad, El Serafy and Lutz, 1989). The
existing situation hasinduced the United Nations to develop concepts and methods for integrated
environmental and economic accounting as a basis for internationally comparable work in this
field.
It.is not the aim of this handbook to’present just one more approach to environmental
2.
accounting; rather, it reflects as far as possible the different concepts and methodologies that
have been discussed and applied in the past few years. The main task of the handbook is to
effect a synthesis of the approaches of the different schools of thought in the fields of natural
resource and environmental accounting. A thorough analysis of those approaches indicates that
they are often complementary rather than mutually exclusive. The absenceof a general approach
seemsto be due more to missing linkages among the different approaches than to the existence
of contradictory concepts. The handbook therefore does not intend to replace existing data
systemslike the natural resource account or the System of National Accounts (SNA), but rather
to incorporate their elements as far as possible in order to establish a comprehensive data
system.
3.
The synthesizing of different approachesshould not lead to a combination of incompatible
data sets. The System for Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA) presented
in the handbook has been developed with the aim of providing a picture of the interrelationships
between the natural environment and the economy that is both comprehensive and consistent.
An efficient analysis of environmental-economic relations necessitateshaving a data system in
which the different parts are built on comparable conceptsand can thus be closely linked to each
other.
4.
In the sections of this chapter that appear below, the choice of specific concepts is
explained. Furthermore, an overview of the SEEA and its different versions is given. The
presentation starts with somegeneral considerations on the interrelationship between environment
and economy (subsection B (1)). Thereafter, the scope and limits of monetary valuation and
physical description are discussed (subsections B (2) and B (3)). In subsections B (4) through
B (6), some aspectsof defining natural assetsand describing their economic use a&presented.
An outline of the data sources for the SEEA is given in subsection C (1). The relation of the
planned system to the national accountsis discussedin subsection C (2). Further information on
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the different versions ofthe SEEA and on its accounting scheme (SEEA matrix) is given in
subsections C (3) and C (4).
B.

Environmental-economic

1.

Ecological

versus

interrelationships

economic

point of view

It is difficult to make an unambiguous distinction between the natural environment and
the economy. It could be argued that the economy is part of nature. Human beings are living
organisms like animals and plants, and their economic and other activities are often comparable
to the similar activities of animals. From an ecological point of view, there is no absolute
difference between human and other living beings, but rather a gradual one: Human beings
should accept the fact that they are part of nature and should act so as not to upset the natural
balances. Their intellectual power should be used to create living conditions that minim& their
impacts on the environment of other living organisms. Human beings should accept the fact that
their lives constitute a part of ecosystems that are moulded by their own activities as well as by
those of other biota in interaction with the abiotic physical environment.
5.

From the ecological point of view, integrated environmental and economic accounting
6.
should not consist in an economic accounting of the environment; rather, the economy should
be treated as part of an environmental accounting system. Integrated economic and
environmental accounting should help to’ define possible ecologically sound balances between
nature and man and reveal actual imbalances. The objective is thus not optimal use of the
environment for economic purposes but rather optimal balance between human and non-human
claims. The influence of human economic activities on the natural environment, for example,
on its state and its changes, needs to be carefully monitored.
7.
From an anthropocentric point of view, the natural environment exists to be exploited by
man, especially in the context of man’s economic activities. The natural environment needs to
be taken into account only in so far as it benefits human beings. The environment has to support
human activity by providing natural resources for economic use and by disposing of the
unwanted residuals of economic processes. Natural ecosystems have value only if they can be
used for recreational purposes or in the extraction of natural products. From a simplistic
economic point of view, it is of no interest whether natural balances are disturbed or other living
beings are in danger of extinction. The natural environment has certain functions for human
beings, and an accounting system has the task of monitoring the exploitation of those functions.
If the quality of environmental functions deteriorates, the introduction of measures to keep them
intact should be considered.
8.
In the past few years, an increasing number of scientists have called for a synthesis of
the ecological and anthropocentric points of view. The exploitation of nature for economic
purposes has reached its limit: The excessive exploitation of certain environmental functions has
become counter-productive because the benefits of some types of environmental use have
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resulted in disbenefits with respect to other competing uses. For instance, the need for the
environment’s discharge of its waste disposal function may compete with the physiological need
for its provision of clean air and water. The exploitation of nature has reached a point where
human beings are impairing their own living conditions. It seems necessary, therefore (even
from an anthropocentric point of view) that they question their own behaviour, considering that
human life is an integral part of the environment and that its survival may be at stake if the rules
of natural balances are not respected.
9.
In this context, the concept of sustainability has achieved increasing importance
(Bartelmus, 1992b, forthcoming; Daly, 1989, 1990, 1991a, 1991b; Daly and Cobb, 1991;
Hueting, 1988; MacNeill, 1990; Norgaard and Howarth, 1991; Pearce, 1989; Pearce, Barbier
and Markandya, 1990; Pearce, Markandya and Barbier, 1989; Pezzey, 1989; Simonis, 1990;
Uno, 1991b; World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987). The short-term
exploitation of environmental resources should be replaced by a long-term concept of preserving
the environment for both human and natural needs. From a relatively radical point of view, the
concept of sustainability should not be restricted to covering sustainable use of the natural
environment for human purposes but should also include a broader perspective on natural
balances: Not only the functions of the environment for human use, but the environment itself,
should be kept intact, even if there might not be an apparent human use for it. An intact
environment is considered to be part of the natural patrimony and might very well prove to be
a precondition of human survival.
10.
These considerations affect the design of an integrated system for environmental and
economic accounting (see, for example, Bartelmus, 1992b; Peskin, 1991, forthcoming). An
integrated framework should reflect a synthesis of, or at least a compromise between, the
ecological and anthropocentric (economic) points of view. The economy should not be
considered only in terms of its being a part of the environment nor should the natural
environment be viewed only in terms of its economic usefulness. The natural environment and
the economy could be interpreted as constituting two sides of the same coin. An accounting
framework should therefore assist in identifying strategies of sustainable development that
balance the satisfaction of human needs with the long-term maintenance of environmental
functions.
2. Valuation

and monetary

accounting

11.
National accounts view the relationship between the environment and the economy from
an economic perspective only (System of National Accounts (United Nations, 1968)). In national
accounts, valuation is normally restricted to market values. Production in the SNA covers all
goods whether sold in the market or not, and selected non-market services (own-account
production of housing services, and production of non-market government services). Non-market
goods and services are valued either on the basis of prices of similar products that are marketed
(agricultural products that are output of subsistence farming) or at cost (government services).
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12.
The use of the natural environment for economic purposes is not taken into account in
the calculation of cost in the SNA and is therefore not reflected in important aggregates of
national accounts, for example, the gross domestic product (GDP). Some uses may be recorded
not as cost but as “other changes in assets”, which reflect changes in the market value of the
natural asset in question. The cost of depletion of natural resources includes only extraction
costs: Losses of income-generation capacity for future production periods and generations caused
by decreasing natural wealth are not taken into account in the production accounts of the SNA,
but only recorded as “other changes in assets” which have no effect on cost or on GDP. If land
is used as a sink for wastes, only the transportation costs of the wastes to the sink are recorded
as cost in the SNA. The decreasing quality of land may be reflected under other changes in the
value of land if the market price of land reflects such changes; however, those environmental
uses are treated as part of cost in the SEEA. Also, environmental effects on human health may
be recorded in the SNA, if actual expenditures are made for health restoration, but these also
are not treated as cost.
13.
Most approaches to the valuation of the non-economic benefits and disbenefits of the use
of the natural environment have been developed independently of national accounts, typically as
part of cost-benefit analyses for project or programme evaluations or for the overall modification
of macro-aggregates such as national income or product (OECD, 1989; Johansson, 1990; Pearce,
Markandya and Barbier, 1989). To a large extent, these valuations have not been reflected in
the concepts of n&onal accounts, in so far as they are not taken into account in market
valuations
14.
The revised SNA contains a more detailed description of assets (United Nations, 1992).
Tangible assets include parts of the natural environment such as land and subsoil assets in so far
as they provide economic benefits to an owner, the characteristic of providing such benefits
manifesting itself through those assets being controlled by an institutional unit. This often means
explicit ownership, subject to government legislation in the case of natural forests, and/or
availability of a market price. Those assets are referred to as economic assets. From an
ecological standpoint, such coverage may be incomplete: Tropical forests, for instance, might
have a market value because of their yield of tropical wood commanding high market prices,
while other functions of such forests that could have non-market value from an ecological point
of view are not registered. Among the other functions may be mentioned the role of those forests
in the global climate balance, as well as their cultural and spiritual use for indigenous people.
From an ecological point of view, tropical forests are one of the most important habitats for a
great variety of animals and plants. Furthermore, market valuation for assets is not the only type
of valuation possible. Natural assets might have a market value that differs substantially from
a combined economic-ecological value, which not only reflects the economic uses of those assets
but covers a broad range of additional ecological functions as well (OECD, 1989, chap. 3;
Pearce, Markandya and Barbier, 1989, chap. 3). An integrated environmental and economic
accounting system should therefore not only comprise the market aspects of national accounts
but also apply a broader concept of economic-ecological valuation.
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The main advantage stemming from the economic approach of conventional national
15.
accounts is the availability of comparable data on market values. The restriction to market
transactions and market valuation means that statistical work can be based on observable data
in terms of monetary values. Non-market valuation is usually connected with more or less
controversial assumptions. The valuation problems connected with non-market uses of the
environment present typical examples of such assumptions. A direct valuation of the benefits (or
losses) connected with economic functions of the environment is normally possible only by
asking people about the monetary value of those functions. This method (contingent valuation)
assumes that respondents have sufficient information about the benefits of the functions in
question and are willing and able to express those benefits in monetary terms. There are also
cases (involving, for example, value of health or of human life) where monetization of
environmental benefits (or damages) would seem to be a highly debatable undertaking.
16.
If no attempt is made to value the functions of the environment directly, but cost data arc
used as a means of indirect measurement, the availability of data on values improves whereas
the theoretical foundation of the valuation concept weakens (see, for example, Schulz, 1989;
Schulz and Schulz, 1989). In the case of the disposal services of the environment with respect
to wastes and other residuals, an opportunity-cost approach could be applied. The costs involved
could be the expenditures that would have to be made to prevent the emission of residuals.
Prevention costs could thus be a measure for the value of disposal services (Hueting, 1980;
Hueting and Leipcrt, 1987). In a similar vein, the actual costs of health damages caused by
environmental deterioration represent the least amount people are willing to pay to avoid the
negative health effects of a deteriorated natural environment. Of course, other value losses of
an aesthetic or even ethical nature are not accounted for in such costing. Actual costs reflect,
therefore, only a partial value of the total negative impacts of decreasing environmental quality.
17.
Actual damage costs caused by environmental deterioration could also be assessed on
the basis .of so-called defensive expenditures or costs (Leipert, 1986, 1987, 1989; Olson, 1977).
Defensive environmental costs comprise the actual environmental protection costs involved in
preventing or neutralizing a decrease in environmental quality, as well as the actual expenditures
that are necessary to compensate for or repair the negative impacts of an actually deteriorated
environment. The advantage of this approach is that estimates can be based on observable costs
in monetary terms. It may well be that in many countries an increasing proportion of economic
output has indeed to be used for avoiding or repairing unwanted consequences of production.
An approach limited to observable costs in monetary terms does not, however, provide a
complete picture of the advantages and disadvantages of the economic use of the natural
environment. Moreover; their deduction as production cost is controversial (Bartelmus, 1992b).
3. Physical

accounting

18.
Valuation in monetary terms presents a dilemma: On the one hand, valuation methods
involving not only market but also other values would lead to a more comprehensive description
of the interrelationship between the environment and the economy but would at the same time
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require extensive assumptions. On the other hand, exclusive use of observable monetary data
based on market values would eliminate the need for assumptionson valuation and the resulting
inconsistencies between the different values used; at the same time it would lead to an
insufficient description of the interrelationship between the environment and the economy
(Norgaard, 1989; Bartelmus, 1992a; Blades, 1989). The question is whether the use of data in
physical units can overcome this dilemma? Also, would more data be available if data in
physical units were used?
19. Indeed, a comprehensive description of the interrelationship between the environment and
the economy is not possible without using physical data. In many cases, they are.more suitable
than monetary data. This is especially true for the.description of the flow of materials and
nutrients within the natural environment, and from the natural environment to the economy and
back to the environment as residuals. The concepts of material/energy balances (especially in
connection with input-output tables) can be used as a suitable instrument for analysing the
material flows between the environment and the economy (Alfsen, 1991; Ayres, 1978; Isard,
1969; Jsardand others, 1972; Kneese, Ayres and d’Arge, 1970; Leontief, 1970; United Nations,
1976).
20.
It is easier to describe the process of transformation of materials and energy sourcesin
the.economic sphere than to.give a complete picture of the consequencesof economic activities
for the environment. There is no widely accepted model of the transformation processestaking
place within the natural environment and of the dynamics of the economic influences acting on
it. There have been some attempts to develop global climate (change) models, and local or
regional models of statistical ecology or eco-development (Bartelmus, 1986). In particular,
modelling of the spatial distribution of residuals and their (partial) assimilation, physical and
chemical transformation and final location, including the contamination of biota, has been
successfulonly in specific circumstancesand for selected pollutants.
21.
Normally, it is possible to measure the emission of certain residuals of economic
activities and their impact on the quality of the environmental media (air, water, soil) only in
particular regions (Friend and Rapport, 1979; United Nations, 1988, 1991a). The dynamics that
link environmental stress, response and contamination are in .most casesunknown. This is the
reason why the Framework for the Development of Environment Statistics (FDES) limits itself
to listing-statistical topics in a sequenceof activities, impacts and (social) responsesrather than
formulate causal relationships among those topics (United Nations, 1984). No attempt is made,
therefore, to base integrated accounting on a complete model of the environment.
22.
Currently available possibilities of environmental accounting in physical terms are
illustrated by work on natural resource accounts (Comiere, 1986; Friend, 1986; Gamasjordet
and Viggo Saebb, 1986; Gilbert and James, 1988; Gilbert, 1990; Longva, 1981; Norwegian
Central Bureau of Statistics, 1987, 1990; Young, 1992, forthcoming). Those accounts show the
stocks and flows of materials that are used as primary input of economic activities. Natural
resource accounts are a suitable complement to material/energy balances that describe the
transformation of natural resources within economic processes.Natural resource accounts have
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already been developed for several countries. Linking those data to the monetary data of the
national accounts is essential for the development of environmental-econo&
accounting
systems.
23.
Natural resource accounts can also be linked to systems of environment statistics and,
together, could be employed as an overall framework for monitoring the natural environment
(United Nations, 1991a, annex I; Friend, forthcoming). Such a framework could not only
attempt to measure the short-term economic exploitation of the environment but also deal with
aspects of sustaining the natural environment for future generations. The French putrinwine
naturel (natural heritage or natural patrimony) accounts reflect ambitions in this regard (Institut
national de la statistique et des etudes &onomiques (INSEE), 1986b; Weber, 1983, 1989). All
this work could be used and further developed to better describe the interrelationship between
the environment and the economy.
24.
Quality indicators of water, air and soil could play an important role in the physical
accounting of the environment. They could usefully supplement data on quantitative stocks and
flows. Two main problems connected with environmental quality indicators have to be
considered: It is difficult to choose the most relevant constituents of environmental quality and
it is even more difficult to aggregate measures of those constituents into overall indices of the
quality of water, land or ecosystems. Environmental indicators and indices had already been,
discussed in North America in the 1970s with mixed reviews and results (Inhaber, 1974; Ott,
1978). New attempts have now been initiated in Europe (Kuik and Verbruggen, forthcoming;
Federal Statistical Office, Germany, 1990). United Nations methodologies also discuss the
compilation of environmental indicators and indices (United Nations, 1991a). A broader
approach requesting the development of indicators of sustainable development is advocated in
Agenda 21, adopted by the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
(United Nations, 1993, resolution 1, annex II, paras. 40.6 and 40.7).
Physical data are necessary for describing environmental-economic linkages but they are
25.
not sufficient. The difficulty of using figures in physical terms lies in the development of huge
data sets without reaching general conclusions on their (economic and non-economic)
significance. It is often difficult to obtain a more condensed physical description-an important
precondition for economic environmental accounting-in so far as use the underlying data are
difficult or impossible to aggregate owing to the use of different statistical units (for example;
tons and cubic metres) and the lack of knowledge of their relative importance. The spatial
orientation of environmental data is a further obstacle to obtaining an aggregation level that
allows the provision of unambiguous advice to policy makers on national environmental
concerns. It remains to be seen to what extent weighting procedures can be devised that could
overcome these difficulties. In many cases, the only way to obtain comparable results is to use
a valuation in monetary units.
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26.
The central focus of this handbook is the environment of human beings, which in
principle includes all natural assets. In practice, when the SEEA is being implemented, the
coverage may be more limited. For instance, when a description of the environment in physical
terms is needed, an asset boundary may be defined that is more extensive than that devised when
all assets need to be valued in monetary terms. Also, if the description of the environment
emphasizes the impact of economic activities, its scope may be more limited than that of a
description that aims to depict the environment in terms of stocks of available natural assets.
27.
When an environmental-economic accounting system directs its attention to the stress on
natural balances and ecosystems as a result of economic activities, the part of the natural
environment that has been or could be affected by human activities should be the central focus.
The assets of the natural environment that are-directly
or indirectly, actually or
potentially-affected by human activities are called natural assets or natural capital. Natural
assets consist of biological assets (produced or wild), land and water areas with their ecosystems,
subsoil assets and air. Special attention should be paid to living entities (animals, plants) and
their natural environment (ecosystems). Thus all animals and plants should be associated with
the natural environment and their living conditions should be monitored. Livestock and other
animals that are controlled by man should be included, as well as wild animals. Cultivated crops
and trees connected with agriculture and forestry have to be taken into account as well as wild
plants and trees. Subsoil assets are included because their extraction provides a significant
resource input into economic production and may affect both the surrounding landscape and
ecosystems. Furthermore; the degree of depletion of subsoil assets may be a limiting factor with
respect to the level of economic activities and may thus indirectly determine the amount of
residuals discharged by those activities.
28.

The definition of natural assets corresponds to the concept of the natural heritage

(putrimoine nuturel) developed by French statisticians (Comiere, 1986; INSEE, 1986b; Weber,
1983). From an ecological point of view, the term natural resources, which has often been used
in this context, seems to be too narrow, because the phrase implies actual or potential
exploitation or use by man. This constitutes, as French conceptual considerations have shown,
only one aspect of the natural environment. Only if the focus is on the actual use of natural
assets is the term natural resources strictly applicable.
29.
The asset boundary in the SNA (United Nations, 1992) is between these two extremes.
It includes only economic assets within its scope. Such economic assets, however, cover only
those natural assets that result in future benefits to their owners. A distinction is made in the
SNA between produced and non-produced assets, and within the category of produced assets a
further distinction is made between fixed assets and inventories. In the category of produced
assets, the natural assets consist of all those whose growth is controlled by man through
processes of cultivation, including vineyards, orchards, timber tracts and other plantations
yielding repeat products, and livestock for breeding, dairy and draught, all of which are treated
as fixed produced assets and included in the category entitled “cultivated assets”. Also included
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under produced assetsare the growing stock of agricultural crops, and fruits on trees and bushes,
as well as livestock destined for slaughter, and fish in aquaculture, which are treated as
inventories in the SNA and included in a category entitled “Work in progress on cultivated
assets”. The non-produced natural assets that are treated in the SNA as economic assets are
included in a single category entitled “Tangible non-produced assets” which covers four broad
categories, namely land, subsoil assets, non-cultivated biological resources and water resources.
30.
While the formal SNA definition of economic assets as quoted above refers to assets that
result in future benefits to their owners, in practice the SNA asset boundary would be restricted
to assets that have a market value and/or over which the owners have control, either through
ownership or otherwise. The market value is either the actual market price of an asset or the
present value of future returns (in the case, for example, of subsoil assets or timber tracts). The
criteria of market value and control should be used simultaneously. This is necessary because
natural assets of nearly every type (biological assets, land, subsoil assets, water) could have a
market value in so far as some products may be extracted and sold in the market. Market values
could be attached to wood gathered from virgin forests, and to fruits gathered in the wild, as
well as to ocean fish, as a limited amount of fish may be caught and sold in the market. Those
assets, however, are not economic assets in the SNA sense, as there is no economic control over
them. Normally, all assets over which there is economic control have market value. Although
some non-controlled natural assets may or may not be valued in the market, they are not
economic assets in the SNA sense.
31.
The classification of natural and man-made assets in table 1.1 reflects the content of the
above discussion of asset scope and asset categories. The asset categories presented in the table
are the ones that will be used throughout this handbook. For the description of the natural
environment and its relation to the economy in physical terms, the handbook uses a crossclassification by type of natural asset and by degree of economic control/use. In monetary terms,
a distinction between natural assets having market and non-market value is made. As table 1.1
shows, market valuation could be applied to produced as well as to non-produced assets.
32.
Classification systems of assets might take both ecological and economic considerations
into account. The economic element may be reflected in the degree of control over the natural
environment exercised by man. This criterion has a different relevance for different types of
natural assets. Air, of course, is used but not controlled. Water can be controlled if it is stored
in artificial watercourses or impoundments. Subsoil assetsbecome economically controlled assets
through the establishment of mines or exploration facilities. If land is cultivated or used for other
economic purposes (for example, in underlying buildings and works, and in recreation, it
belongs to the category of controlled assets. Virgin forests and wild animals belong to the
category of uncontrolled assets, whereas timber tracts and livestock belong- to that of controlled
assets.
33.
From an economic point of view, the use of the terms produced and non-produced is selfevident. From an ecological point of view, the distinction is less clear, as the activities of
biological organisms in an environment not controlled by economic activities may also result in
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produced natural assetsand thus “production” from an ecological point of view. It may therefore
be more precise in the context of environmental accou$ng to use the terms economically
produced and economically non-produced. The shorter terms produced and non-produced will
continue to be used in the text, however.
In the table, subsoil assets consist only of the proved reserves. According to the Twelfth
34.
World Petroleum Congress, proved reserves of petroleum are “the estimated quantities, as at a
specific date, which analysis of geological and engineering data demonstrate, with reasonable
certainty, to be recoverable in the future from known reservoirs under the economic and
operational conditions at the same date. Proven developed reserves are those proved reserves that
can be expected to be recovered through existing wells and facilities and by existing operating
methods” (Martinez and others, 1987, p. 7; see also Masters and others, 1987, p. 3; Ferran,
1981). The definition of proved reserves refers to the criterion of market value (positive net
returns on exploitation); the definition of developed reserves refers to the degree of control/use
of subsoil assets.
35.
Biological assets are in principle reflected twice in table 1.1: as individual plants or
animals (species) and as part of ecosystems (Gilbert, 1990, p. 5; Gilbert, Kuik and Amtzen,
1990). Terrestrial ecosystems comprise the environmental media (land, water, air), as well as
associated animals and plants; aquatic ecosystems comprise the sea bottom, water and air as well
as associated animals and plants. From an ecological point of view, one cannot regard living
.organisms as individual species only (Myers, 1988). Nature can only be protected if complete
ecosystems are maintained intact. Thus from an economic and ecological point of view, the value
of assets depends heavily on intact ecosystems and not on individual species. Biological assets
will therefore be described twice in this handbook, that is to say, once as elementary assets and
once as part of ecosystems.
5. Use of natural

assets

36.
The use of natural assets can effect their temporary or permanent depletion (quantitative
use) or leave nature unchanged quantitatively while possibly affecting the quality of the
environment (qual’tative use). In the first case, the flow of quantities from the natural
environment to th economy is viewed as a flow of environmental goods. In the second case,
the use of natural assets is interpreted as involving a flow of environmental services from the
natural environm nt to the economy. The use of environmental goods may thus lead to depletion
-ofriatural assets and the use of environmental services may cause degradation (qualitative
deterioration) of i natural assets.
The terms environmental goods and environmental services are introduced in analogical
37.
relation to economic products. However, the analogy may be misleading. From an ecological
point of view, nature does not aim at producing goods and services for economic purposes. In
the case of biota, natural production has the objective of reproducing the species and not of
meeting particular human needs. Contrary
to economic services, natural services are involuntary
-
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(imposed) and may cause severe damage to the environment. The use of the more neutral term
economic functions of the environment, which avoids the connotation of natural production to
serve the purposes of human beings, has therefore been proposed (Hueting, 1980, chap. 4).
Natural assetscanexhibit the characteristics of inventories or of fured assets.Quantitative
38.
use will lead to a reduction in the inventories of natural assetsif there are no other factors to
counterbalance that reduction, for example, natural growth or replenishment by cyclic processes.
In the caseof qualitative use, nature serves as a fixed assetwithout the occurrence of immediate
quantitative change. Such a distinction is useful for some natural assetsbut of only limited value
for others. Subsoil assetscould be considered inventory assets;land ‘is more in the nature of a
fixed asset.However, such simple classification becomesambiguous if natural assetsexhibit both
quantitative and qualitative functions. Forests have characteristics of inventories with regard to
the quantities of growing wood therein, but they also have characteristics of fmed assetswith
regard to their function of serving as a habitat for animals. From a more restricted economic
point of view (market valuation), natural assets normally have a value with regard only to
depletion (exception: land). From an economic and ecological point of view, values are also
attached to environmental services and the natural environment then acquires the characteristics
of a fixed asset.
39.
Different fuhctions of the natural assetsare listed in table 1.2. The schemealso contains
a description of the functions of man-made assets. It is not the aim of this scheme to offer a
complete review of all possible functions, but rather to give some indication of the variety of
possible functions. The scheme shows that the same natural asset can have different functions.
The forest is a producer of timber as a result of logging activities, an important component ‘of
ecosystems (a habitat for animals and plants), a producer of consumption goods (fruits,
medicine, construction material), a regulator of climate and water regimes, an absorbing medium
for carbon dioxide and a retainer of soils. The forest also fulfils recreational (including aesthetic)
purposes. These different functions are partly in competition with each other. This is especially
true for the natural environment’s function as a dumping ground for wastes (sink) on the one
hand and that related to household consumption (involving, for example, drinking-water,
respiration, recreation) on the other. The use of one function of the natural environment can
impair its capacity to serve others. These trade-offs among the functions of natural assetsare the
main focus of the ecological-economic interrelationships that are studied in environmental
accounting.
40.
As a first step in assessingthe different functions of natural assets,those functions have
to be described in terms of physical units, becausenormally they do not have a market value.
Physical flows connected with the quantitative uses of natural assets, in other words, those
involving the depletion of biota, subsoil assetsand water, can be measured. The disposal service
provided by the natural media (air, water, land) could be assessedby the flow of residuals that
are loaded into those media. The suitable framework for describing the interaction of the
physical environmental and economic flows are material/energy balances that show the flow of
quantities of natural resources into the economy, the transformation processes within the
economy and the flow of residuals back to the natural environment. Further linkage to socio-
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economic data would have to be achieved by broader accounting frameworks or systems of
environment statistics (United Nations, 1984).
The disposal function of the natural environment can be considered part of a recycling
41.
activity in which there is movement of quantities between the economy and the natural
environment, without any long-term change in the quality of the latter. There are other
qualitative uses of the environment that lead to long-term physical changes within the
environment. Economic use of land is often connected with slower or more rapid processes of
deterioration. Agricultural ,use could cause soil erosion. The opening of uncultivated land (such
as virgin forests and wetlands) for recreational or agricultural purposes may upset ecological
balances. The exposure of areas to traffic or human settlement has radically changed the
characteristics of land and ecosystems. It is often difficult to find suitable indicators in physical
terms to describe these degradation processes. Indicators could be soil loss, decrease in different
species (animals, plants) and patterns and trends of land use (United Nations, 1988, 1991a).
42.
A description of the uses of the natural environment in physical terms should start with
the immediate consequences of human intervention in natural balances, even though in many
cases’such intervention has a variety of indirect effects. However, those indirect effects can be
recorded only partially. The disposal services of the environment are an important example in
this regard. On the one hand, it is relatively easy to record the quantities of residuals that are
emitted into the natural environment; on the other, it is much more difficult to describe the flows
from ambient concentrations that result in the contamination of biota and the final effects on the
health of biota, ecosystems and human beings.
6. Valuation

of natural

assets

43.
The valuation of-the use of natural assets is one of the most difficult tasks in
environmental accounting and statistics (see, for example, Beckenbach, Hampicke and Schulz,
1989; Pearce, Markandya and Barbier, 1989, chap. 3). Market values are normally missing and
even cost data often have only a hypothetical character. The general problems of valuation of
natural assets were discussed above in subsection B (2). Based on, the discussion, three methods
of valuation emerge:
(a) Market valuation;
(b) Direct non-market valuation (involving, for example, the willingness-to-pay concept);
(c) Indirect non-market valuation (involving cost data on, for example, damage costs or those
incurred in meeting certain standards).
The same methods of valuing tangible assets could also be applied to valuing flows of goods and
services connected with the use of tangible assets. Table l.3 illustrates, without aiming at
completeness, different approaches to valuing those flows.
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44.
Market valuation seems at first sight to be an easy way of valuing the use of assets,
because the valuation procedure can use observable data. However, the complexity of market
valuation becomes apparent in the following four cases in which market valuation is applied to
assets and to the corresponding flows of goods and services (United Nations, 1977b, chap. VI):
Produced natural assets, inventories. In the case of inventories of biological or nonbiological goods such as agricultural crops, and livestock raised for slaughter, which
were produced and are immediately marketable, the current market price of those goods
can be used for valuing both the stocks and the flows that decrease or increase the stocks.
However, even in this case, alternative methods could be applied to the valuation of
inventories;
Produced jixed natural assets. For produced futed natural assets such as orchards and
plantations, and livestock raised for breeding, draught or dairy, which were produced
and/or bought in the market (man-made assets), the market value is in principle
determined in the SNA by the same two factors used in valuing man-made assets that are
not natural assets: the present market price of similar new futed assets (the current
replacement costs) and the residual lifetime in relation to the total lifetime of the assets.
The cost of using these assets in production can be estimated by assuming that they are
equal to their depreciation in the reporting period. The depreciation (consumption of
fixed assets) reflects the decrease in asset value caused by economic use and is estimated
in the national accounts by multiplying the average market price of new similar produced
assets (current replacement costs) in the reporting period by the depreciation rate (length
of the reporting period in relation to the total lifetime of the assets);
Non-producedfied assets. Non-produced fmed assets (such as land) that are marketed
could be valued by applying the market prices used in the transaction, and if they are not
marketed the market prices of similar assets could be used. The market prices reflect the
value of the flow of future net returns connected with the use of the assets. The flow of
services of the marketed but not produced fixed assets could be estimated by using data
on rents or leases that were actually paid for the purpose of securing permission to use
these or similar assets;

(d) Non-produced natural assets, inventories. Depletable natural assets like wild biota and

subsoil assets have a market price if they can be exploited. In this case, the market value
of the assets consists in the future sales value, reduced by the exploitation costs (net
return). If the exploitation is spread over a lengthy period, the flow of future net returns
has to be discounted. In some cases, the reserves of depletable natural assets and the
exploitation rights are marketed. The market prices will then reflect to a high degree the
expected net returns from the exploitation of the resource.

45.
If the use of natural assets is not connected with market transactions, direct or indirect
non-market valuation has to be applied. Direct valuation techniques rely on some eliciting of
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preferences (OECD, 1989, p. 15); indirect valuation techniques normally use the concept of
replacement costs or of opportunity costs.
46.
Direct non-market valuation techniques (contingent valuation) could be applied especially
for the case of the qualitative (and quantitative) use of the natural environment as a public
consumption good (Pearce, Markandya and Bat-bier, 1989; OECD, 1989; Johansson, 1990;
Schulz and Wicke, 1987). Examples are the value of air and water use or the value of the
recreational services provided by of natural assets. Often, it is not possible to value natural
assets as a whole but only to determine a monetary amount corresponding to a decrease or an
increase in those services. One example is the valuation of the decrease in air quality. People
could be asked what annual amount they would be willing to pay to avoid the observed quality
change. This amount could be interpreted as the decrease in the quality of the air as perceived
by the population. The best-known direct valuation methods are the willingness-to-pay and
willingness-to-sell approaches. Other methods use hedonic property prices, wage-risk studies and
travel-cost approaches. It should be mentioned that these methods can be applied ‘to valuing not
only the different functions of natural assets but also man-made assets (for example, historical
monuments) that have no market value.
47.
The direct valuation method is not undisputed. Many economists doubt whether it is
really possible to determine monetary values for preferences in the absence of markets (see, for
example, Hueting, 1980, chap. 4.5). Difficult conceptual problems and a rather poor database
are the usual arguments. On the other hand, these valuation methods frequently present the only
possibility of approximating the value of a wide range of functions of the natural environment.
48.
Indirect non-market valuation of environmental functions uses actual or hypothetical cost
data. Actual costs comprise expenditures incurred for maintaining the services of the natural
environment. Examples are environmental protection costs or expenditures for the mitigation of
damage (for example, to human health and materials (corrosion)) caused by decreased
environmental quality. An increase in environmental protection activities that prevent degradation
of natural assets or restore their degraded nature could be an indication of a reduction in the
quality of environmental assets and their functions as a consequence of economic activities that
was avoided or restored.
49.
The valuation based on avoidance or restoration cost may not be an adequate one:
environmental protection activities might not be sufficient to balance the negative impacts of
economic activities on the environment. The actual damage costs incurred are thus in general
only a lower limit for valuing the decrease in environmental quality. People may be assumed to
be willing to pay at least the amount of their actual expenditures to ward off the effects of
deteriorating air and water quality. In this sense, those expenditures could be interpreted as the
(minimum) value of the decrease in environmental quality.
50.
In the SEEA, another indirect non-market valuation technique, which is based on
hypothetical (imputed) cost data, plays a prominent role: The cost of using the natural
environment is extended to include costs that would have been incurred if the environment had
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been used in such a way as not to have affected its future use. Those costs are of course
hypothetical because in reality an actual use occurred that did affect the environment. The
inclusion of hypothetical costs is an attempt to value comprehensively actual environmental
depletion or degradation. The rationale behind. this approach is based on the following two
criteria:
(a) Application of the sustainability concept, which has gained a central role in the discussion
of integrated (environmentally sound and sustainable) development;
(b) Extension of the national accounts concept of consumption of a futed capital of man-made
assets to the valuing of the use of non-produced natural assets in production.
From an ecological point of view, an important task for any environmental policy is to
51.
balance the needs of humans with those of other living organisms (animals or plants). Economic
activities should not-at least in the long *run-impair the natural environment. For instance, the
disposal services of nature should be used only to the,extent that waste flows can be transformed
by natural processes into materials that are not dangerous for man, animals and plants. Land use
for recreational and other economic purposes should not be connected with a further destruction
of ecosystems.
Balancing human and natural needs not only protects fauna and flora from human
52.
influences, but also maintains the natural environment in an intact state for future human
generations. This leads to the concept of sustainability (Bartelmus, 1992b; Daly, 199la, 1991b;
Maler, 1989; Opschoor, 1989b; Pearce, 1989; Pearce, Parbier and Markandya, 1990, chap. 1;
Pearce, Markandya and Barbier, 1989, chap. 2; Hueting, Bosch and de Boer, 1991). The
concept of sustainable development can be interpreted as implying that economic activities should
be extended only as far as the maintenance of man-made and natural capital will permit. A
narrower definition of sustainability excludes the substitution of man-made for natural assets and
requires maintenance of the level of natural as well as of man-made assets. If this sustainability
concept is applied to the valuation of natural assets, the use of those assets will be valued on the
basis of the costs necessary to fully maintain them.
This sustainability concept could also be supported by conservationist preferences for or
53.
attitudes oriented towards changing the level of natural assets. The uncertainty about possible
far-reaching disadvantages arising from disturbing the natural environment and the irreversibility
of many negative impacts of economic activities on the environment would call for a high degree
of risk aversion and the maintenance of at least the present level of environmental quality.
54.
Valuing the use of environmental functions through the use of the maintenance cost
approach is similar to valuing the services of man-made capital in the national accounts through
the consumption of fixed capital. The value of the consumption of fmed capital represents the
current costs of these fixed assets when used in production. Those costs could be interpreted as
constituting a payment for the services of man-made capital. The consumption of futed capital
is estimated as the amount necessary to maintain the level of man-made assets and keep them
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intact. This maintenancecost approach uses (as hasalready been mentioned) actual market prices.
for estimating the necessary replacement investments. Nevertheless, the compilation has a
.
hypothetical character becauseit is by no means certain whether actual investment expenditures
.,
coincide with’ maintenance cost levels.
75.
In the caseof maintaining natural assets,the market prices of assetsslated to rep&used
natural assets normally cannot be applied because many types of natural assets are not
replaceable. The (hypothetical) maintenance costs are therefore mainly prevention costs that
would have been necessary to prevent negative impacts of economic activities on the ( *’
environment and/or to meet given sustainability standards(Hueting, Bosch and de Boer, 199J).
Despite this distinction, the two concepts, namely, the concept of marked-priced ,capital
consumption and that of hypothetical maintenancecosts, have many similarities. The useof both
natural and man-madeassetsis valued with regard to its influence on the availability of capital.
If use does not affect capital, user cost will be zero independent of the value of such use for
society. Neither concept has a direct welfare orientation; and according to both, the users of
natural assetswould obtain a quantitative impression of the additional costs that would have h&t
to be incurred (by them or by society) if their economic activities had been neutral with regard
to the natural environment.
56.

The sustainability concept need not necessarily be applied to each and every use of ,me
natural
environment but could focus on the maintaining of vital natural resources only. Those
would include the resources that are difficult or impossible to replace and whose degradation,or
r depletion would lead to unacceptableeffects on human safety, health and/or welfare. Sustainable
development requires in particular sufficient water-supply, sufficiently high land quality
(prevention of soil erosion), protection of key ecosystems(for example, tropical forests) and the
maintenance of air and water quality above minimum levels. In these cases, the sustainability
concept should imply constancy not only of natural assetsas a whole (assuming possibilities of
substitution) but also of each type of natural asset.
57.
In the case of subsoil assets, it seemsunrealistic to estimate the costs for maintaining
these stocks. The depletion of subsoil resources does not necessarily affect the natural
environment and the living conditions of man and other living beings. The environmental
problems of depleting assetsare usually local and limited in scope (exceptions include problems
derived from surface mining and oil spills connected with the exploitation and transport of crude
oil). Major problems (for example, air pollution causedby energy consumption, or the presence
of heavy metals as residuals of production and consumption activities) normally arise during the
use of depleted raw materials. It seems therefore acceptabie to apply a broader concept of
sustainability in the case of subsoil depletion. That concept would include the possibility of
substituting for subsoil assets other natural or man-made assets in environmentally benign
production processes.
58.
The maintenance cost concept implies that uses of the environment that have no impacts
on nature have a zero (monetary) value. For instance, if water is used, and it is available in
sufficient quantities, water abstraction has no maintenance costs. The sameis true of fishing and
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logging if natural growth compensatesfor exploitation. The disposal of residuals in natural media
has no maintenance costs if nature can safely absorb those residuals and is not affected in the
long run.
59.
The value of deteriorating natural assetscould also be partly or completely balanced by
activities that aim at restoring the natural environment. The restoration costs could be regarded
as gross investment ‘which would offset the depreciation values. However, irreversibility of
impacts on the natural environment may limit the possibilities of restoration.
C.

System of integtated
an overview

environmental

.and economic

accounting

(SEEA):

1. Scope and coverage

As actual experience and the above discussion have shown, there is a large variety of
approaches in the design of statistical .systems describing the interrelationships between the
natural environment and the economy (United Nations, Economic Commission for Europe,
1991a). Two extreme positions can be identified. On the one hand, there is the statistical
description that focuses on the natural environment. Environmental-economic linkages are
described with regard to impacts on the environment. Much of the statistical framework is
concentrated on the spatial description of the natural environment, involving the use, for
instance, of maps of particular regions (ecosystemsor eco-zones). The information is normally
presented in physical units. On the other hand, some statistical frameworks focus on the
economy and take environmental-economic linkages into account only in so far as they arc
connectedwith actual economic transactions (for example, environmental protection expenditures
and actual damage costs). The latter data systems are typically more detailed ‘presentations of
conventional national accounts, as they present monetary data on actual transactions in market
values.
60.

In figure I these two concepts-physical data collection and monetary accounting-are
61.
indicated in boxes 1 and 6. Approaches that are located between these two extremes could be
classified with regard to that use of the unit of measurement, for example, money values or
physical units: Some data systems take into account either physical or monetary data; some
present a combination of both types of data.
Systems that mainly use physical units could extend the description of the natural
environment to include information on the physical flows between the environment and the
economy (use of natural resources, flow of residual products). The existing systems of natural
resource accounting and environment statistics comprise such data (figure I, boxes 1 and 2) (see,
for example, Corm&e, 1986; Gamasjordet and Viggo Saeb+, 1986; United Nations, 1984,1988,
1991a). This description in physical terms could be further extended to include information on
transformation processes within the economy. Material/energy balances comprise a physical
description of the use of natural resources, their transformation by production and consumption

62.
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activities and the flow of residuals back to the natural environment (figure I, boxes 2 and 3)
(United Nations, 1976). Natural resource accounting and material/energy balances overlap,
especially with regard to flows between the economy and the environment (figure
. . 8.
. I, box 2).
. t-b
-63. The description of economic activities in monetary terms has been extended in’ the case
of the SEEA to the valuation of the use of the natural environment. Different methods have
already been discussed above. The comprehensive measurement of costs and benefits of
economic activities and their environmental impacts is the purpose of such calculations (figure
I, boxes 5 and 6) (see, for example, Peskin, 1989c; Bartelmus, Stahmer and van Tongeren,
1991). Such valuation not only facilitates the incorporation of environmental concerns into
economic analysis but also creates a common scale of measurementthat allow&the compilation
of economic-environmental aggregates on a highly condensedlevel.
64.
The SEEA thus covers in principle both national accounts describing &onomic activities
and environmental accounts including all monetary and physical flows that describe the
interrelationship between the environment and the economy (figure I, boxes, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6).
This ideal concept cannot be fully realized at present, since comprehensive data systems for
describing the natural environment and i,ts interaction with the economy are still missing (for
example, Richter, forthcoming; Tappeiner, 1992; Friend and Rapport, 1989; Ward, 1990). Some
ambitious approacheshave been advanced in several countries, but no overall description of the
natural environment has been realized so far.
65.
This is not only due to inadequate financial support. It is true that additional financial
resources would have ‘probably brought about more success in developing comprehensive
statistical systems in the field of environment. However, the main reasons for the absence of
comprehensive environmental accounting are the difficulties in describing the natural
environment with its climatic, biological, physical and chemical changeswithin a generic model
of complex interrelationships. To date, most environmental assessmentsdescribe the state of the
natural environment at a certain point in time. However, in general, except for selected regional
case-studies, it has been impossible to fully portray the dynamics of natural processes. A
complete integration of existing environmental and economic data systems seems,therefore, to
be still an elusive objective.
66.
It is therefore necessary to concentrate first of all on improving ‘basic environment
statistics and to develop as a second step consistent systems for describing the natural
environment. The Framework for the Development of Environment Statistics (FDES) of the
United Nations and the work of the Economic Commission .for Europe in the field of
environmental statistics are pertinent initiatives in this regard (United Nations, 1984, 1988,
1991a; United Nations, Economic Commission for Europe, 1988). The work of France in the
field of natural patrimony accounting (INSEE, 1986b; Weber, forthcoming) could also play an
important role in the furthering of conceptual improvements in this field. Natural resource
accounts and material/energy balances, as described above, have focused on the natural
environment from the point of view of economic use. The experience gained in these fields in
several developing and developed countries could be used to establish consistent data systems.
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The SEEA includes the following four elements:

(a). Transaction and other economic flow and stock elements of the established economic
accounting system of the SNA, which are of special relevance to the measurement of the
environmental impact of economic activities and will have to be further disaggregated .to
identify monetary flows and assets related to the use of the natural environment and/or
treated differently in environmental analysis carried out in the context of the SEEA
(figure I, parts of box 6);
(b) Environmental stocks and flows to which alternative monetary (non-market) valuations
for the use of the environment are applied (figure I, box 5);
I,
(c) Physical data on the flows of natural resources from the natural environment to the
economy and their transformation within the economy, and on the flows of residuals of
economic activities to the natural environment (figure I, boxes 2 and 3);
1
(d) A description of the natural environment in physical terms in so far as it is necessary for
the purpose of analysing the impacts of human use. This part would thus not represent
a comprehensive description of the state of the environment (figure I: parts of box.-1).
The SEEA focuses on the interrelationships between the environment and the economy.
Economic activities, as well as events within the natural environment, are dealt with in detail
only in so far as they are necessary for understanding the relations between the economy and
the environment. Furthermore, the relationships with sociodemographic data systems (for
example, Bartelmus, 1992a) are not elaborated.
5
68.
Using the SNA as a starting-point for the SEEA does not necessarily lead to a purely
economic view of environmental concerns. Bather, it permits the introduction of ecological
elements into economic thinking and decision-making through the employment of a common
framework. If ecological issues can be translated into monetary terms, the possibility of
economic decisions, taking environmental problems into account is much improved. The aim of
the SEEA is thus to establish a suitable database for policies of sustainable development that
incorporate the issue of the environment into mainstream policies. The next section will discuss
the connections between the SEEA and the SNA. Special attention will be paid to questions of
how the SEEA can introduce ecological elements and how the SEEA is linked to the core of the
SNA.
2. The SEEA.as satellite

system to the national

accounts

69.
During the last 20 years, proposals have been made to modify the national accounting
system with regard to environmental factors (Baltensperger, 1972; Bartelmus, 1974,1987,1989;
de Boo and others, 1991; Eisner, 1988; Fickl, forthcoming; Hamer, 1974; Harrison, 1989a,
1989b, 1992; Hueting, 1980; Levin, 1990; Marin, 1978; NNW Measurement Committee, 1973;
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Nordhaus and Tobin, 1973; OECD, 1971; Olson, 1977; Peskin, 1989c; Richter, 1989; Uno,
1989, 1990; Reich, forthcoming; Reich and Stahmer, 1983; Thage, 1990, forthcoming). It has
been argued that environmental concerns cannot be well dealt with within the bounds of
transactions, flows and stocks of the SNA. Nevertheless, the majority of national accounts
experts reject the possibility of substantial changes to the conventional national accounts which
are used for many other types of analyses. As a consequence, the following course was
preferred: to establish a special satellite system outside the traditional framework of national
accounts for the purpose of describing environmental-economic relations (United Nations, 1977a;
Adler, 1982; Carson, 1989; Drechsler, 1976; Bartelmus, 1989; Bartelmus, Stahmer and van
Tongeren, 1991).
:
70.
The traditional national accounts are used to analyse the economic structure and
developments of a market economy. There are many applications for which the restriction to
market transactions is rather an advantage than a disadvantage (Reich, forthcoming). Short-term
and ‘long-term economic policies traditionally require monetary data on production and
employment, capital formation, consumption, income distribution and saving, and financial
transactions; all of these are valued in the market and therefore included in the traditional
national accounts in monetary terms. As the data included in the national accounts are obtained
directly in value terms from economic surveys and administrative records, a problem of
valuation is generally not encountered.
71.
However, to describe the interrelationships between the environment and the economy
would require additional data that are generally not available in value terms. In a,satellite system
of environmental accounts those data would be included in a special data set that though
remaining separate, could still be closely linked with the traditional national accounts. This
approachnecessitates having two systems, the traditional national accounts used as a core system
and a special data framework with the character of a satellite system (or of satellite accounts)
(Lemaire, 1987; Reich and others, 1988; Schgfer and Stahmer, 1990; Teillet, 1988; Vanoli,
.1989; Weber, 1983, 1989). The Statistical Commission, at its twenty-sixth session, in 1991
(United Nations, 1991c, para. 154(e) (iv), and, ‘more recently, the United Nations Conference
on Environment and Development (United Nations, 1993, resolution 1, annex II, para. 8.42)
therefore requested that the SEEA be developed as a satellite system of the SNA.
72.
Such a satellite system can provide a greater degree of freedom to concepts and valuation
than conventional national accounts. Valuation methods could be used that are not necessarily
consistent with the market valuation used in traditional national accounts. In view of the
complexity involved in the use of the environment for economic activities, different concepts and
valuation methods could be tested and different options described. As already mentioned, the
most comprehensive measures of economic-environmental relations represent at the same time
the most controversial concepts and valuation methods. The experimental character of possible
environmental accounting systems should therefore be reflected in the corresponding
methodological proposals. The satellite system should certainly present a consistent framework,
but this framework should also take into account as far as possible different schools of thought.
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73.
The objective of the environmental accounting system should be to monitor the
environmental changes caused by economic activities and thus to become the basis (in terms of
data) for integrated environmental and economic policies. Such an aim can only be.realized if
both the direct and the indirect impact of the economic use of the environment on economic
activities can be analysed. This implies the existence of close connections between the traditional
economic accounting system and the new satellite system. The links between the two data
systems could be used to establish comprehensive economic models comprising not only
economic but also environmental variables.
74.
At first sight, the flexibility, experimental character and close linkage between the,
satellite system and national accounts, appear to be conflicting objectives. Close linkage to the
national accounts would seem to preclude the establishment of an experimental design, in
particular for the purpose of achieving a more ecologically oriented satellite system. A possible
conflict in this regard could be avoided by a system with a high degree of built-in flexibility (van
Bochove and van Tuinen, 1986). The system should comprise modules or building blocks whose
links to the traditional accounting system reflect differing degrees of integration (see, for
‘example, Friend, forthcoming). As far as possible, the same concepts should be used for both
the core and the satellite system. In cases where different concepts are required, bridge tables
are necessary that explicitly show conceptual differences and could be used as links between the
new data and those of the traditional national accounts.
The SEEA could be called a system of nution& integrated environmental and economic
75.
accounts because it focuses on the ,description of environmental-economic relations at the
national level. The data normally do not comprise regionalized information but only figures for
the country as a whole. The breakdown of data by region could of course be presented in
supplementary tables. This might be preferable, especially in the case of indicators of air and
water quality and land use.
76.
The focus on national data has both disadvantages and advantages. The main disadvantage
is the exclusion of regional or local dimensions that are particularly relevant for describing and
understanding environmental problems. On the otherehand, it seems necessary to start with an
accounting framework that is readily applicable. In general, national economic accounts are
easier to compile than regional ones owing to data constraints regarding cross-boundary
economic flows for subnational regions. In most instances, therefore, physical environment
statistics constitute for the time being the best way to describe local environmental impacts and
the sources/origins of those impacts (United Nations, 1984, 1988, 1991a). However,
experimental applications of the SEEA to large regions could be carried out with a view to
developing a possible regionalization of the system.
77.
The international and global elements of the economic use of the natural environment
have gained national-and international attention moulding, 1985, 1991; Leontief and others,
1977; MacNeill, 1990; Opschoor,. 1989a; Opschoor and Reijnders, 1991; World Commission
on Environment and Development, 1987; United Nations, 1993). The SEEA, similar to
conventional accounts, takes international issues into account by incorporating imputed “exports”
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and “imports” of environmental services into accounts of the “rest of the world”. Part of those
exported or imported environmental services are already reflected in the foreign trade figures
of the national accounts, which include, for instance, imports and exports of tropical wood.
Separate identification of the imputed and actual imp&s and exports of environmental services
is important in order to .determine the extent to which national environmental problems have
their roots in foreign countries and vice versa. If, for instance, tropical wood is imported by
industriali& countries, this might cause severe environmental problems related to logging in
developing countries. Estimation -of the direct and indirect content of (imputed and actual)
environmental costs in the value of these imported goods through input-output analysis would
provide a quantitative indication of the environmental problems caused by the imports in the
exporting country (chap. V, sect. D).
78.
An increasingly important problem is the export and import of residuals, including solid
wastesexported from industrial&d to developing countries. Attempts should be made to identify
these flows in physical and in monetary terms. It will be difficult, however; to give a complete
picture of the cross-boundary flows of residuals, as residuals are recorded in the SEEA at the
moment of leaving the polluter, independently of whether the pollution will finally affect the
domestic or the foreign natural environment. Future applications of the SEEA could attempt to
link spatial models of the natural environment with the data of the SEEA to obtain a complete
picture of the impacts of economic activities on the domestic and the foreign environment.
3. Versions

of the SEEA

The SEEA contains four parts, each of which follows the concepts of the SNA to a
different extent (figure II). Part A, setting out from the production account of the SNA, provides
the basic framework for the SEEA. It contains a description of production and consumption
activities (supply and disposition tables), and of the accounts of non-financial assets. The
production segment of the SNA constitutes the data basis for input-output tables with uniform
row and column classifications (Franz, 1991). The input-output framework is the most suitable
economic one for analysing environmental-economic relations becauseit can be easily extended
to include flows of natural resources from the natural environment as input of economic
activities and flows of residuals of production and consumption activities as unwanted output
delivered back to the natural environment. The starting point for the natural asset accounts of
the SEEA are the non-financial assetaccounts of the SNA comprising also non-produced natural
assets.

79.

80.
The SEEA contains the above-mentioned accounts of the SNA partly in an aggregated
version and partly in a more disaggregated form. Disaggregation facilitates the identification of
the environmental protection activities that prevent and mitigate environmental deterioration or
restore the damage (reflected in health expenditures, material corrosion) caused by the
deteriorated environment. In the case of non-financial assets, further disaggregation of stocks
and volume changes of natural assetsis proposed.
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A second part of the SEEA (part B) consists of a description of the interrelationships
between the natural environment and the economy in physical terms. This part incorporates the
relevant-concepts and. methods of natural resource accounting, material/energy balances, and
input-output tabulations; and it is closely linked to the monetary flows and assets of the SEEA,
derived from the production segment of the SNA. The inclusion of natural resource accounts and
balances can be made without modifying the concepts of the SNA.
82.
In a third part of the SEEA (part C), different approaches for estimating the imputed
costs of the use of natural assets are discussed. In this context, three different valuation methods,
already described in subsection B (6) above, are used:
(a) Market valuation according to the concepts of the non-financial asset accounts in the
SNA;
(b) Maintenance valuation, which estimates the costs necessary to sustain at least the present,
level of natural assets;
(c) Contingent valuation, which could be applied especially for estimating the value of the
consum@ive services of the natural environment.
83.
The fourth part of the SEEA (part D) contains additional information, that could be
obtained by further extensions of the SEEA. Those extensions have been applied especially in
the case of household activities whose detailed analysis can contribute to a better understanding
of the social and demographic forces behind the impacts of human activities on the natural
environment and of the effects on human welfare. Furthermore, the consequences of treating
environmental functions in terms of the production of environmental services are discussed.
Finally, treating both internal and external environmental protection activities as production
activities can be viewed as introducing a broader concept of output (by means of extemalizing
internal intermediate costs of environmental production).
The different parts of the SEEA are described not as separate entities but as extensions
84.
or modifications of a common accounting framework. Each stage of the extension comprises the
data of the preceding stages as long as the valuation methods are not mutually exclusive. In
figure III, the relationships between the different versions of the SEEA are shown, including
references to the chapters and sections of the handbook dealing with particular versions. The
following six basic versions, each (except for version I) linked to the chapter in which it is
discussed, thus make up the building-block system of the SEEA:
(a) Version I. This version is the basic accounting framework of the SEEA, obtained
through appropriate reformatting of, or gleaning from, the conventional SNA. Section
A (3) of chapter II introduces a numerical example to illustrate conventional .accounts
data to be modified in further versions (II-V);
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0-9 Version II. In chapter II, version II of the SEEA (covering part A), describing possible
environment-related disaggregations of the SNA is discussed;

In chapter III, the monetary data of part A of the SEEA are linked to
environment-related information in physical terms to obtain version III of the SEEA
(covering parts A and B);

(c) Version III.

Cd) Versions IV, l-3. In chapter IV, imputed environmental costs (part C) are added to

obtain versions IV of the SEEA (covering parts A, B and C). Three different types of
valuation of imputed costs are discussed: market valuation (version IV. l), maintenance
valuation (version IV.2) and a joint use of contingent valuation and market valuation
(version IV. 3);

69 Versions V, l-6. In chapter V, various more tentative extensions of the SEEA are

described in combination with different types of valuation of imputed environmental
costs, to obtain versions V of the SEEA (covering parts A, B, C and D), An extended
recording of household production activities is related to the three methods of valuation
of imputed environmental costs already discussed in chapter IV, leading to versions V. 1,
V.2 and V.3. Environmental services are treated as production of nature in versions V.4
and VS. The externalization of internal environmental protection activities is described
in version V.6. The chapter also discusses a product-based symmetric input-output table
with environment-related extensions as the conceptual basis for applications of the SEEA
in input-output analysis (modelling).

Chapters II, III and IV and the corresponding versions of the SEEA constitute the core
of the handbook and the SEEA. Versions V and the input-output tabulations presented in chapter
V are for the purpose of opening a window on further analytical applications of the SEEA. They
have not yet been thoroughly discussed and will require further research and experimentation.
They are a response, however, to various international endeavours to extend the analysis of
environment and development to include social and demographic concerns (United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development, (United Nations, 1993, resolution 1, annex II,
para. 8.45)) or to apply input-output methodologies for the global assessment of sustainable
development.
85.

4. SEEA matrix

.The SEEA is presented mainly in matrix form, and constitutes a description of both flow
and asset accounts. Table 1.4 shows the SEEA matrix in different stages of extension. In order
to facilitate the description, only monetary data are described. Flow data are recorded in rows
2-12; the asset accounts, in columns 5-7. Flow and asset accounts are linked to each other by
the volume changes of assets described in rows 2-10 and columns 5-7.
86.
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87.
The structure of the columns shares some similarities with that of the columns in inputoutput tables. The first three columns cover different production activities and columns 4-8
present final uses. In addition to these traditional elements of presentation of an input-output
,table, the columns of gross capital formation (columns 5-7) are.supplemented by complete asset
accounts for non-financial assets, including opening and closing stocks and other volume changes
of assets that are not capital formation.
88. : The structure of the rows reflects a combination of items necessary for establishing asset
accounts, and items used for recording flows., Rows 1 and 13-15 are relevant only in the context
‘of asset-accounts. The structure of rows 2-12 is again similar to that of input-output tables. The
rows cover use of products and assets, net value added (net domestic product) and gross output.
‘. The SEEA matrix is used for describing all versions of the SEEA in different stages of
89.
extension. Three stages are differently hatched in table 1.4:
(a) ‘Version ‘II (black). This version refers to dataaccording to the conventional concepts of
the SNA. Those data are further disaggregated to reveal environment-related activities,
flows and stocks. Dqmestic production activities comprise only production activities .of
industries (column 1) and therefore produced assets comprise only assets of industries
,(column 5) The use of products is limited to that of products of industries (row 2), and
,use of assets to that of produced fixed assets of industries (row 3). The asset accounts
comprise opening stocks (row l), net capital formation (rows 2 and 3), other volume
changes (row 13), revaluations due to market price changes (row 14) and closing stocks
(row 15) which are the column totals of the asset accounts;
(b) Version IV (lightly shaded). The versions discussed in chapter IV describe different
approaches to valuing imputed environmental costs. They record additional costs
associated with different economic transactions (production, final consumption, use of
produced assets) and (with the signs reversed) volume changes.of natural assets used by
economic activities (rows 7 and 8). Adjustment items.are introduced (rows 9 and 10)
that balance imputed environmental costs against the conventional figures of net domestic
product (column 1) and the corresponding volume changes of natural assets against other
volume changes and the closing stocks of natural assets still valued according to the SNA
‘concepts of market valuation;
(c) Version V (darkly shaded). A third stage of development of the SEEA implies further
extensions of the SEEA. An extended concept of household production activities is
reflected in the SEEA matrix as “other household activities” (column 2) and “use of
other household outputs” (row 4). The corresponding extension of the concept of
produced assets entails the introduction of asset accounts of consumer durables and the
record of corresponding user costs (row 5). If environmental services are treated as
production activities, a further extension of the concept of domestic production is
necessary (column 3 and row 6). The conceptual implications of extemalizing internal
environmental protection services are not explicitly shown in table 1.4 for the sake of
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simplicity. Such extemalization would imply modifications in the concepts of industries
(column 1, row 2).
90.
The black and shaded elements of the SEEA could, at least theoretically, contain figures
in physical and/or monetary terms. Chapters II-V describe in detail the different versions of the
SEEA matrix.
91.
The order of the rows in table 1.4 does not follow the decadic system as applied in the
detailed SEEA matrices in chapters II-V. The reason for this is to allow an easier understanding
of the stages of extension. The matrices record the use of produced fixed assets of industries
(row 3) and the use of consumer durables (row 5) after the use of non-produced natural assets
(row 7) becausethe use of non-produced assetscould imply both the intermediate consumption
of depleted stocks and the ‘useof fixed assets.
92.
Comparison of the different versions of the SEEA presentedin the handbook is facilitated
by using common basic classifications of rows (CR) and columns (CC) for the different types
of the SEEA matrix. The items of those classifications will be indicated in each SEEA matrix.
In so far as the SEBA matrix can be presented with relatively complete basic classifications
(especially in chapter V of the handbook), the numbers for classification items are placed to the
left of the row des&iptions and above or to the left of the column descriptions. If the basic
classifications of the SEEA are applied in an incomplete manner, the numbers of classification
items are given in parentheses after the row and column descriptions. The common row and
column classifications of the SEEA are shown in annexes A and B with special reference to the
versions of the SEEA that make use of them.

II. Environment-related
System of National

disaggregation of the
Accounts (SNA)

A.

From the SNA to the SEEA

1.

Reformatting

conventional

accounts

The question of disaggregating (or aggregating) the monetary flows and ~WQ of the SNA
with respect to environmental elements is discussedin the present chapter with special reference
to the monetary flows and assetsconnected with environmental protection activisies and balance
sheets of natural assets. It is useful to start the description of a possible disaggregation with a
short review of those parts of the conventional SNA that fo.rm the concept& basis for the
development of the SEEA. This will also facilitate the description of SNA exteesionsproposed
in chapters III-V. The relevant parts of the SNA are the supply and use table of produced goods
and services, and the non-financial assetaccounts which include the opening and closing balance
sheetsof produced assetsand non-produced natural assetsas well the changes tbttein as a result
of capital formation and other changesin assets.These two segmentsof the SNA are combined
in one table that constitutes basic version I of the SEEA, described in section A (2) below.
93.

94.
In section B, the disaggregation of the conventional SNA framework focuses on the
identification of actual costs incurred to prevent or to restore the immediate negative impacts of
economic activities on the natural environment and to prevent or compensate for further or
indirect negative impacts of the repercussionsof a deteriorated natural environment. These actual
environmental costs include expenditures for environmental protection and expenditures for
mitigating the damage (for example, to health) caused by the deterioration of environmental
media. Such costs represent a prominent part of environment-related flows in the conventional
SNA accounts. In section C, the asset and liability accounts of the SNA are described with
regard to the flows and stocks of natural assets.
95.
The’concepts of the SEEA focus on environmental-economic interrelationships as far as
they concern economic production and use of products. Therefore, the input-output framework
of the SNA (supply and use tables) and the non-financial asset accounts are used as a startingpoint for developing the SEEA. The supply and use tables show the supply of domestic and
imported products (goods and services), their use for intermediate or final demand, and the value
added connected with production in economic activities. The non-financial asset accounts
comprise opening stocks at the beginning of the accounting period, price and volume changes
during the period and closing stocks at the end of the period.
96.
A complete picture of the monetary flows and assets connected with environmental
concerns would necessitatea further breakdown of other accounts of the conventional SNA. The
use of environmental functions not only has impacts on the production and use of goods and
services but also affects the income and accumulation accounts. Environmental effects on those
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accounts will Mt be pursued further in the present handbook. Some research has been carried
out in this w by INSEE (1986a).
2. Basic SEEA matrix

(version

I)

The supply and use tables and non-financial asset accounts of the SNA are presented in
97.
one table as b&c version I of the SEEA matrix, fully based on SNA concepts. This version is
used as the st&ng-point for all other versions (II-V) in the handbook. In this chapter, basic
version I of the SEEA will be disaggregated with respect to environment-related monetary flows
and assets to yield version II of the SEEA. In version III (chapter III), physical flows are linked
to these disaggregated monetary data. In versions IV and V (chapters IV and V), additional
imputed mone%aryflows are introduced. Thus, the presentation of the different concepts of the
SEEA5starts from a common framework derived directly from SNA concepts. To link the
different parts of the handbook, aggregates and indicators based on the concepts of the
conventional SNA will be shown explicitly in all versions of the SEEA.
98.
A summary description of version I of the SEEA is presented in table 2.1 (general
concepts) and table 2.2 (numerical example).’ The presentation in general terms, and also the
numerical example, will be used for ,all versions of the SEEA. The summary tables are further
disaggregated in version II of the SEEA with respect to environment-related activities (section
B, tables 2.3 and 2.4). A detailed description of non-financial asset accounts in version II is
given in section C (tables 2.6 and 2.7).
99.
The concepts of basic version I of the SEEA described in table 2.1 refer only to monetary
data exclusively based on the SNA concepts. The different components of this type of SEEA
matrix are referred to as A-matrices. Each A-matrix could be further disaggregated in rows or
in columns. In some cases, the sign of the possible elements of the A-matrices are indicated
below the matrices. Plus (+) means that only positive values are possible; minus (-) means that
only negative values are recorded. If positive and negative elements are possible, this is also
indicated below the matrices by a symbol (+ , -). In addition, the numbers for the basic
classifications covered by the rows and columns of the SEEA matrix (annexes I and II) are
indicated in parentheses.
100. The numerical example shown in table 2.2 contains figures used throughout the
handbook. The figures are based on the national accounting data of a developing country (see
Bartelmus, Stahmer and van Tongeren, 1991). Further breakdowns of those data and additional
imputations (chaps. IV and V) have been estimated as plausibly as possible but do not reflect
the reality of any specific country. The country studies that have been initiated to test the SEEA
concept will provide further information that might be useful for achieving an improved version
of the numerical example in a more advanced version of the handbook.
101. The SEEA matrix has been developed as a synthesis of the supply and use tables and the
non-financial asset accounts of the SNA (Bartelmus, Stahmer and van Tongeren, 1991). Rows
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2-6 of the matrix form a sub-matrix containing all data presented in the use and disposition
tables of the SNA. The sub-matrix comprises production accounts of industries (column 1) and
product flow ‘accounts (rows 2, 3 and 6) subdivided by products, both of which identify the
products by origin (domestic output: row 6/ column 1; imports: row 3/column 9) and by
destination (intermediate consumption, final consumption, capital formation, exports: rows 2 and
3/ columns l-7). Gross output of industries (row 6) could be further disaggregated by products.
Such a “make” matrix with cross-classification by product and industry links the domestic
production of industries (column 1) with the use of domestic products (row 2). Columns 4-6 of
the SEEA matrix contain the non-financial asset accounts of the SNA comprising opening stocks
(row l), volume and price changes during the accounting period (rows 2-4, 7-9) and closing
stocks (row 10). The interface between the two data sets (rows 2-6 and columns 4-6) comprises
gross capital formation (rows 2 and 3) and consumption of fixed capital or depreciation (row 4),
called “use of produced fmed assets” in the SEEA to distinguish it from the depreciation of nonproduced natural assets due to their use by economic activities (row 2, column 6).
102. The further breakdown of data on production and product flows is based on the
classifications used in the SNA. For further disaggregating the production activities of industries,
the International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) (United
Nations, 1990) can be applied. According to the SNA, industries are involved not only in market
production activities but also in non-market production ones. Moreover, ISIC does not separate
market from non-market activities but presents similar types of activities (for instance, health
services) under the same item, irrespective of whether those activities are marketed or not.
Statistical units of industries are establishments or establishment-type units. The product
classification in the SEEA corresponds to the provisional Central Product Classification (CPC),
(United Nations, 1991b). Further extensions of the ISIC and the CPC that would identify
environment-related production activities and products are described in section B (2) below.
103. Explanations of the derivation of net domestic product (NDP) (row 5) are given in the
next subsection (A (3)). The contents of other volume changes of assets (rows 7 and 8) are,
described in section C, which also contains more information on different types of non-financial
assets (table 2.1, columns 4-6) as recorded in the SEEA.
104. Final consumption is subdivided into individual and collective consumption (see revised
SNA (United Nations, 1992, chap. IX)). Individual consumption comprises consumption of
goods and services acquired by individual households, whether paid for by them or not.
Individual consumption comprises household consumption expenditure and those parts of the
final consumption of government and non-profit organizations acquired by households. Collective
consumption comprises consumption of services provided to the community as a whole, or to
a particular section of the community, and deemed to be acquired and used by all members of
that community. This subdivision of final consumption is applied for environmental accounting
because it allows the comprehensive description of the impacts of household consumption
I
activities.
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105. The SNA data of the numerical example (table 2.2) can give an idea of the importance
of some aggregates only..The inputs of domestic production (column 1) are intermediate inputs
(184.1 + 39.9), consumption of fixed capital (26.3) and net value added which in the example
is. identical with net domestic product (NDP: 267.1). The total supply of products (591.9)
comprises the gross output of industries (517.4) and imports (74.5). The disposition of those
products is shown in rows 2 and 3 of table 2.2: intermediate consumption (184.1 + 39.9 =
224.0), final consumption (148.7 + 26.3 + 42.5 = 217.5), gross capital formation (61.8 + 1.4
+,7.3 +, 6.2 = 76.7), including land improvement (7.3), and exports (71,6 + 2.1 = 73.7).
The opening stocks of’non-financial assets amount to 2,830.8 (991.3 + 83.1 ,+ 1,756.4), and
the closing stocks to 3,420.O (1,149.l + 93.8 + 2,177.l). The difference is caused by volume
changes and by revaluations due to market price changes (138.1 + 12.6 + 410.5 = 561.2). The
volume changes comprise net capital formation (61,8 + 1.4 + 7.3 + 6.2 - 23.0 .- 3.3 =
50.4) and other volume changes (7.0 - 25.3 - 4.1’ = : 22.4). Thus, the’rise in the value of
non-financial assets in the accounting period is caused mainly by increasing prices in this
(illustrative) data set.
.,
3. Territorial

co&epts

in the S’NA and the SEEA

106. The’production and household consumption activities described in the SNA framework
refer to the economic territory (United Nations, 1992, chap. XIV). The economic territory of
a country consists of the geographical territory, including
its airspace, territorial waters and
.
continental shelf, over which the country enjoys exclusive rights or over which it has, or claims
to have,. jurisdiction with respect to fishing and mineral rights below the seabed. The economic
territory also includes ‘territorial enclaves in the rest of the world (used, for instance, for
diplomatic or military purposes by the Government concerned) and excludes territorial exclaves
of other countries in the geographical territory controlled.
107. The final result of production activities in the economic territory is measured by the net
or gross domestic product (NDP or GDP) at market prices. For the sake of simplicity, no
distinction is made in the SEEA between net domestic product and net value added. This is not
quite correct because NDP includes taxes on imports, value-added taxes and other product taxes,
all or some of which are,not included in ‘the valuation of output and value added of each industry
depending on whether a basic price or producer price concept is applied. ‘The net value added
is the difference between output and intermediate consumption plus consumption of fixed capital.
The specific size of the difference between NDP. and net value added depends,on the chosen
price concepts. In the SEEA, no special .reference is made to differing market price concepts.
108. In an integrated environmental and economic accounting system, the ideal solution would
be to’ describe, economic’ activities and their relations to the natural environment with reference
to the geographical territory. Such linkages bet&en national economic and environmental
accounting data can normally be realized only if compromises are accepted. The concept of the
economic territory used in the national accounts will normally be very similar to the concept of
the geographical territory. In this case, it may be acceptable to use the concept of economic
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territory in the SEEA in conjunction with the economic territory in the SNA. If the territorial
enclaves or exclaves are quite large, it may be advisable to correct the data of the national
accounts to achieve compatibility with the environmen@ data related to the geographical
territory.
109. In any case, it would be difficult to separately identify and describe in the SEEA the ,
economic-environmental interrelationships of residents outside the geographical territory or those’
of non-residents within the geographical territory. The data available can normally be used only
for recording the direct impacts of all economic activities on the natural environment of the
geographical territory, and do not permit separate recording of the repercussions on all
individuals who stay in the territory but are non-residents (for example, tourists, technical
assistance personnel and diplomats) and on all those who reside temporarily outside .the
geographical territory but are residents thereof.
110. The above restriction implies that the SEEA refers to the (modified or unmodified)
concept of net (or gross) domestic product, which is generated by national producers located in
the geographical territory of the.country. Further research is necessary to determine how the
concept of net (or gross) national income could be introduced in environmental accounting. The
income concept refers to all residents, that is, producers and others. Such an income concept
would not only take into account the immediate environmental impacts of production activities
taking place within the geographical territory of the country. Indeed, it would make adjustments
for environmental impacts incurred as a result of production outside the territory, eliminate
environmental impacts of domestic production activities incurred by other countries and add the
effects of past environmental impacts of domestic and external production activities currently
being incurred by residents of the country.
B.’ Disaggregation

of flow accounts

1. Environment-related

defensive activities

111. As described above, the extemabties of economic activities may lead to loss ‘of
environmental functions. Economic growth has been considered to be connected with an
increasing percentage of activities aimed at avoiding the effects of externalities or
restoring/repairing negative impacts (Olson, 1977; Leipert, 1989). If those trends continue they
may eventually lead to a reorientation of economic activities towards environmental protection.
A detailed analysis of economic production activities, of their impacts on the natural environment
and of those impacts’ environmental repercussions on human health and well-being would.
require the identification of such activities as purport to defend against a deterioration of the
environmental situation and its repercussions on human health and well-being (Leipert, 1991).
Such defensive action was described above as involving actual environmental protection and
environmental damage costs (section B (2)).
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112. The following give an indication of the scope and content of environment-related
defensive activities as perceived by some authors (Leipert, 1986; Klaus, 1989):

113. The uncertainties of the impacts of the economy on the natural environment and the risks
of the irreversibilities of natural deterioration call for anticipatory or preventive action (World
Commission on .Environment and Development, 1987). Restructuring of production activities and
changes in consumption patterns oriented towards better environmental compatibility are listed
above as examples of preventive action. Residuals of economic activities like wastes, waste
water and air pollution could be prevented from reaching’ the environment or could at least reach
it in a less harmful form by recycling or treatment in environmental protection facilities. In so
far as the natural environment cannot be protected against economic impacts, restoration
activities that relieve the burden on nature caused by economic activities could be undertaken
To the extent that the negative impacts of the economy on the environment cannot be avoided
or restored, the economic or physiological use of the deteriorated (polluted) environment could
cause damage or welfare losses for the users themselves (for example, through diseases).
Activities of avoiding these damages are evasion (for example, change in permanent residence)
or screening (for example, installation of special windows for noise abatement). To the extent
that damages cannot be avoided, damage treatment such as repair, cleaning and use of health
services may become necessary.
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114. Figure IV presents different environment-related defensive activities in a simplified flow
diagram. In so far as integrated prevention activities (1) cannot prevent the emission of
residuals, separate prevention techniques (2) could be used. Remaining treated or untreated
residuals affect the natural environment. This influence can be diminished by restoration
activities (3) or by internal natural processes (assimilation) (4). If those activities cannot prevent
a decrease in environmental quality, negative repercussions on economic activities, especially
on consumption activities, may occur. Those repercussions could be avoided at least in part by
evasion or screening activities (5). The remaining impacts (6) can cause damages that could be
addressed by treatment activities (7).
115. Prevention and restoration activities are called environmental protection activities in the
SEEA. Normally it will be impossible to identify the whole range of those activities. In many
cases, the existence of prevention activities can be determined only if special environmental
protection facilities can be identified. However, while environmental protection efforts usually
start with separate protection activities, at a later stage those activities are replaced by integrated
environmental protection activities that often require lower protection costs. Thus, a diminution
in the number of separate protection activities could be a misleading indicator for the degree of
environmental protection. In that case, data on the trend of emissions of pollutants caused by
economic activities can be used as an indirect measure of the success of separate and integrated
environmental protection efforts.
116. The costs incurred when negative environmental impacts are not avoided by damage
treatment carried out by households and industries are identified in versions II and V of the
SEEA as environmental repercussion costs. In many cases, however, estimating that part of
the damage costs caused by environmental impacts is problematic. Health damages, for example,
are often caused by a combination of environmental and non-environmental factors (genetic,
psychosomatic etc.). In the following subsection, special attention is given to environmental
protection activities. Version II of the SEEA matrix, described in subsection B (3) below, will
deal with both the costs of environmental protection activities and those due to dealing with
environmental repercussions (consequential damages).
2. Environmental

protection

activities

117. The present subsection deals with the disaggregation of the flow and asset accounts of
the SNA in order to identify the monetary data connected with environmental protection services
(see also Uno, 1991a). This d&aggregation refers to production activities and products of
different industries, to capital formation and to the stocks of produced assets produced or used
for environmental protection purposes. Annex C presents a draft classification of environmental
protection activities (CEPA). CEPA was developed on the basis of the Draft Economic
Commission for Europe (ECE) Standard Statistical Classification of Environmental Protection
Facilities and Expenditures (United Nations, Economic Commission for Europe, 1992a) and of
the classification of characteristic activities of the European System for the Collection of
Economic Information on the Environment (SERIEE) Statistical Office of the European
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Communities (EUROSTAT, 1991). The draft CEPA thus reflects mainly the environmental
conditions and priorities of industrialized countries. Further review and discussion involving
developing countries ‘are needed before’ recommending the CEPAs general application in
environmental accounting. However, individual country studies might find the draft CEPA useful
as a starting-point in classifying environmental protection activities and expenditures.
118. Environmental protection activities by industries can represent three different types of
production activities:
(a) Main production activities. Environmental protection activities can be the main
production of establishments or establishment-type units. Such activities can comprise the
supply of goods (recycling) or of services. These goods and services arc marketed or
non-marketed products of environmentat protection, delivered to other establishments
(inter-establishment flows of the same enterprise). Such activities are called external
environmental protection activities. They are identified as specific production activities
in separate columns of the SEEA matrix, version II (see below). A broad classification
of these activities is included in ISIC, Rev. 3 (United -Nations, 1990). Recycling
activities
are recorded as constituting a separate two-digit category (ISIC 37);
Environmental protection services are included in ISIC division 90, entitled “Sewage and
refuse disposal, sanitation and similar activities”. That division could be further
subdivided as follows; using the main categories of CEPA:

Division 90 of the ISIC should include environmental protection activities 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
5 and 6 of CEPA (annex C). Other environmental protection activities are included partly’
in ISIC, Rev. 3, division 73 (research and development), and partly in ISIC, Rev. 3,
division 75 (public administration and defence: compulsory social security). Further
considerations are necessary to obtain a complete breakdown of all ISIC divisions with
respect to environmental protection activities. Furthermore, an additional d&aggregation
of ISIC, Rev. 3, division 90, could be considered. In addition to the ISIC breakdown,
a distinction may be introduced between environmental protection activities carried out
by central, state and local Governments, private non-profit institutions and private
.,.
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enterprises. Also, the distinction between marketed or non-marketed production is
significant with respect to applying different valuation concepts (cost versus market
values);
(b) Secondary activities. Environmental protection activities can also be carried out as
secondary activities of establishmentsor establishment-type units. In this case, the output
of those activities that are -marketed or non-marketed products are delivered to other
establishments. The outputs represent external environmental protection products that are
produced as secondary output. These environmental protection activities are allocated as
secondary production to the industry to which the respective establishments belong
according to their main production. In this case, the inputs of environmental protection
activities are not separated, whereas their output is shown explicitly;
(c) Ancillary activities. Environmental protection activities can also be ancillary activities of
establishments or establishment-type units. In this case, environmental protection
activities serve only the internal purposes of the establishment in question. They are
therefore called internal environmental protection activities.
119. In order to assessthe full impact of environmental policies, be it through regulation or
market (dis)incentives, environmental protection activities need to be fully identified irrespective
of their internal or external character. Obviously internal activities are more difficult to measure,
and possibilities of their coverage in integrated accounting deserve further discussion. Ancillary
activities are recorded in national accounts only with their inputs (intermediate consumption,
consumption of fixed capital, compensation of employees): They have no output. The services
of ancillary activities support the production of the main (or secondary) product of the respective
industries. Normally, ancillary activities are only services. But’ exceptions are possible:
Recycling of goods for own use (reuse) should be. recorded as an ancillary environmental
protection activity.

120. In the SNA, ancillary activities are not separated from the main activities of the
respective establishments. A separation of environmental protection expenditures, however, could
be carried out on the basis of a functional classification of expenditures as discussedin a separate
SNA chapter (United Nations, 1992, chap. XVIII) on functional analysis that contains a
description of functional classifications of expenditures for government, households, non-profit
institutions and market producers. The Classification by Purpose of Selected Outlays of -Market
Producers (COMPP) contains an item called “Outlays on pollution abatement and control”. That
Classification was based on a proposal madein 1975 for a breakdown of the inputs of industries
by purpose (United Nations, Economic Commission for Europe, 1975).
121. In the caseof ancillary environmental protection activities, version II of the SEEA (tables
2.3 and 2.4) disaggregates the inputs of the respective establishments and shows the inputs of
the different environmental protection services in special columns that are close to those of the
respective main activities. As already mentioned, only inputs are shown; outputs of ancillary
activities remain zero even after their separatepresentation. The value of inputs is balanced by
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a negative operating surplus. In version -V of the SEEA (chap. V), the internal protection
services are extemalized and shown as separate production activities that .deliver their (gross)
output to the establishment they belong to.
122. Ancillary -environmental protection activities’ could be identified by cross-classifying the
units carrying out those activities by the ISIC category of their main activities and the ISIC
category related to environmental protection activities (in which the proposed breakdown of ISIC
90 derives from CEPA). Additionally, recycling activities could be’ taken into account in the
latter breakdown. The resulting cross-classification is presented below. It includes two elements
that are distinguished by using an oblique stroke: a two-digit division number of WC,
characterizing the main (or secondary) activity, and the number for the ISIC classification of
ancillary activities carried out by the units. For example, treatment of waste water under
industry “Manufacture of textiles” would obtain the code 17/3.
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123. As already mentioned, the product classification applied in the SNA is the CPC. The
output of recycling activities (ISIC 37) are products of different CPC divisions, and the outputs
of environmental protection services (ISIC 90) belong mainly to CPC division 94, en&led
“Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and other environmental protection services”. In the
CPC, this division is subdivided into:
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124. In the SEEA, version II, the products of external environmental protection activities (ISIC
37 or 90) are part of the domestic gross output of industries produced as main or secondary
production. If those products are delivered by the rest of the world, they are part of imports.
The CPC extended in further detail with respect to environmental protection services can be
applied to the classification of gross output and imports as well as to the classification of uses
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of external environmental protection services (including ,recycling) in intermediate consumption
,
and final consumption-of households or exports.
125. : If households do not buy complete environmental protection services as final products but
only purchase the materials for producing such services themselves,. it might .be necessary to
subdivide individual consumption into two separate items: one showing expenditures for own
production of environmental protection services together with external environmental protection
services bought, and the other representing remaining individual consumption. In this context,
the Classification of Individual Consumption by Purpose (COICOP) (United <Nations, 1992,
chap. XVIII) could be applied additionally.
_’
126; Collective consumption also includes environmental protection services of the
government. Those, services could be shown separately by using the Classification of the
Functions of Government (COFOG) (United Nations, 1980; United Nations, 1992). The relevant
classification item is mainly COFOG 07.3: Sanitary affairs and services including pollution
abatement and control. ,A more comprehensive description, in a revised COFOG, of the.
environmental protection activities of the government is planned.
127. ’ Regarding fixed capital formation, the SNA distinguishes capital goods and industries
using capital goods. If ISIC production activities are disaggregated with regard to environmental
protection activities, it seems useful to disaggregate fixed capital formation in the same way, as
proposed below in the SEEA, version II. The extended ISIC classifications for environmental
protection activities could be applied. Such further breakdown of fixed capital formation could
serve as one data basis among others for estimating the value of fkzd assets employed for
environmental protection and the consumption of fixed capital corresponding to those assets.
,
.,
.
..,
..
3. Accounting

for knvironrnental

protection

and related activities

(SEEA, version
.,’
.’

II)

128. Version II of the SEEA matrix is presented in table 2.3 (general concepts) and table 2.4
(numerical example). The tables are derived from version I through disaggregation and explicit
recording of the monetary data ‘connected with environment-related activities. The .concepts
applied correspond to the conventional SNA concepts (see also section A above).
.
129. The domestic production of industries (columns l-4) is subdivided into production
activities producing environmental protection services (including recycling) as main (or
secondary) production (column 1) and as ancillary activity for their own use (columns 2 and 3),
and main (or secondary) production activities not related to environmental protection (column
4). When industries react to the repercussions stemming from a deteriorated natural
environment, namely, in the case of diseconomies. generated by activities of other producers and
consumption activities, the so-called repercussion costs incurred to respond to these external
impacts are recorded separately in the table (column 3) from the costs of internal environmental
protection activities (column 2). In practice, this separation may. be difficult to make, as data
may not be available in such detail.
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130. The value of the gross output of external environmental protection services as main
production is shown as part of the gross output matrix by product and industry (table 2.3: row
11, column 1; in table 2.4: 36.2). In the numerical example, it is assumed that the
establishments included in industries producing external environmental protection services‘do not
produce secondary products (table 2.4, row 12, column 1: 0.0). Furthermore, it is assumed in
the numerical example that external environmental protection services are not produced as
secondary production of other industries (table 2.4, row 11, column 4: 0.0). Thus, the total
value of external environmental protection activities is identical to the total gross output of the
industries producing them as main production (36.2).
131. The total value of the inputs of internal environmental protection activities arecounterbalanced by a negative operating surplus (table 2.4, column 2: 31.7). The same
procedure has been applied for environmental repercussion costs, incurred to respond to
environmental impacts caused by other industries (table 2.4, column 3: 19.6). The explicit
recording of the costs of internal environmental protection services and the repercussion costs
of industries correspondingly reduces the input data under other production (column 4).
Aggregation of the input data of other industries by row (columns 2-4) leads to the generation
of the original input values for those industries. It has to be stressed that such a subdivision of
the inputs of industries by purpose could be real&d not only for the total of all other industries
(as shown in tables 2.3 and 2.4) but also for specific industries (for instance in a breakdown by
two-digit ISIC numbers).
132. External environmental protection services are used as intermediate inputs of industries
(table 2.4, row 2, column 4: 22.4), and for purposes of individual consumption (column 5: 8.8)
and of collective consumption (column 8: 5.0). The numerical example assumes that the
collective consumption of environmental protection services reflects the output value of
environmental restoration activities. Foreign trade in environmental protection services is
explicitly recorded (imports in row 4; exports in row 2, column 14). In the numerical example,
both exports and imports have zero values.
133. Individual consumption is shown in a breakdown by three elements (columns 5-7):
consumption of environmental protection services, consumption expenditures resulting from
environmental repercussions, and consumption for other purposes. In the numerical example,
it has been assumed that the environmental protection activities of households consists only of
services bought (table 2.4, row 2, column 5: 8.8). Households do not produce environmental
services themselves; thus, no additional inputs of other products are shown (rows 3 and 5,
column 5: 0.0). Expenditures of households with respect to environmental repercussions could
comprise,- for instance, health expenditures or cleaning costs (rows 3 and 5, column 6: 11.9 +
0.8).
134. The accounts of man-made assets of industries (tables 2.3 and 2.4: columns 9-11) are
subdivided by their use for environmental protection purposes. Thus, the disaggregation of manmade assets corresponds to the subdivision of the production activities of .industries (tables 2.3
and 2.4: columns 1, 2 and 4).
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.36.8
17.7

2.0
2.6

0.0
1.7.
-18.6

0.2
4.6

0.3
8.7
-31.7

481.2

0.0

481.2

34.1
70.3
164.3

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

116.8

17.7

13.4

6.8

22.4

0.0

0.6

11.8

(Monetary

Table 2.4 SEEA matrix with environment-related

activities

25.6

28.6

units)

37.6

5.0

-0.6
6.8

78.2

3.0

22.4

0.3
-4.8

2.1

128.3

-24.0

6.8
-16.8

63.8

12.6

0.0

example

1048.6

numerical

-0.8

0.7

20.6

(version II):

‘2.8

!177.1

410.6
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135. The actual expenditures connected with environment-related activities are called actual
environmental costs. They comprise environmental protection costs and repercussion costs.
Environmental protection costs can be subdivided into avoidance (prevention) costs and
restoration costs, and repercussion costs into avoidance,and (damage) treatment costs. Those cost
items correspond to the different environment-related activities described above, namely
defensive activities (section B (1) and environmental protection activities (section B (2)).
Actual environmental costs do not include the gross capital formation.of environmental
protection facilities (table 2.3, rows 3 and 5, columns 9 and 10) and of produced assets used for
damage avoidance or treatment activities: only the economic depreciation of those assets is
included (tables 2.3 and 2.4, row 6, columns 1, 2 and 3). Environmental expenditures, on the
other hand, usually include capital formation (capital expenditures) and running (operational or
current) costs (for example, INSEE 1986a).
-. .,I.
.’
137. In table 2.5, actual environmental costs are subdivided by type of costs and by activity
incurring those costs. The data can be derived from table 2.4. The total actual environmental
costs of production amount to 78.7; those of household consumption to 21.5: ’
136.

138. In version IV of the SEEA (chap. IV), actual environmental costs are further
disaggregated. All actual environmental costs are borne by the units that are financing the costs
of environment-related activities. Those units have not necessarily cauiid the environmental
problems connected with their efforts at prevention or restoration and whose repercussions
(consequential damages) they try to avoid or mitigate (Bartelmus and -van Tongeren,
forthcoming). For instance, households could bear the costs of environmental repercussions
(damages) caused by the production activities of industries. Furthermore, the government could
restore the natural environment degraded by other economic activities (negative repercussion
costs).
C. Disaggregation

of non-financial

asset accounts

139. In the revised SNA, the asset and flow accounts are presented in an integrated accounting
framework (United Nations, 1992: the asset accounts are described in chapter XIII, and the
changes of assets during the accounting period, in chapters X and XII). There are earlier
descriptions of the concepts of asset accounts (United Nations, 1977b, -1979).
140. The environment-related parts of the SNA non-financial asset accounts are shown in the
SEEA in a more disaggregated version. Other, non-environment-related parts of those accounts
are recorded only on a highly aggregated level. The integration of the non-financial asset
accounts into the SEEA matrix was described above in section A. More detailed information is
given below on the classifications of the SNA asset accounts in ‘the SEEA (sections C (1) and
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C (2)). On the valuation methodsapplied, seesection C (3). Furthermore, the SNA non-financial
assetaccounts in the SEEA are presented in a detailed scheme that also represents a.part of the
SEEA matrix, version II (section C (4)). The general conceptsof this schemeare shown in table
2.6, and a numerical example based on the figures’used throughout the ‘handbook is given in
table 2.7.
.,
,
_’
1. Classification

of non-financial

assets in the SEEA

141. A draft classification of non-financial assets (CNFA), proposed for-use in the SEEA,
appears in annex D. The CNFA is derived from the corresponding classification of the revised
SNA (United Nations, 1992, annex IV, part I: Classifications). The main purpose of the special
SEEA asset classification is to describe the classification of natural assetsin greater detail. The
CNFA is used throughout this handbook.

142. Listed below in the text box are those assets that are explicitly shown in the column
classification of the SEEA matrix. The column classification code is entered in parenthesesand
the corresponding SNA code has been identified wherever feasible.
143. The SNA classification (AN) has been modified to identify explicitly those parts of the
classification that refer to natural assets. Thus, .the produced assets (CNFA 1) are subdivided
into man-made assets(CNFA 1.1) and cultivated assets(CNFA 1.2); the non-produced natural
assets(CNFA 2) are subdivided into non-produced natural assets (CNFA 21) and intangible
non-produced assets (CNFA 2.2), and a breakdown of land is introduced to identify soil
explicitly.
144. In addition to natural assets, man-made.produced assets (CNFA 1.1) are identified,
separately in the SEEA classification, as the handbook also deals explicitly with environmental
impacts on produced man-madeassetssuch as buildings, roads and dams, and is also concerned
with the environmental deterioration causedby those man-made produced assets such as land,
water and air. Intangible assets are included only .for completeness’ sake, that is to say,
intangible produced assetssuch as computer software and mineral exploration are included with
man-made assets,and intangible non-produced assetssuch as patents, leases and the like have
been presented as a separate asset category. They are not dealt with in the handbook tables,
however. Moreover, financial assetsare outside the scope of the handbook.
145. Consumer durables are introduced into the asset accounts of the SNA only as a
memorandum item, tid they also are not treated as an integral part of CFNA in the SEEA.
However, they are included in several of the tables as constituting part of a comprehensive
description of the physical accounts of the SEEA and as a basis for estimating the residuals
generated when they are discarded. In the SEEA accountspresented in monetary terms, the stock
of consumer durables is given a monetary value only when an extended concept of production
activities of households is being introduced (version V, chap. V).
_
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CNFA
1

i.i

SNA

Produced assets (3.1)

’

Memorandum

.i I’# i
item:

Man-made assets (3.1.1.1)
Consumer durables

1.2

I

AN. 11’1 (excluding
I AN.1114. AN.1221)

(3.1.2)

I AN.m

Cultivated assets, including work
(living biota) (3.1.1.2).

2

Non-produced

AN.1

in progress

assets (312) .

AN.1114,

AN.1221

AN.2

.
2.1

Non-produced

2.1.1
2.1.2

. -

1 AN.213

Subsoil assets (proved reserves)
Land (with ecosystems
(3.2.3, 3.2.5)

2.1.3.1

(3.2.2)

and soil)

AN.212
AN.211
:

Soil (3.2.5.1)
.

2.1.3.2
2.1.4

2.2

AN.21

Wild biota (3.2.1)

2.1.3

2.1.5

natural assets

Land under cultivation (including
corresponding ecosystems) (3.2.5.2)
Water (3.2.3)

‘(/

AN.21!
,
‘AN.214

Air (3.2.4)
Intangible non-produced
goodwill, etc.)

assets (leases,

AN.22

146. A detailed classification of biological and other non-produced natural assetsin the CNFA
may be further developed on the basis of the categories of the CPC (United Nations, 199lb).
It should be emphasized, however, that the CNFA and .the CPC are different, particularly with
regard to biological and other non-produced natural assets, as the CPC deals only with products
that are produced by human activities and not with non-produced minerals and non-cultivated
biological assets such as wild animals and plants.
147. The distinction between produced and non-produced biological assets (CNFA 1.2 and
2.1.1) has already been mentioned. According to the SNA, the natural growth of biota in
agriculture, forestry and fishery is treated as production if human cultivation is involved. Natural
growth of non-cultivated biota is treated as other volume changes in assets which are not taken
into account in the calculation of GDP. There are many borderline cases that are particularly
relevant for the SEEA. Animals in cultivated forests, for example, are treated as wild nonproduced biota, while fish in fish-ponds are treated as produced biological assets. Furthermore,
it often seems difficult to distinguish between cultivated and non-cultivated forests. There are
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different degrees of economic influence on forests, which may complicate the distinction between
cultivated and non-cultivated ones. Further conventions on these borderline cases need to be
developed for the purposes of environmental accounting.
148. The classification of land with regard to land use (CNFA 2.1.3) is derived from the ECE
Standard Statistical Classification of Land Use (see United Nations, Economic Commission for
Europe, 1989a). Soil (CNFA 2.1.3.1) is added as a classification item in the SEEA even though
no monetary data on stocks can be recorded. The use of soils is different from that, for example,
of sand and stone (CNFA 2.1.2.3.1) extracted by the mining industry. Soil is shown, therefore,
in connection with land, not mineral resources. Furthermore, the different land areas are
classified in the SEEA with the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems connected with them, that is,
as ecozones (see INSEE, 1986b; Weber, forthcoming). From an ecological point of view, a
separation of land and water from their associated ecosystems is not suitable. -Possible
consequences of double counting in physical accounting seem to be acceptable because the
physical parts of nature are shown in a different context. In monetary accounting, however,
double counting should be avoided because the valuation of natural assets may iefer to different
functions of the same asset that are mutually exclusive.
149. The distinction between cultivated and other types of land could &so be difficult,
requiring further conventions. In the case of forests and other wooded land, the distinction
between cultivated and non-cultivated forest land should be made compatible with the distinction
between forests as produced and as non-produced biological assets. Further considerations are
necessary in the case of recreational land. Following the recommendations of the ECE Standard
Statistical Classification of Land Use, only those areas are classified as recreational land that
have been developed especially for recreational purposes (for example, sport fields, public parks,
public beaches and camping sites). National parks should be classified as uncultivated land
because the protection and not the economic use of these areas could be considered their main
function.
150. The breakdown of subsoil assets in the CNFA corresponds to the divisions of the CPC.
A more detailed classification could be derived from further breakdowns of the CPC.
Furthermore, subsoil assets may be subdivided with respect to whether or not they are already
economically developed. Developed subsoil assets are those proved reserves “that can be
recovered through existing wells and facilities and by existing operating methods” (Martinez and
others, 1987, p. 7). From an economic point of view, the distinction between developed and
non-developed subsoil assets is important because the exploitation costs of developed subsoil
resources differ considerably from the costs of those that have not yet been developed. From an
ecological point of view, this distinction indicates the degree to which the natural environment
has already been prepared for potential exploitation.
151. Water is registered both as an item of land classification, referring to water areas square
kilometres (km2) and,separately in terms of water quantities cubic metres (m3).
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152. Air is introduced as an asset even though no monetary value can be applied to it. This
classification item is therefore used in physical accounting only (version III, chap. III) and in
estimating imputed environmental costs of using air as a receptor of residuals (versions IV and
V of the SEEA).
2. Classification

of other volume

changes of non-financial

assets in the SEEA

153. A comprehensive description of other volume changes of assets that are not taken into
account in the calculation of GDP in the SNA, ,but are included in the non-f-&l
asset
accounts of the SNA, is given in chapter XII (Other changes in asset accounts) of the revised
SNA. The SNA Classification of other volume changes is included as part of classification K,
entitled “Other accumulation entries”, which is presented in the Revised System of Narional
Accounts, chapter XIII, annex, table XIII.2. This classification has been used to develop a
Classification of other volume changes (COVC) of non-financial assets for versions II and III
of the SEEA (annex E). In the SEEA, versions IV and V, the other volume changes of nonproduced assets due to economic decisions (COVC 1) are treated as reflecting a concept of
capital accumulation of non-produced natural assets. The introduction of the capital
accumulation concept and the corresponding modification of the COVC in the SEEA aim at a
more comprehensive and detailed description of the volume changes of natural assets due to
economic decisions.
154. The following are the major categories of the proposed COVC, presented in detail in
annex E.
COVC (SEEA)

SNA

1.

Other volume changes of non-produced natural assets
due to economic decisions (6.11

1.1

Other volume changes of non-produced natural assets
due to economic use (6.1.1)

K.61, K3part,

1.2

Other volume changes of non-produced natural assets
due to other economic decisions (6.1.2)

K3-part, K62-part, K12.22part

2.

Other volume changes of non-financial assets due to
natural and multiple causea, n.e.c.

KS, K7, K2, KS, K4, K9,
K12-part

K62-part

’

155. Other volume changesof non-financial assetsare subdivided in the COVC into those of
non-produced natural assets due to economic decisions (COVC 1) and those of produced and
non-produced assets due to natural and multiple causes n.e.c. (COVC 2). This distinction
involves the assumption that it is possible to identify the specific causesof volume changes. If
causescannot be determined (and this may often be the case), the volume changes can only be
associated with classification item 2.3 (other volume changes n.e.c.) and thus remain outside
capital accumulation.
156. Volume changes of non-produced natural assetsdue to economic decisions consist of
those due to econdmic use (COVC 1.1) and those due to other accumulation (COVC 1.2).
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Volume changes of non-produced natural assets due to economic use are of special importance
in the SEEA because they reflect the impacts of economic activities on the natural environment.
In so far as the use of nature by economic activities is connected with environmental
deterioration, the SEEA (in version IV) imputes environmental costs corresponding to a decrease
in the volume of natural assets. Thus environmental deterioration is treated in a manner similar
to that of decreases in the volume of produced assets due to their use in production, which are
normally reflected in the production and capital accounts of the SNA as a decrease in inventory
or consumption of fixed capital (use.of produced fmed assets).
157. Volume changes of non-produced natural assets due to economic use (COVC 1.1) can
be further disaggregated by type of economic use (quantitative or qualitative) and by economic
impacts on natural assets as follows:

j&&$&&..
.:.:,.:.,.. .... ,..
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j&$&&&&
.:.;<ievejo@&&
_.,...............,
. . .. :. . . . ,. . ..

.ee ,~,:~,

G+nds$ap& which -is valued Mgatively :(see vetiion IV of .@e SEEA);
..

158. Increase in the value of non-produced natural assets as a result of the restoration of the
natural environment (COVC l.l.S), for instance by reconstructing destroyed ecosystems, has
similarities to land improvement as treated in the SNA (as gross capital formation). However,
the aims lof land improvement activities and those of restoration activities are usually quite
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different. Land improvement activities are undertaken to increase the economic productivity o/
land; restoration activities, on the other hand, often decrease economic efficiency. Thus, the
impacts of land improvement activities on the market value of land will nprmally be positive,
whereas restoration activities could lead to a decrease of market values. From an ecological point
of view, the valuation of land improvement might be negative, while land restoration might
generate positive values.
159.’ Volume changes of non-produced natural assets due to other economic decisions (COVC
1.2) comprise volume changes connected with the appearance or disappearance of natural assets
as assets used in economic activities. These volume changes, which are included as part of
capital accumulation, do not involve any physical changes in the assets due to the impacts of
economic activities. They include:
(a)

~isco~veries .qd,:related ac?umuJatibn estimates. &$ume dhanges that .imply
changes in the totaIs of. -the natural assets accounted .for (COW 1.2) .are
discoveries of paaturalr~ources (CQVC 121.1). aqd aew Wimates :due to

.&I volume -totals fq;$he sprkific asset(COVC 1.X2), occur as a.second type,&
volume changedue to other economic decisions. An example Qf :$hisis the change
in land use. In this case, the value of the land area is shifted fmm jts origi@ kse
to a new type of use at its fomer value. The increase(or -decrease)in land value
connected with .the ,new type of use is not recor-dedk this etqory, .but treated,
as already mentione&as a change in land quality-due to-chang&in economic use.
~:(~Cl~C..:~.Q.
:.$I .so :far -+si.t+ :q13~.:-Qpe
-&&+momic. .u~..,.$I$v~. a .rvW+t
,:
..
‘..:. .:+g+laGr% .@iltid~~&+lity,4$& ;ch&n@‘.{ti.,@i&y k .d+S$zd $nder a third item
.....(~~V~..i..~~3).~.~~.’
.‘.
..-:. ..: ., ..
1
..,..
.‘.
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160. Other volume changes of non-financial assets due to natural and multiple causes (COVC
2) comprise all volume changes that cannot be clearly associated with economic decisions. The
net natural growth of non-produced biological assets (COVE 2.1) and the catastrophic losses due
to technological, natural and political events (COVC 2.2) are recorded explicitly here. Also
included in this category are catastrophic losses due to technological accidents (COVC 2.2.2),
such as the Chernobyl nuclear reactor disaster, oil spills and other industrial accidents (Bhopal).
They are not part of capital accumulation, as they are not based on economic decisions.
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161. Other volume changes n.e.c. (COVC 2.3) comprise all other volume changes of nonfinancial assets. This item contains the acquisitions less disposals of non-produced non-financial
assets (K.2), economic appearance of produced assets (K.4), uncompensated seizures (K.8),
other volume changes in non-financial assets and liabilities n.e.c. (K.10) and a part of the
changes in classifications and structure (part of K.12).

162. COVC also contains information on the direction of volume changes: (-) denotes a
decrease, and (+) an increase, and (+; -) indicates that both increases and decreases are
possible. In changes in classification (COVC 1.2.2), the total volume of assets remains
unchanged but the volume of the specific type of asset affected by the reclassification does of
course change. The row classification of the SEEA matrix (CR) is recorded in parentheses for
the main items of the COVC in annex E.
3. Market

valuation

of non-financial

assets

163. A detailed description of the different valuation methods for non-financial assets, which
is partly based on the Provisional International Guidelines on the National and Sectoral BalanceSheet and Reconciliation Accounts of the Systemof National Accounts (United Nations, 1977b),
is given in the SNA (United Nations, 1992, chap. XIII). Based on those Guidelines, three main
approaches can be distinguished for the market valuation of stocks of natural assets (Hartwick,
1990, 1991, forthcoming; Levin, forthcoming; Rymes, forthcoming), involving respectively:
(a) Actual market prices of natural assets. This type of market valuation can be applied if
market transactions involving the type of assets concerned are representative enough for
their prices to be used for valuing the whole stock of assets. The use of actual market
prices applies especially to land transactions. In most cases, other natural assets are
traded very infrequently, or not at all;
(b) Present (discounted) value of expected net proceeds. Net proceeds are defined as the net
operating surplus that could be associated with the use of natural assets, diminished by
a normal operating profit that could have been earned if the funds invested in the use of
the assets concerned had been used for alternative activities carrying a similar degree of
risk (OECD, 1986, p. 6). This concept is very ‘similar to that of economic rent of natural
assets. In the case of depletable natural resources, net proceeds have also been referred
to as net prices (see below). The present value of expected net proceeds can be calculated
. by estimating the future net proceeds and discounting these income flows by a discount
rate that reflects the risk of future earnings and the preferences for present versus future
income flows;
(c) Net prices multiplied by the relevant quantity of the stock of natural assets. This
valuation method has been applied in the case of depletable natural assets (Rep&to and
others, 1989; Solorzano and others, 1991). In this case, the net price,(net proceeds) of
the asset is the actual market price of the depleted raw material minus actual exploitation
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costs including a normal rate of return of the invested produced capital. The net priceis
then multiplied by the total quantity of .depletable stock of the corresponding natural
asset. This stock comprises only the proved reserves. that are exploitable under present
economic conditions and thus have a positive net price. The net price method could be
applied in the cases of wild biota, subsoil assets and water as long as these natural assets
are considered economically exploitable ones. It can be shown that the net price method
leads to the same results as the present valuation method if the natural assets are used in
an economy with long-run competitive market equilibrium (Landefeld and Hines, 1985,
p. 14).
164. The advantage of the first and third method is the possibility of using observable data on
market prices and exploitation costs. However, the net price method is a simplification of the
second method, assuming that future discounted income flows, generated by the use of the funds
that become available, can be neglected (Bartelmus, Lutz and Schweinfest, 1992, annex 4). For
practical reasons (for example, arbitrary choice of a discount rate), some authors advocate the
use of actual price data (Reich, forthcoming; Thage, forthcoming). There is some uncertainty
regarding the estimation of the normal profit element in the net price, particularly when the
operating surplus (before subtraction of the normal operating profit) is already relatively small.
In this case, the net price could become negative after deduction of a .normal profit. This result
need not be misleading, however, as it may reveal that (world) market prices of depleted raw
materials are so low that even a normal return on invested capital cannot be achieved.
165. The above valuation methods for estimating stock values can also be applied for valuing
volume changes of natural assets in the accounting period. The choice of a suitable valuation
method depends especially on the type of economic use of those natural assets.,In the case of
depletion of natural assets (COVC 1.1.1) such as ‘wild biota, subsoil assets or water, the net
price method could be applied by calculating the value of depletion, that is, multiplying net price
by the depleted quantities of the natural assets concerned Examples of depleting wild biota
include overfishing in the ocean or in coastal waters, and non-sustainable logging in tropical
forests. In the case of depletion of forests, the.net price concept is very close to the concept of
stumpage value which amounts to timber sale proceeds less costs, inter alia, of logging,
transportation and processing (Repetto and others, 1989, p. 20). When depleted raw materials
are not marketed but used for own-account consumption (for instance in the case of water), the
net proceeds foregone by exhausting ‘the (water) reserves in a non-sustainable manner could be
calculated with the help of similar methods.
166. In the case of changes in land quality due to changes in economic use or recurrent
influences of economic use (COVC 1.1.2, 1.1.3), actual market prices for different qualities of
land should be applied as much as possible. If such data are available, differences of market
prices due to different qualities of land could be used to estimate the value of qualitative changes
in land areas. If observable market prices are not available or not representative, a (discounted)
flow of additional or foregone net rents of land due to quality changes (including soil erosion)
has to be calculated. In the case of land and other natural assets contaminated by toxic residuals
of economic activities (COVC 1.1.4), the market value of land might become zero (or even
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negative) because the cleaning costs could exceed the (discounted) future net rents from using
the area for economic purposes.
167. For the depletion of-(exhaustible) mineral resources the so-called user cost method has
been proposed. This method avoids the application of negative net prices (see above) by
subdividing the actual operating surplus into two parts: depletion or user costs which should be
invested to achieve a constant flow of income in the future, even after the complete exploitation
of the natural resources, and a remaining true income element (El Serafy, 1989, 1991,
forthcoming; Hartwick and Hageman, 1993). It can be shown that both the user cost and net
price methods are simplifications of a general principle of valuing the depreciation of assetsdue
to economic uses (Bartelmus, Lutz and Schweinfest, 1992, annex 4).
4. Accounting

for non-financial

assets (SEEA, version

II)

168. The accounting scheme presented in tables 2.6 (general concepts) and 2.7 (numerical
example) is derived from the SEEA matrix, version I (tables 2.1 and 2.2). The different types
of non-fmancial assetsare shown in columns l-9 of the tables. These columns correspond to
columns 4-6 in table 2.1. The rows of the accounting schemesrecord stock data (table 2.6, rows
1 and 19), and volume and price changes of assetsduring the accounting period (rows 2-18).
These rows correspond to row 1 (opening stocks), row 10 (closing stocks) and rows 2-9 (volume
and price changes) in table 2.1.
169. The column classification of table 2.6 comprises two types of produced and seven types
of non-produced (natural) assets.The produced assetsare subdivided into man-madeand natural
assets.Intangible non-produced assets(CNFA 2.2) which do not belong to the natural assetsare
shown together with man-made assets (table 2.6, column 1). Produced natural assets(column
2) comprise only living plants and animals whose growth is controlled by the agriculture,
forestry and aquaculture industries.
170. The classif%ation of non-produced natural assetsin table 2.6 (columns 3-9) corresponds
to the CNFA (the non-financial assetsclassification of the SEEA). Thus, it comprises elementary
categories of natural assets(wild biota, subsoil assets,water and air) as well as complex assets
that combine different elementary assets(land areas, including water areas, with their connected
anorganic and organic components). Such a type of presentation may result in double counting
because the ecozones (land with ecosystems)contain area assetsas well as elementary natural
assetslike wild biota, water and air that constitute ecosystems.
171. The occurrence of double counting dependson the type of accounting framework applied.
In physical accounting (SEEA, version III), elementary assetsare described separately and also
as part of ecozones, without the necessity of aggregation. In monetary accounting, described
here (version II), double counting should be avoided. Thus, the ecosystemsare subdivided into
their different elementsand recorded only as elementary assets(wild biota, subsoil assets,water,
air,.land area). In tables 2.6 and 2.7, the natural asset land (columns 7-9) is recorded without
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the corresponding ecosystems. The valuation refers to more complex assets only if separate
values cannot be estimated for elementary assets; in.this case, double counting is avoided. Such
a procedure may also be applied when the value of buildings cannot be separated from that of
the underlying land. In this case, the disadvantage of the combined recording is that produced
and non-produced assets are recorded together and, as a result, no comprehensive land accounts
can be established. Similarly, the influence of soil quality on the more comprehensive concept
of land quality is reflected in the market values of the respective land areas.
172. In a comprehensive classification of natural assets, air and soil are shown as identifiable
assets despite the fact that no monetary valuation can be applied. The presentation of tables 2.6
and 2.7 should facilitate the comparison with asset accounts comprising both physical and
monetary data (SEEA, version III).
173. The row classification of the accounting scheme describes in more detail the other
volume changes of non-financial assets, which-are not taken into account in the SNA in the
calculation of GDP. The different types of other volume changes were described in the last
subsection by means of a special classification (COVC).
174. In table 2.7, the depletion of non-produced assets is calculated in terms of market values
for wild biota, subsoil, assets and water (row 4: - 2.1, - 8.0, - 1.5). Depletion of produced
natural assets is shown as use of produced futed assets (consumption of futed capital, row 3,
column 2: - 3.3) or as decrease in inventories (row 2, column 2: 1.4).
175. Changes in land quality can be brought about by land improvement (part of capital
formation) (table 2.7, row 2, column 8: 4.6) or by land use changes, reflecting a further change
in market values recorded as other volume changes (in the numerical example, row 5: zero
value). Changes in market values of land due to soil erosion or other changes in soil quality are
shown in rows 6 and 7 (in the numerical example: 0.0 and - 1.1). The discharge ,of residuals
into the natural environment can also influence the market value of water and land (row 8: 2.0,- 6.5, - 1.6). Identifiable influences on the values of produced assets are reflected as use
of produced fixed assets (consumption of fixed capital) (row 3: part of - 23.0 and - 3.3).
176. Volume changes of non-produced assets that are caused by restoration activities and
reflected not as capital formation but only as current costs are recorded for wild biota, water and
land (row 9: 0.0, 1.0, 1.0,O.O). The exploitable volume of natural assets like wild biota, subsoil
assets and water will depend not only on depletion or restoration activities but also on the
degree of knowledge about their existence. The availability of those assets can thus be extended
by discoveries and by the economic conditions under which they may be exploited (rows 10 and
11: 14.2, 13.6). The market value of volume changes due to new discoveries of natural assets
has to be diminished by the value of capitalized exploration costs (row 2, column 4: 2.7) which
are already recorded as capital formation. ’
Volume changes of non-produced assets due to changes in classification (including land
use changes) reflect the shifts of natural assets between quality classes and main types of use,
177,
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for example, in the accounting scheme, classification changesare shown only in the caseof land
(shifts between cultivated and uncultivated land, row 12 : 3.4, - 3.4).
178. Changesin market values of non-produced assetsdue to net natural increase are recorded
as other volume changes (row 13: 1.8, 0.9). The natural growth of produced biota is treated as
increase of inventories or as gross fixed capital formation (row 2: 1.4). Catastrophic lossescan
decrease the volume and therefore the market value of nearly all types of non-financial assets
(rows 14-16: - 25.3, 0.0, - 0.5, 0.0, - 4.3, - 2.0). Subsoil assetswill normally remain
unaffected, though in some caseseven the amount of subsoil assetsdepletable under economic
conditions could be influenced by earthquakes or eruptions.
179. Other volume changes n.ec. (row 17; in the numerical example: zero value) may
constitute an important item in natural assetaccounting when it is difficult to identify the specific
reason for the volume changes (and corresponding changesin market values) of natural assets.
In these cases, the item is used for balancing purposes.
180. Particularly in countries with high inflation rates, the revaluation of non-fmancial assets
due to market price changes (holding gains and losses) will play an important role in explaining
the differences between stocks at the beginning and stocks at the end of the accounting period
(row 18).

III.

Linkage

A.

Physical

of physical
accounting

and monetary

accounting

systems

181., In chapter I of the handbook, the importance of physical data as an integral part of the
SEEA has been stressed (subsection B (3) therein). In the present chapter, the, general
considerations of chapter I are elaborated. Section A gives a short description of two prototypes
of environmental accounting in physical terms. Section B shows how the physical accounts of
version III of the SEEA can be derived from these two accounting frameworks and linked with
version II which deals with environmental accounting in monetary terms on the basis of the
conventional SNA. Section C outlines possible extensions of version III by introducing the flow
accounts of products, non-produced raw materials, residuals and natural asset accounts.
1.

Materials/energy

balances

182. The concepts and methods of materials/energy accounting were developed in the late
1960s and early 1970s (Kneese, Ayres and d’Arge, 1970; Isard, 1969; Isard and others 1968,
1972). The following description of these methodologies is based on the draft guidelines for
statistics on materials/energy balances (United Nations, 1976) and on a more detailed elaboration
by Ayres (1978).
183. Materials/energy balances provide detailed information on the material input of an
economy delivered by the natural environment, the transformation and use of that input in
economic processes (extraction, conversion, manufacturing, consumption) and its return to the
natural environment as residuals (wastes and so on). The accounting concepts involved are
founded on the first law of thermodynamics, which states that matter (mass/energy) is neither
created nor destroyed by any physical process. Economic activities can be described as
generating throughput of materials/energy that do not change mass but that increase unavailable
energy (second law of thermodynamics, law of entropy).
184. The basic idea connected with materials/energy accounts is sketched in figure V.
Materials/energy balances describe raw material input (l), transformation processes within the
economy (2) and flows of residuals resulting from economic uses of materials back to the
environment (3). They exclude transformation processes within the natural environment (4).
185. In table 3.1, a more detailed scheme of the concepts of materials/energy balances is
given. This scheme shows material flows and transformations within the domestic economy and
their connections, in condensed form, with the domestic environment and the rest of the world.
Material changes within the domestic economy refer to production and consumption processes
as well as to use of produced assets.
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186. Material/energy vflows (rows 2-4 and 6-8) are classified according to three categories:
(non-produced) raw materials which are mater-i+ inputs extracted from the natural environment;
(material) products, which are the intended main result of production processes; and residuals,
which are (usually unwanted) by-products of production and consumption. In addition, the
material stocks of products at the beginning of the accounting period (opening stocks) and at the
end of the accounting period (closing stocks) are presented (rows 1 and 5).
~
187. In table 3.1, material transformations are shown, for three types of activities and four
types of assets(columns l-7). Transformation processes of flows are described for environmental
protection activities (including recycling), for other (main or secondary) production activities of
industries and for household activities. Household activities comprise activities that provide new
material products (for example, cooked meals) that are similar to the products resulting from
production processes of industries, or that have a more consumptive character (for example,
recreational activities).
.
188. Transformation processes of material stocks show the material changes of those stocks
within the accounting period., Produced assets are subdivided into the following categories: assets
for environmental protection purposes,~assets for other (main or secondary) production purposes
of industries (except produced biota), consumer durables that are used for consumption purposes
of households, and produced biota that are grown under the control of agriculture, forestry and
fishery.
189. The domestic natural environment contains -all natural assets (biological assets, land,
subsoil assets, water, air) except those resulting from controlled natural growth (produced biota).
The economic transactions of the rest of the world refer to transactions with other countries.
The natural environment of the rest of the world contains not only the natural environment of
foreign countries but also the areas outside the jurisdiction of specific countries (international
waters, outer space).
190. The fast seven columns of table 3.1 show material changes within the domestic economy.
Columnwise, the mass of,material inputs (rows l-4) equals the mass of total outputs (rows S-8).
In particular, total supply or origin and use or destination are equal for raw materials, products
and residuals. Because of possible changes of materials into energy, this equality does not hold
for the weights of inputs and that of outputs. Columns 8-10 do not show the same balances
because the description is incomplete: The presentation is limited to material flows to or from
the domestic economy. Identities can also be observed for the rows of*raw materials, products
and residuals: total origin and use of raw materials, total supply and use of products, and total
origin and destination of residuals are equal.
191. Further comments are necessary with regard to different characteristics of the inputs and
outputs (marked with an X) of the transformation processes shown in table 3.1. Environmental
protection activities qe characterized by inputs of residuals that are collected, transported or
treated. All economic activities transform raw materials and, products into other products and
residuals. The material balances of produced assets reflect identities that include the opening
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stocks of assets, assets produced in the accounting period, assetsnot being used further and
treated as residuals and closing stocks. The decreasein inventory stocks of produced goods is
treated as supply of products (row 7). In the case of assets.usedfor environmental protection,
the stored residuals of controlled landfills are part of the material volume of those assets.In this
case, additional residuals will be discharged becausestored residuals normally enter the natural
environment gradually over time.
192. The domestic environment is shown as a source of-natural resources and as a recipient
of residuals. The economic transactions of the rest of the world comprise imports and exports
of goods. The natural environment outside the domestic economy is used as a sink for residuals
(for example, wastesdisposed of in the oceans)or as a source of natural resources (for example,
~.
ocean fish).
2. Natural resource accounting

193. The present subsection focuses on the specific structure of.natural resource accounts
including elements (ecozones) of natural-patrimony accounts (Aaheim, Lone and Nyborg,
forthcoming; Alfsen and Lorentsen, 1989; Corn&e, 1986; OECD, 1985; Theys, 1989). Further
reference to natural patrimony accounts (Weber, forthcoming; INSEE, 1986b), especially
concerning their actor accounts and linkage matrices with respect to the different parts of natural
patrimony accounts, will be made below in the context of describing the general structure of
~.
version III of the SEEA (section B).
194. Natural resource accounting deals with stocks and stock changesof natural assets, which
comprise biological assets(produced or wild), subsoil assets(proved reserves), water, air and
land areas (including water areas) with their terrestrial and ‘aquatic’ ecosystems (ecozones).
Biological natural assetsare living plants and animals of economic importance. It is useful to
present biological assets twim, in natural resource accounts: as simple biotic resources
(especially from the point of view of endangered species) and as part of complex ecosystems
(Gilbert, 1990). Land areas comprise, therefore, not only the area itself but also related
ecosystems.Soil is treated together with land. Subsoil assetsare included only in so far as they
comprise proved reserves (identification highly probable, extraction economically and technically
possible). Water and air are taken into account in so far as they are (actually or potentia.lly) used
or affected by economic activities. Owing to the absenceof clear asset boundaries, accounting
with respect to air is limited to indicating changes in air quality in particular regions.
195. In natural resource accounting, measurementin both.physical and monetary units would
be necessary to obtain a more comprehensive picture of the changes in natural assets.Physical
data are usually measuredin units of weight. Other possible units are number (for example, of
species) and area (land). Qualitative measures could supplement quantitative measures, for
example, in recording inventories of natural resources (United Nations, 1991a). Such inventories
may comprise data on the constituents of the environmental media of land, water and air, as well
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as on quality classes of those media with regard to type of use or ecosystem characteristics. The
combined changes in asset quality and quantity are called volume changes.
196. Table 3.2 shows physi&al stocks of natural resources at the’ beginning of the period,
changes during this period and stocks at the end of the accounting period; The presentation is
simplified to reveal important categories of change, indicated by an X.
197. Possible changes within the accounting period are increases, decreases and adjustments
(similarly in Corm&e, 1986, p. 50). Increases in natural resources comprise gross natural
increase (for example natural in&ease by reproduction, increase in area due to natural
influences), discovery of resources, and area increase due to development of resources (for
example, dams). Decreases in natural resources include depletion due to natural causes (natural
mortality of animals, effects of natural disasters), depletion for economic purposes and land area
decreases. due to economic decisions (for example flooding for hydropower development).
Adjustments refer to revisions of estimates of resources due to changes in certain conditions of
use (available techniques, price level, extraction costs). Furthermore, new estimates might be
necessary because of improved estimation methods and so forth.
198. Quantitative and qualitative characteristics of natural resources and changes therein are
typically assessed in inventories of natural resources. The matter of the compilation of those
inventories and related databases are addressed by systems of environment statistics. For a
detail& discussion of concepts, methods and problems of measurement, see, for example, the
methodologies developed by the Statistical Division of the United Nations Secretariat
(United
._
Nations, 1988, 1991a).
9. Physical
1. Concepts

accour+(SEEA,

version

III)

”

199. In the physical accounts of the SEEA, the concepts of materials/energy and natural
resource accounting are combined and translated into. the language of national accounts.
Materials/energy and natural resource accounting can be viewed as constituting complementary
information systems: Materials/energy accounts focus on the economy and show natural inputs,
their transformation within economic processes and their return to the natural environment.
Natural resource accounts describe in particular that part of the natural environment that is
economically used (and affected) by economic-activities, and show the changes in natural assets
in so far as those changes are important from an economic point of view (figure V).
200. Use of the information contained in materials/energy balances and natural resource
accounts for the SEEA is limited to recording physical flows from natural assets to the economy
(use of natural assets) and flows back to the natural environment (residual flows). The SEEA
does not attempt to provide a comprehensive picture of the transformation processes within the
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economy. Data requirements and knowledge of (alternative) production and consumption
processes would make such an effort quite unrealistic at the national level.
201. It may be useful to describe the flows of natural resource inputs, products and residuals
in a breakdown by type of input and output. However, existing classifications of production and
consumption activities are typically not detailed enough. to provide such information. In many
countries, a breakdown of activities by industry according to the ISIC classification (United
Nations, 1990) seems to present disaggregation at the only attainable level. However, for certain
processes that are particularly important from an economic or environmental point of view (for
example, energy production and consumption, or production of chemicals) more detailed
process analysis might be called for. A detailed classification of individual production and
consumption processes as required by materials/energy balances is therefore not proposed at the
present stage of development of the SEEA.
202. The SEEA does not include proposals for comprehensive natural resource accounting
either. For instance, regional components of the natural environment, which are significant for
a comprehensive description of that environment and its changes within the accounting period,
are not part of the core accounts of the SEEA. Such accounts could be linked with the SEEA
via regional natural resource accounts. A further limitation of the SEEA is its focus on the use
of the natural environment by economic activities. Flows and transformations within the natural
environment are not described in the SEEA.
203. A consequence of these limitations is that residuals of economic activities are treated
mainly as emissions, which are recorded at the moment of their leaving economic activities. The
processes of transformation and assimilation of residuals within the natural environment are not
described. The effects of environmental stresses caused by residuals are shown only as changes
in the quality of air, water and soil over the time-span of the accounting period, the time-lags
with respect to the experiencing of those effects by human beings and environmental systems
being largely neglected. The dynamics of environmental transformations have been dealt with
in ecological models, supported by environment statistics and indicators, and are not further
elaborated here.
204. The application of the concepts of materials/energy balances and natural resource
accounting to developing the SEEA in physical terms does not imply that the concepts of the
conventional SNA have to be modified. Rather, the physical accounts of the SEEA aim at
extending the SNA without modifying the monetary flow and asset accounts of the SNA. Two
types of linkage between the physical part of the SEEA and the (monetary) SNA are possible:
(a) Monetary data, according to the SNA, can be described in terms of their counterparts in
physical terms. Compatibility is obtained by ensuring that corresponding items in both
systems have the same definitions and classifications;
(b) Physical data in the SEEA may describe facts that are not part of the conventional SNA.
In this case, definitions and classifications can be developed with greater freedom.
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Linkage of the physical data with monetary accounts could be obtained by bridging
matrices that applied compatible concepts at the interface between the SEEA and the
SNA.
205. In table 3.3, the physical accounts of the SEEA and their links with the conventional flow
and asset accounts of the SNA are shown in a simplified SEEA matrix. This accounting
framework is called version III of the SEEA. The physical data are denoted by B-matrices,
which are shown together with the corresponding monetary data (A-matrices) already described
in chapter II. B-matrices that contain data on the time use of economic units are indicated with
an asterisk (B?. Physical data on land use (in areal measures) are recorded as B”. Those
matrices are shown explicitly because time and space are important dimensions in environmental
analysis. The signs (+ , -) in parentheses are those of the elements of corresponding matrices.
Section B (2) deals with possible further breakdowns and extensions of the SEEA, version III,
and their links with monetary accounts. This section thus gives an overview of the physical
accounts in the SEEA and their relationships with materials/energy and natural resource
accounts.
206.

The SEEA differs from materials/energy balances in two main respects:

(a) Materials/energy transformation processes are introduced in an aggregated manner only.
Production activities are not shown for processes but only for industries with
establishments as the unit of classification;
(b) Complete asset accounts of domestic natural assets (in so far as they are used or affected
by economic activities) are presented in the SEEA including not only the
materials/energy stocks in the domestic economy but also the changes therein. The
concepts of natural resource accounting are applied for those accounts.
207. The SEEA differs in two respects from natural resource accounting frameworks (table
3.2) and comprehensive natural patrimony accounting frameworks:
(a) Rather than providing a detailed spatial description of the transformation processes within
the natural environment, the SEEA is limited to relatively simplified asset accounts.
Those assets show stocks of assets at the beginning and at the end of the accounting
period and changes therein within that period;
(b) The description of the stocks and changes in natural assets is supplemented by a
comprehensive presentation of economic activities, their use of natural resources and
their production of residuals.
208. The column classification of the physical accounting framework of the SEEA (table 3.3)
corresponds to that of version II of the SEEA matrix and is similar to the column classification
of materials/energy balances (table 3.1). The.production activities of industries (column 1) have
the same classification in the SEEA and the SNA (ISIC). As already described in chapter II,
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some parts of the ISIC have to be further disaggregated (notably in the case of environmental
protection activities). In comparison with materials/energy balances, they are aggregated and do
not include household activities (except for marketed household work).
209. The individual consumption of households (column 2) comprises in both the SNA and
the SEEA all purchases of households and that part of government consumption that can be
associated with individual persons. In version III of the SEEA, the opening and closing stocks
of consumer durables (rows 1 and 13, and column 2) are recorded in the column of final
consumption in order to obtain a complete picture of all physical stocks. In materials/energy
balances, consumption activities are treated in the same manner as production activities, and the
assets of consumer durables are shown together with other produced assets. Collective
consumption (column 3) only includes monetary data. One may consider recording the assets of
military durables in physical terms even though military durables are not part of produced assets
in the SNA.
210. Produced assets (columns 4 and 5) are defined and classified in the SEEA and in theSNA
in the same way. The asset classification of the SNA has to be disaggregated only in the case
of produced biological assets in order to achieve a comprehensive natural asset classification and
to identify assets of environmental protection. In materials/energy balances, produced assetsalso
comprise, as has already been mentioned, consumer durables. Non-produced natural assets
(column 6) comprise all assets of the natural environment in so far as they are used or-affected
by economic activities; excluded from this column are the produced biological assets of
agriculture and forestry. Contrary to materials/energy balances, not only the flows between the
economy and the environment, but also the stocks of natural assets, are shown.
211. Exports include not only cross-boundary product flows to foreign economies (as in the
SNA) but also flows representing the uses of, and the effects on: the natural environment of
other countries by the domestic economy. Flows from the rest of the world to the domestic ’
economy include only imports of products, which are recorded as a sub-item of total uses
(column 9).
212. The integrated physical and monetary. accounts of the SEEA comprise flow as well as
asset accounts. Flow accounts are established for products, non-produced raw materials and
residuals. In table 3.3, these three types of’ flow account are shown in rows 2 (product flow
accounts), 3 (raw material flow accounts), and 5 and 6 (residual flow accounts). The SEEA does
not aim at a complete description of all materials/energy flows in the economy. Thus, the
description of inputs and outputs in physical terms will normally be incomplete and their totals
will not necessarily be identical. For the purpose of analysing specific environmental-economic
interrelationships, flow accounts for selected products; raw materials or residuals could be
developed.
213. Product flow accounts (row 2) show the supply and use of products as described in
section A of chapter I of the handbook. ‘Different types of. use are shown in columns l-7, the
origin of products is recorded in columns 8 and -9. In this scheme, contrary to that of
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materials/energy balances, household production is excluded. Further information on product
flows is given in subsection B (2) (a).
.
. ‘ ,*/)
214. Raw material flow accounts (row 3) give a picture’of the origin and destination of the
flows of material inputs -from the natural environment to the economy. Those flows imply a
quantitative (temporary or permanent) decrease in natural assets for economic purposes. Raw
materials of domestic origin are transferred from’the accounts of non-produced natural assets
(column 6) to those of the economic activities that exploit them (columns 1 and 2). If domestic
natural assets of one country are purchased or exploited and used by units of other countries,
the raw materials are included as exports and imports of products (row 2, columns 7 and 9). If
fish are caught in international waters or minerals are,exploited from the seabed, this is treated
as depletion of non-produced natural assets of the rest of the world and recorded under the
importing industry (column, I) and as a sub-item of. total uses of foreign origin (column 9).
Further details are described in subsection B (2) (b).
,.
215. In materials/energy balances, all materials. that are not classified as ‘raw materials or
products are considered residuals. In the SEEA, residuals (row 5) are defined as (generally
unwanted) by-products of economic activities. Such definition excludes those residuals that are
emitted when produced assetsare destroyed by natural causes (natural disasters). These materials
are shown not in row 5, but in row 11. The above-mentioned treatment is in line with the
calculation of maintenance costs for environmental assets’ absorbing the residuals of economic
activities (SEEA, version IV). Residual flow accounts (rows 5 and 6) show the different sources
of residuals and also. present their destinations, which include treatment or storage in
environmental protection facilities, or disposal in the natural environment (domestic or foreign).
Further information is given in subsection (B) (2) (c).
216. Residual flow accounts are subdivided according to the destination of residuals. With
respect to residuals that are treated further (column 1) or stored in environmental protection
facilities (column 4), residual flows are shown in row 6 of table 3.3. Residuals that. are
discharged, without or after treatment or controlled storage, into the domestic (column 6) or
foreign (column 7) natural environment are recorded in row 5. Residuals could originate from
different domestic economic activities (columns 1 and 2) or from the disposal of produced assets,
for example wrecks of motor cars (columns 4 and 5). Residuals can also have a foreign origin
(column 9). As mentioned above, time-lags between discharge of residuals and ultimate loading
of the environment are a major problem in assessing the full flow or cycle of residual matter.
217. The physical asset accounts of the SEEA, version III, comprise accounts for produced
and non-produced assets. Those accounts take into account, as far as possible, the’concepts of
. natural resource accounting. In table 3.3, asset accounts are shown in columns 4-6. Physical
accounts for consumer durables are included in the column for individual consumption in order
to obtain a complete picture of the physical stocks of products (rows 1 and 13, column 2).
Physical accounts aim at a complete description of the stocks at the.beginning of the accounting
period (opening stocks), the changes within this period (increases and decreasesdue to economic
decisions and natural causes) and the stocks at the end of the period (closing stocks). Asset
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accounts should comprise information not only on asset quantities but also on qualitative
characteristics. This is especially important in the case of the natmal media, land, water and air,
which are the sink for many of the residuals of economic activities.
a .
218.

The

219. The assets’of produced biota (column’ 5) have a hybrid character because they are’both
produced and natural. Their natural growth is treated as production and added as capital
formation to work in progress on cultivated assets (row 2: capital ‘formation). In estimating such
production, it is taken into account that owing to the weather and other circumstances, a part of
agricultural product is normally lost during the process. of natural growth and not available at
the time of harvest. Such losses are deducted from output. Other losses caused by natural
disasters (drought and flooding, among others) are generally taken into account in the same
manner by revising previous production estimates. In exceptional circumstances, such losses may
be recorded as other volume changes (row 11). ,
220. The contents of the accounts of non-produced natural assets (column 6) have already been
described in the context of natural resource accounting. Detailed information on those accounts
is given in subsection B (2) (d). In what follows, only the differences between the SEEA and.
natural resource accounts in describing the changes in assets.during the accounting period are
discussed (compare table 3.3 with table 3.2).
221. The discharge of residuals of economic activities into the natural environment (table 3.3,
row 5) normally has a qualitative influence on natural assets (especially land, water, air). _
Resource accounts as described in table 3.2 ‘do not register a quantitative change but could
register a change in. the quality of the stocks of natural assets. In order to trace the flow ‘of
residuals in the SEEA, however, the accumulation of residuals is recorded and treated as
constituting a quantitative increase in stocks. Such an increase usually involves a qualitative
decrease in the stock of natural assets.
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222. The decrease in non-produced natural assets by economic activities is referred to in the
SEEA as ‘I’Depletion of non-produced natural assets? (table 3.3, row, 3) In version III of the
SEEA matrix, this -depletion is, in physical terms,,tre+d as part of uses of products, and nonproduced assets, In monetary terms the depletion is treated (following the SNA) as part of other
volume changes of, nonyproduced natural assets (rows. 14 and 11). Those include:
, 1
(a) Other volume.‘.cha&es, due to economic’ decisions (causes) (row lo-:of table 3.3),
including the discovery of new resources (row 3 in table 3.2), area increases and
decreases due to economic influences (rows 4 and 7 in table 3.2), and adjustments due
to technology improvements, to changes in prices and costs and to improved estimation
methods (rows 8-10 in table 3.2). The monetary data (A-matrices) shownin row lp of
table 3.3 also comprise market values of depletion and degradation of natural assets.
These volume changes are recorded as cost .in the production accounts of. the,SEEA (rows
3-5) (version IV.-lof the.SEEA (chap. IV));
i
’ ..
(b) Other volume changes due to natural and’’ .multiple causes- (row ‘il of tab& 3.3),
corresponding to the items of natural resource accounting in rows 2 and 5 in table 3.2.
223. The B.-matrices ,in row -8 of table 3.3 denote the time use of resident individuals with
respect to their activities as,employed persons in production units and in activities of household
consumption. These data could be linked with the spatial and quality data of the natural asset
accounts (see the B”-matrices in column 6 of table 3.3) to obtain, as fa.r.as &tistics permit, a
comprehensive picture of the environment-related living conditions of the population. Those
living conditions are affected not only by the quality of the environmental media but also by the
,.. ,
length of time people are exposed to the quality changes in the media.
I
224. Table 3.3.also,contains information on the’linkages between physical and monetary data.
As version III of the SEEA strictly follows the monetary accounting system of the SNA,
corresponding physical and monetary data are only presented together for, the product flow
accounts (rows 2 and 9) and the asset accounts at market values (rows 1, 2 and 10-13). .The use
of non-produced assets is shown only in physical Units in the upper part of the table (rows 3 and
4). In version III, use of non-produced assets valued at market values remains included as part
of “Other volume changes due to economic decisions (causes)” (row 10) in line with SNA
treatment. Parallel treatments of physical and monetary data on uses of non-produced assets will
be presented only in version IV of the SEEA, where new concepts of capital accumulation and
environmental costs are introduced.
225. The structure of the SEEA matrix can be compared with the natural patrimony accounting
(NPA) approach whose concepts were developed mainly in France (INSEE 1986b; Weber,
forthcoming), The’ actor accounts of NPA correspond to the ‘accounts of production and
consumption activities. In table 3.3, this part comprises columns l-4. The (natural) element
accounts of N’PA are presented in the SEEA as specific natural asset accounts (excluding land,
including ecosystems), (column 5 and part of column 6). The ecosystem @ozone) accounts of
the NPA correspond to the land accounts of the SEEA that are part of the non-produced natural
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asset accounts of table 3.3 (column 6). These accounts are described in detail in subsection B
(2) (d). The row-and column totals of the linkage matrices of the NPA that connect the different
parts of the accounting framework are presented in the SEEA as flow accounts of products, raw
materials and residuals (rows 2-6 in table 3.3). The SEEA, however, has a more limited scope
than the NPA, as the SEEA does not aim at &omprehensivenessin physical accounting but
focuses on those data that are required for describing the main environmental-economic
interrelationships and for linking the economic ‘data of national accounts with physical data
bases.
j
2. Accounts of physical flows and stocks
226. The description of the main flow and stock accounts presented in the previous subsection
is elaborated on below, with particular emphasis on the further classification of physical flow
and stock data underlying the monetary accounts of versions IV and V of the SEEA.
la) Product

flow accounts

..

227. In the product flow accounts (table 3.4), supply and use of products are presented in
terms of physical units (normally units of weight such as tons). These data correspond to the
monetary values already included in the conceptual framework of the SNA and described in
chapter II of this handbook.
228. Product flows describe the origin and destination of raw materials in different economic
transformation processesleading up to the final product. Product flow accounts can also help
analyse the causesof residuals discharge, for example, by describing energy flows and their use
in different production/consumption activities, and by estimating air pollution connected with
energy consumption. Possibilities for linking product flows with flows of raw materials and
residuals within an input-output framework are described in section D of chapter V.
229.

Product flow accounts consist of four important data groups which are linked together:
.

230. The monetary data, recorded as A-matrices in table 3.4, correspond to the rows showing
the useof domestic and imported products as set forth in table 2.3 on the SEEA, version II. For
each type of product, a special row (subdivided, if necessary, by domestic and foreign origin
of the product) can be explicitly introduced. In table 3.4, the flows of domestic and imported
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products in physical units are shown for natural growth products and other products. The supply
of products is recorded in column 15 (total uses). It comprises the domestic output of the
accounting period (rows 2 and 3) and the imports of products (rows 4 and 5). The destination
of products is shown in columns 1-14. Natural growth products, increase, in a fust step, fured
capital or inventories of produced biota (rows 2 and 4, column 7), which are subsequently
reduced at the moment of harvesting, cutting or slaughtering by consuming industries
(intermediate consumption, consumption of fured capital) or households (intermediate or final
consumption).
231. Comprehensive product flow accounts would require a detailed classification of products.
In many cases, highly specific materials (for example,‘certain heavy metals or chemicals) cause
environmental problems. The five-digit coding system of the CPC, which is the basic
classification for products in the SNA as well as in the SEEA, is ,insufficient for analysing the
environmental impacts of specific products:
232.

Further environment-related expansions are needed in the following divisions of the CPC:

01 - 04

Agriculture,

Applications:
11 - 18

forestry

and fishery products

natural resource accounts, product flow accounts

Ores and minerals; electricity,

gas and water

Applications: natural resource accounts, product flow accounts (energy balances etc.),
residual flow accounts
33

Coke oven products;

Applications:
34

product jlow accounts, residual flow accounts

Wastes or scraps

Applications:
41

nuclear fuel

Basic chemicals

1 Applications:
I
39

refined petroleum products;

product flow accounts (energy balances)

produtiJzow

accounts, residualjlow

accounts

productjlow

accounts, residual flow accounts

Basic metals

Applications:

lb) Flow accounts

of non-produced

natural

raw materials

233. In table 3.4, special attention is paid to the flows of non-produced natural raw materials.
Those raw materials are the primary material inputs of economic activities obtained by exploiting
natural assets. The flows of raw materials can be disaggregated by type of material. A special
classification of raw materials could be developed that should correspond as closely as possible
to the product flows classified in-the CPC. This would facilitate a simultaneous analysis of the
flows of raw materials and the flows of related products in input-output analyses (section D of
chapter V below). Rows 6-10 of table 3.4 present the broad categories of such a classification.
These categories could be further broken down as follows:
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234. The origin of non-produced raw materials exploited for economic use is presentedin table
3.4 (columns 8-11) under non-produced natural assets(biological assets, subsoil assets,and the
environmental media of water and, to a limited extent, air). Table 3.4 also provides the amount
of soil erosion of cultivated land (row 10, column 12). In so far as non-produced raw materials
originate from natural assetsthat belong neither to the domestic economy nor to the territory of
other countries, such as fish caught in the ocean, the above-mentioned usesof natural resources
are shown in row 11 of table 3.4. It is assumedin the table that such uses are limited to wild
biota. If natural assets are exploited in .other countries and then imported, they constitute
products and are thus part of the imports of goods and services (rows 4 and 5).
235. The destination of raw materials is either intermediate consumption for further
transformation by production units (establishmentsbelonging to industries) or direct consumption
by households. In the case of soil erosion, quantitative changes are recorded only in asset
accounts. Soil erosion diminishes the quantity of soil of cultivated land and increases the volume
of other natural assets, like uncultivated land or water. Non-produced raw materials are not
exported directly to’ the rest of the world. If they leave the country they are assumed to have
already become a product.
236. Production activities that use non-produced natural assetsare agriculture, hunting and
forestry (ISIC 01, 02), fishing (ISIC 05), mining and quarrying (ISIC 10-14) and collection,
purification and distribution of water (ISIC 41). Non-produced raw materials are also used in
consumption of households. They may include biological resources (for example, firewood),
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directly abstracted drinking-water and inhaled air. ,In the SEEA; version V, household activities
are described in more detail.
,,, .j.
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237. Residuals are the unwanted by-products of economic activities’ (production, household
consumption). In some cases, they can be sold for recycling purposes. In other cases, they are
used without payment for recycling or transformed by environm,ental ‘protection activities
incurring additional costs. Ultimately, the natural environment is, burdened with all materials,
Residuals comprise solid, liquid, gaseous and vaporous materials. Their measurement at different
stages of the pollution-contamination sequence (emission, loading; ‘ambient concentration,
exposure, contamination) is the task of environmental monitoring and environment statistics (see,
.‘,I.
for example, United Nations 1988, 1991a).
238. In many cases, the borderline between the main output and the residuals of production
processes cannot be sharply drawn. The criterion whether the outputs of production can be
marketed or not is not applied in identifying residuals within the framework of the SEEA. The
SEEA proposes to describe all residuals of the economic process ‘in. a common framework
independent of the question whether or not they are produced for intended use (and treated as
products in the SNA). Division 39 of the CPC (wastes or scraps) comprises the domestic or
imported wastes and scraps that are marketed. In monetary accounts, these materials should be
included in the flows of products. In physical accounts, they could be .shown together with nonmarketed residuals.
a.; .s**..
_I
,
239.. Table 3.5 shows the origin and destination of residuals .in.‘physical units within the
framework of version III of the SEEA. Residuals are categorized in the,table according totheir,
state or condition, namely solid, liquid, gaseous, and so on (rows 6-18). Further characteristics,
for the classification of residuals (pollutants) could be their physical and .chemical composition.,
Various classifications have been proposed by the Economic Commission for Europe (United,
Nations,, Economic Commission for Europe 1989b, 1989c, 1990, .1991b, 1992b).
.L i’ ,
240. The flows of residuals are subdivided in table 3.5 with regard to their destination, that’
is, their discharge into the natural environment or into environmental protection facilities.
‘Residuals that are discharged without or after treatment or storage in environmental protection
facilities into the natural environment (water, air or soil), are described in rows 6-12 of table
3.5. The shift of residuals from origin. to destination is shown by indicating their origin with,~a
minus sign (-) and their destination with a plus sign (+). with respect to.,residuals that are.
treated or stored in environmental protection facilities, corresponding flows are described in
rows 13- 18 of table 3.5. Their origin is again marked with a minus sign -and their ,destination.,
in environmental protection facilities with a plus sign. A further distinction could be made with
regard to the domestic or foreign origin of residuals.
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241. The column classification of the scheme is similar to that of other versions of the SEEA.
Environmental protection activities are disaggregated to identify residual flows for recycling,
treatment or disposal purposes. Internal and external environmental protection activities are not
separated ‘so as to simplify the description of residual flow accounts. Residuals also contain
marketed wastes and scraps (CPC division 39). The row classification of discharged or
treated/stored residuals (table 3.5, rows 6-18) has already been discussed above. The domestic
origin of residuals could be production, final consumption of households or economic assets..
Furthermore, marketed or non-marketed residuals could be imported from the rest of the world.
242. The residuals originating from produced assets could have differing characteristics.
Economic assets themselves become residuals after their normal economic lifetime or because
of unforeseen events like natural disasters or wars. Liquid or solid wastes are partly disposed
of in controlled landfills. Those wastes are eventually discharged into the natural environment.
The residuals of controlled landfills that enter the natural environment (soil, groundwater, air)
within the accounting period are considered part of the residuals of produced assets.
243. The destination of residuals includes. environmentally sound uses such as reuse or
recycling, treatment and disposal by environmental protection activities. To a great extent,
however, residuals are discharged directly into the natural environment. Environmental
protection activities of. households are also taken into account. A further disaggregated scheme
could show those activities in a separate column of the final consumption of households
(subsection B (3) in chapter II of the handbook). As input of land areas, controlled landfills of
wastes are shown in the column under man-made produced assets (of industries), and
uncontrolled “landfills”, in other words, waste dumps, in the column under land (soil, arca). If
residuals are discharged into other components of the natural environment, they are shown as.
input of domestic environmental assets (soil, water, air) or as “exports” to the foreign
environment.
244. If residuals are inputs of environmental protection activities (+), they eventually become
-whether unchanged or treated-an output (-) of those activities. After treatment, the residuals
of the environmental protection facilities are recycled, treated again, disposed of or discharged
into an ambient medium: soil, water or air. Similar to product flows as treated in national
accounts, some residuals have an intermediate character (reflecting reuse, recycling, treatment
and so on), some are stored like the stocks of products and some leave the domestic economy
(exports). If residuals are treated, both the untreated inputs and the treated outputs are shown.
In the case of residual disposal, notably the collection and transportation of wastes, the same
wastes are recorded twice, as input and output of the disposal activities. This is adequate
treatment, especially for physical flow accounts. In monetary accounts, such activities (trade,
transportation) could be shown on a net basis.
(d) Asset accounts

245. The physical asset accounts in the SEEA do not aim at completeness. Opening and
closing stocks in physical terms should be calculated in so far as such data support the analysis
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of environmental-economic interrelationships, especially in the compilation of imputed
environmental costs (version IV of the SEEA). A comprehensive picture of the natural
environment could be given’ in overall .frameworks of environment statistics, such as the
Framework for the Development of Environment Statistics (FDES), (United Nations, 1984) and
the framework of natural patrimony accounting (INSEE, 1986b, Weber, forthcoming). The
concepts of physical accounting in the SEEA take into account, as far as possible, the definitions
and classifications of those frameworks to facilitate linkages between monetary accounting and
physical data bases.
246. The links between the non-financial asset accounts in monetary terms (version II of the
SEEA, particularly subsection C (4) of chapter II and table 2.6) and the SEEA asset accounts
of version III are described in an expanded table 3.6. The column classification of table 3.6 and
the corresponding table on asset accounts in monetary terms (table 2.6) are identical. The row
classification of table 2.6 is extended by introducing six rows showing the volume changes
connected with the use of non-produced assets in physical terms (table 3.6, rows 3-8). The
classification of other rows is the same in tables 3.6 and 2.6. (in table 2.6, rows 1-19; in table
3.6, rows 1 and 2, 9-25).
247. Physical data on the economic use of the natural environment are treated differently from
the corresponding monetary data in table 3.6. This treatment is the same as that explained above
for table 3.3. Physical data are recorded as uses of non-produced natural assets (3.1) in the flow
accounts that connect the asset accounts of the SEEA with the activity accounts (production
activities of industries, household consumption activities). Monetary data corresponding to these
economic uses of the natural environment remain, in version III of the SEEA, part of other
volume changes, in line with the treatment in the SNA. In version IV, presented in chapter IV,
a concept of capital accumulation has been introduced that extends the traditional SNA concept
of capital formation. Correspondingly, the monetary values of the economic uses of the natural
‘environment are shifted from other volume changes to uses of non-produced assets accounts.
248. The depletion of wild biota, subsoil assets and water is shown in rows 3 (physical data)
and 10 (monetary data). Physical flows of soil erosion are described in row 4 as flows from the
asset soil (column 7) to the natural asset water or land (columns 5, 8 and 9). The corresponding
monetary values are changes in market values of cultivated land due to soil erosion (row 12,
column 8).
249. Degradation of land connected with changes in land use can usually be described in
physical terms as changes in land areas, classified by type of land cover, and this often also
implies ‘a description of the type of ecosystems connected with the areas (table 3.6, row 5,
columns 8 and 9). The corresponding monetary data on changes in market values due to changes
in land quality resulting from changes in land use are shown in row 11. The change in land use
is recorded in monetary terms in two steps: (a) shift from one type of use to another which
implies only a classification change and has no impacts on the total market value of land (row
18), and (b) immediate changes in land quality connected with change in land use
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(involving, for example, deterioration of ecosystems, establishment of an economic
infrastructure) which may lead to higher market .values (row 11, column 8).
250. Degradation of land due to recurrent land use practices-for example, agricultural or
recreational use (except soil erosion)-could be described through categorizing of land areas by
quality class (for example, quality of soil, quality of ecosystems). Thus, land areas have to be
cross-classified by type of appearance (with additional information on type of use, if necessary)
and by type of quality of soil and ecosystems (row 6, columns 8 and 9, which would contain the
necessary B” matrices). The corresponding monetary data on market value changes are recorded
in row 13 (column 8).
251. The physical flows of residuals (row 7) reflect only the immediate discharge from
domestic activities into the natural environment during the accounting period. The direct
recipients of the residuals are the environmental media: air, water and soil (columns 5-7).
Changes in the market values of water or land due to the discharge of residuals (row 14,
columns 5, 8 and 9) reflect the quality changes of these natural assets in the accounting period.
The quality change could be brought about by the discharge of residuals of present economic
activities, or, in the case of time-lags between emissions and quality changes, of past ones. The
residuals degrading the domestic environment can be of domestic as well as of foreign origin.
Thus, the physical counterpart of the changes in market values (row ,14) are not the residual
flows in the accounting period (row 7) but quality indicators of the stocks of natural assets at
the beginning and the end of the reporting period (rows 1 and 25, columns 5, 8 and 9). These
quality indicators could be based on variation in ambient concentrations of residuals in water and
soil.
252. Discoveries and volume changes due to natural or multiple causes (rows 19-22) are
shown in monetary as well as physical terms as “Other volume changes”. The item “Other
volume changes n.e.c. * (row 23) is used as a balancing item if it is not possible to associate
volume changes that have occurred in the accounting period with specific types of causes.
Finally market price changes of assets that affect only the nominal level of non-financial assets,
are shown as “revaluation due to market price changes” (row 24 of table 3.6). This item
corresponds to the item “nominal holding gains/losses” (K. 11) in the SNA.

IV. Imputed environmental
A. Imputed
/ 1.

environmental

Costs caused

costs

4,

costs in the SEEA: overview

and costs borne
.,

253. Environmental costs are the costs that are connected ,with the actual or potential
deterioration of natural assets due to economic activities. As already mentioned in chapters II
and III, those costs can be viewed from the perspective of two different concepts (Bartelmus and
van Tongeren, forthcoming), namely:
(a) Costs caused, that is, costs associated with economic units actually or potentially causing
environmental deterioration by their own activities;
(b) Costs borne, that is, environmental costs borne by economic units independent of whether
they have actually caused’or might potentially cause environmental deterioration.
254. These two concepts correspond to two possible questions regarding the impacts of
economic activities on the environment:
(a) Should the analysis focus on the immediate environmental impacts of economic activities
of a specific country in a specific time-period independently of the question at which time
and in which country those impacts will cause environmental deterioration;
(b) Should the analysis focus on the state of the environment and its effects on human wellbeing in a specific country in a specific time-period independently of the question which
economic activities have caused environmental deterioration and when.
If the first approach is followed, cost-caused concepts are needed; with the second, there is a
need for cost-borne ones.
255. As already discussed, the relationships among economic activities causing environment&
deterioration, and the repercussions of the deteriorated natural environment on the population
and its activities, are complex and therefore difficult to measure and analyse. The impacts of
economic activities on the natural environment do not follow administrative boundaries and the
environmental deterioration involved often entails a substantial time-lag (in the cases, for
example, of climate change and decrease in the extent of the ozone layer). That ,time-lag
becomes even more pronounced if effects on human health and well-being are to be assessed.
The description of immediate impacts on the natural environment in a specific country during
a specific time period thus may not always reveal the full risk to the environment and to people
withii and beyond the boundaries of that country.
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256. The SEEA focuses on the question of who is responsible (accountable) for deterioration
of the natural environment. This implies that the association of environmental costs with the
economic activities causing environmental deterioration is given high priority. The reasons lie
with the relevance of accountability in integrated policies and management for sustainable
development (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987) and with data
availability, which is usually more ,established for immediate environmental impacts than for
consequential effects on human beings and ecological systems. However, besides the question
of who is responsible for environmental stress, that of who is suffering in response to the
deterioration of nature has also to be raised (Friend and Rapport, 1979; United Nations, 1984).
As shown below, such analysis introduces further problems of measurement and valuation.
257. Costs caused are assessedby applying a maintenance cost valuation concept. Maintenance
costs are those costs that are required to prevent or mitigate a deterioration of the natural
environment. This concept reflects the requirements for achieving a country’s economic
development under the constraints of maintaining the natural environment quantitatively and
qualitatively intact.
258. By contrast, the costs-borne concept would tend to apply valuation methods that are
consistent with the ;values accorded to environmental impacts by the economic agents
(households, establishments) themselves. In the case of production activities, the costs borne are
estimated in the SEEA only in so far as they reflect actual or imputed market values-. Thus, only
those costs are taken into account. The use of the cost-borne concept implies that elements of
other volume changes, shown in the accumulation accounts of the SNA, are treated as cost and
thus integrated with the production accounts of the SNA.
259. In estimating the effects of environmental impacts on human welfare (health, well-being),
methods of contingent valuation (namely the willingness-to-pay approach and similar methods)
have been proposed. Such valuation could be seen as a substitute for missing market valuations
of the burden caused by the deteriorated quality inter alia, of air, water, land and ecosystems
(OECD, 1989; Schulz and Schulz, 1989; Pearce, Markandya and Barbier, 1989; Peskin, 1991,
forthcoming) and borne by households and individuals. According to this approach, households
could be questioned on the extent to which they are willing to reduce their income or
consumption level to attain a natural environment not impaired by economic activities.
260. The imputations necessary for achieving comprehensive estimates of costs caused and
costs borne are presented in the present chapter within the three versions of the SEEA that
reflect three different valuation methods:
(a) Version IV. 1: costs borne valued at market values. The first version describes the
additional costs borne by industries. Those costs are estimated at market values and
include only those costs associated with the valuation of natural and other assets whose
value is affected by production activities. This version takes into account those cost
elements that are already included in the conventional SNA but treated there as elements
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of the accounts of other volume changes and not taken into account in the calculation of
GDP;
(b) Version IV.2: costs caused valued at maintenance costs. The second version applies the
maintenance cost concept. The imputed maintenance costs are treated as additional costs
of economic activities and as a corresponding decrease in the value of the natural and
other assets immediately affected;
(c) Version IV.3: costs borne valued at market and contingent values.’ The third version
extends the cost-borne concept by taking into account not only additional imputed costs
borne at market values by industry, but also costs borne at contingent values by
households.
261. The concepts of environmental costs caused and costs borne are supplemented by the
recording of the expenditures corresponding to restoration activities actually carried out. Such
activities aim at the improvement of the natural environment and therefore partly or completely
counteract the environmental impacts of economic activities. The restoration activities are valued
on the basis of actual expenditures, which could be interpreted as constituting maintenance costs
for correcting (reducing) the imputed costs .caused, or as market values (when they reduce the
imputed costs borne).
2. Imputed

versus

actual costs

262. Both the cost-caused and the cost-borne concept involve actual costs (which are already
part of the conventional SNAi though they are not always shown explicitly) and imputed
environmental costs, which are recorded as additional cost items in the SEEA. The different
types of actual environmental costs are described in version II of the SEEA. In this subsection,
they are compared with imputed environmental costs and categorized in a somewhat different
manner.
263. Actual and imputed environmental costs can be categorized, according to the different
types of uses of the natural environment, as:
(a) Depletion costs, which refer to the quantitative depletion of natural assets (for example,
biological assets, subsoil assets and water) by economic activities, The depleted natural
resources are used as raw materials in production or consumption;
@) Degradation costs, which reflect the qualitative deterioration of the natural environment
by economic activities. The qualitative impacts on the environment could comprise the
deterioration of landscape and ecosystems caused by economic use or the discharge of
residuals of economic activities into the natural environment. Degradation costs could
refer to the costs caused by economic activities or to those related to the effects of a
degraded nature borne by industries and households. Actual restoration costs that improve
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environmental quality may diminish current or past degradation costs. They can be
viewed as expenditures that reduce current (imputed) costs caused or current costs borne
(generated in current or past accounting periods).
264. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the different types of environmental costs that are taken
into account in the SEEA..The different items are illustrated by the numerical example of the
SEEA. An overview of the different types of costs valuation methods is given below. Further
details are discussed in section B below.
265. As far as possible, imputed environmental costs caused are valued at maintenance costs.
They reflect, apart from correction items for restoration benefits (row 5 of table 4.1), costs
caused by own economic activities of industries and households. Restoration refers to
government activities assumed to counteract current costs caused only in the same amount (5.0).
266. The depletion of natural assets (17.5 and 0.7) is valued at the (hypothetical) imputed costs
required to reduce the depletion process in order to regain the previous quantitative level of
natural assets. This concept can be applied in the case of biological or cyclical (water) assets,
where depletion could be offset by natural growth or replenishment. In the case of subsoil assets,
depletion could in most cases only be reduced through more efficient use or changing production
and consumption patterns. The remaining reduction would have to be counterbalanced by the
accumulation of other types of assets, compensating for future income losses while ensuring
environment-friendly production (for example, Hueting, Bosch and de Boer, 1991). The
degradation of natural assets could be valued at the costs necessary for preventing or mitigating
environmental impacts caused by the spatial use of land (9.0 and 0.8) or the discharge of
residuals (33.3, 13.3, 5.1, 2.3).
267. Imputed depletion costs borne (11.3 and 0.3) reflect the depletion of natural assets caused
and borne by own activities of industries and households. The difference between depletion costs
caused and costs borne can be assessed by comparing the results of the different valuation
methods (maintenance cost versus market values).
268. Imputed degradation costs borne reflect the repercussions of the deteriorated natural
environment on industries and households, partly counterbalanced by restoration activities of the
government (increase in market value of assets due to restoration: -. 2.0). Environmental effects
can be caused by own or other economic activities. Repercussion costs borne by industries
reflect the decrease of the market values of natural assets due to the use of land (in the example,
caused by soil erosion: 1.1) and to the qualitative deterioration of natural assets by pollution
(10.1). Those market values are part of other volume changes in versions II/III of the SEEA.
Furthermore, the repercussion costs of households (for example, health or recreational effects)
as a consequence of the qualitative deterioration of landscape and ecosystems (12.3) and of
pollution of environmental media (63.0) are. taken into account. They are valued by the
contingent valuation method.
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Imputed
activities

and actual environmental
in the SEEA: numerical
(Monetary

costs of economic
example

units)

8.8
0.0

0.0

0.8

0.0

0.0

13.3

47.7

7.7

2.3

6.4

1.1

75.6

78.7

21.5

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

47.7

7.7

6.4

1.1

12.3

0.0

0.0

63.0

19.6

12.7

0.0

5.0
0.0
a/ Caused by own economic activities.
bl Caused by own and other economic activities.

0.0
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269. The actual expenditures to prevent environmental deterioration (47.7, 7.7, 6.4 and 1.1)
are at the same time costs caused and costs borne for the economic units that are actually or
potentially deteriorating the natural environment. Together with the restoration costs those costs
are part of the costs of environmental protection. (subsection B (4) of chapter II above).
.. . . .
‘.
270. In addition to prevention costs, actual costs borne comprise the actual costs (expenditures)
resulting from the repercussions of environmental deterioration, that is, the environmental
diseconomies caused by others (for example, additional depreciation of produced assets, cleaning
costs, additional household expenditures for travelling to distant recreational areas, and
additional health expenditures: 19.6 and ‘12.7) and actual restoration costs (5.0). These actual
restoration activities lead, in the case of non-market producers (government) to corrections of
imputed costs caused (assumed,for the sake of simplicity to be equal to maintenance costs:
- 5.0) and of imputed costs borne (change in the market values of natural assets: - 2.0). In
the case of industries, imputed costs caused are calculated on a net basis, that is, by valuing net
..
physical impacts only.
271. Environmental costs caused and borne are compared in table 4.2. Total costs caused
amount, after corrections with ‘regard to restoration activities, to 139.9. This total comprises
actual expenditures to prevent environmental deterioration (62.9) and imputed costs reflecting
the impacts of economic activities on the natural environment (18.2 + 63.8 - 5.0 = 77.0).
Total costs borne (196.3) include costs of activities aimed at avoiding (preventing) environmental
deterioration (62.9), costs connected with the depletion of natural assets (11.6), costs of
repercussions of deterioration on the natural environment (32.3 + 86.5 = 118.8) and restoration
costs (5.0 - 2;O). The last reflects an increase in actual costs borne (5.0), which is assumed to
correspond to an increase in the market value of assets restored and thus to a decrease in
imputed costs borne (- 2.0).
3. Extension.of.

the .SE.EA matrix

(version

IV],

.

j,

272. Version III of the SEEA, presented in chapter III, showed the conventional monetary data
of the SNA in combination with physical data on economic-environmental interrelationships. The
introduction of imputed environmental costs provides the monetary counter@rt of physical flows,
operating beyond the market-based valuation concepts of the SNA. Tables 4.3-4.8 present
versions IV. 1, 2 and 3 of the SEEA, which are derived from versions II and III by introducing
such imputed environmental costs. The row and column classifications are identical for all the
tables so as to facilitate the comparison of the‘ different versions.
273. The accounting items created in connection with the introduction of imputed
environmental costs are denoted as C-matrices. In version IV of the SEEA (tables 4.3, 4.5 and
4.7) the monetary data of rows 4-11 and 15-18 contain the C-matrices. A comprehensive
description of economic-environmental interrelationships could be based on the combined use
of conventional monetary data (A-matrices of version II), the additional physical data of version
III (B-matrices) and monetary data on imputed environmental costs (C-matrices), as indicated
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Comparison
of environmental
environmental
costs borne:
(Monetary

costs caused and
numerical example

units)

0.0
11.6

62.9

32.3
.86.5

5.0
-2.0
196.3
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in the tables. Version IV of the SEEA (compared with version III) contains additional rows.
Those rows refer to monetary flows related to the introduction of imputed environmental costs
(rows 11, and 15 18). They have no physical counterpart and were therefore not presented in
version III.
274. Imputed environmental costs are shown for three types of uses of the natural
environment: quantitative depletion of natural assets (rows 4 and 5); use of land, landscape etc.
except as a sink for residuals (row 6); and use of the disposal function of the natural
environment (rows 7-9). The actual or potential deterioration of the natural environment can be
partly or completely mitigated by restoration activities (row 10) depending on the estimation of
the cost of such deterioration (on a net or gross basis: subsection A (2) above).
275. In the new row (“Shift of environmental costs”: row ll), imputed environmental costs
of final uses (individual consumption (column 3) and use of produced assets (columns 5 and 6))
are transferred to domestic production of industries. This shift is introduced in order to account
fully for the social cost of environmental degradation. This accounting convention permits the
treatment in the SEEA of the production of residuals by household consumption as a negative
output of household production. In version V of the SEEA, the concept of household production
is introduced explicitly for the description of the costs and benefits of household activities. In
version IV, such an extension of the production boundary of the SNA is avoided by means of
the cost-shifting technique.
276. The imputed environmental costs recorded in rows 4-11 of the SEEA, version IV,
increase the inputs of industries. It has been suggested that the quantitative depletion of natural
assets be interpreted as a decrease in inventory stocks (El Serafy, 1989, forthcoming). Thus, the
costs of depleting natural assets increase industries’ intermediate consumption. However, from
the perspective of the role of natural resources in production and income generation, their
depletion could be interpreted also as a depreciation of fixed assets (Bartelmus, Lutz and
Schweinfest, 1992). In particular, the use of the natural environment, resulting in the degradation
of environmental quality, could be interpreted as a depreciation of natural assets analogous to
consumption of fixed capital in the SNA.
277. The additional recording of imputed environmental costs leads, other things being equal,
to a decrease in the net domestic product (NDP) of the economy. The net domestic product
diminished by the imputed environmental costs of industries is called the environmentally
adjusted domestic product or, for short, the eco domestic product (EDP) (row 15). Two main
versions of EDP can be distinguished according to the valuation methods applied to
environmental costs:
(a) EDP at market values. In version IV. 1 of the SEEA, the compilation of EDP takes into
account imputed environmental costs at market values only. That version can be
considered the basic version with respect to introducing imputed environmental costs.
The market valuation concept used in that version is consistent with the valuation
concepts used in the conventional SNA, The data needed for estimating imputed
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environmental costs are already contained in the traditional SNA framework as part of
other volume changes;
(b) EDP at maintenance costs. In version IV.2 of the SEEA, the compilation of EDP takes
into account imputed environmental costs at maintenance values, reflecting the costcaused concept. The maintenance cost approach permits the inclusion of a wider range
of (non-market) phenomena in the field of environment and is particularly significant in
elaboration of strategies of sustainable development. That approach requires more
complex assumptions and analyses (see, for example, Nyborg, forthcoming).
278. Version IV.3 of the SEEA takes into account imputed environmental costs with a
combination of market and contingent valuation, reflecting the cost-borne concept. A
corresponding concept of EDP at cost-borne values could thus in principle be derived from this
version. However, the application of contingent valuation methods in national accounting is
controversial, as it uses techniques of valuation that are based on the revealed preferences of
individuals (section D). Such techniques have been applied with (limited) success in project or
programme evaluation, and it remains to be seen if they can be extended to the assessing of 7
(environmental) cost and benefits for the whole economy.
279. Versions IV of the SEEA, also contain information on conventional net value addcd/NDP
(row 19 of the matrix). Consequently, comparisons of the different aggregates (EDP and NDP)
can be made directly in the SEEA matrix without supplementary information. The balancing item
between EDP (at market values) and conventional NDP is denoted as eco-margin (row 18 of the
SEEA matrix). The eco-margins of different industries present imputed environmental costs at
market values with negative signs.
280. The following are the relations between the EDP and NDP concepts used in versions
IV. 1, IV.2 and IV.3 (rows 15-19):

This presentation permits a demonstration of deviations from the generic SNA valuation concept
of market values by means of an adjustment element introduced .explicitly in row 16. The
contributions of the different industries to the EDP are called environmentally adjusted value
added or, for short, eco value added (EVA). For each indu@y, a transition from its EVA to its
net value added (NVA) can thus be shown in the SEEA matrix.
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281. In the SEEA, versions II and III, other volume changes due to economic decisions
include the volume changesof natural assetsconnectedwith the depletion or degradation of those
assets (at market values). These volume changes are now, treated as cost in the production
accounts. They are recorded as an increase in the inputs of industries (imputed environmental
costs) and as a corresponding decreasein the volume of natural assets.
282. The other volume changesdue to economic decisions are, in addition to being treated as
cost, also recorded in version IV of the SEEA as part of an extended concept of capital
formation that is calledcapital accumulation. Capital accumulation comprises volume changes
in produced assets, accounted for as capital formation in the capital accounts of the SNA, and
volume changes in non-produced natural assets due to economic causes. The latter volume
changes comprise the depletion and degradation of natural assets(COVC 1.1) and also changes
due to other economic decisions, including discovery, adjustments due to new estimates and
changesin classification and structure (COVC 1.2). The changes due to uses of non-produced
national assets are described in rows 4-10 of the SEEA matrix. The changes due to other
economic decisions are recorded as “Other accumulation of non-producedassets” and are not
taken into account in the calculation of EDP (row 21 of the SEEA matrix). The impacts of
restoration activities (row 10) are treated as correction items that diminish degradation costs and
thus decrease the value of depreciation of the natural assets.
283. Volume changes in natural assetsdue to economic depletion or degradation are shown
in rows 4-10 and in columns 6-13..Those volume changesnormally have a negative sign because
they reflect a decreasein the value of those assets.This decreasein asset values corresponds to
additional imputed environmental costs’ having a positive sign in the accounts of. industries or
other economic activities. An exception to this treatment is made in the case of restoration
activities. The imputed negative environmental costs correspond to a positive change in the
values of natural assets.
284. The adjustments due to market valuation (row 16 of the extended SEEA matrix) that arc
introduced to show the transition from versions IV.2 and IV.3 of EDP to EDP at market values
(version IV. 1) also serve to adapt the data on volume changes due to economic depletion and
degradation according to version IV.2 of the SEEA. The valuation of volume changes at
maintenance costs is not consistent with the valuation concepts of other stock and flow data of
natural assetaccounts. The opening and closing stocks of assetsas well as other volume changes
that are not shifted to the production accounts -are valued at market values throughout the
SEEA. Thus, adjustment items are necessary to facilitate the transition from maintenance cost
valuation to market valuation. Apart from cross-boundary flows (to the rest of the world) of
imputed environmental costs and corresponding changesin natural assets,the adjustments of the
EDP are balanced by the adjustments of asset values.
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285. Qualitative and quantitative changes at market values in non-produced assets due to
e&nomic use are recorded, outside the central production accounts in the SNA, as part of
“Other volume changes of assets accounts”. Some of those volume changes are treated in the
SEEA, version IV, as imputed environmental costs within the production accounts and as volume
changes of assets within the capital accounts. They include the following items of the proposed
classification of other volume changes of non-financial natural assets (COVC: annex E):
quantitative depletion (1.1. l), quality changes due to changes ‘in land use (1.1.2), degradation
of land due to economic use (except by residuals: 1.1.3), degradation due to residuals (1.1.4)
: and volume changes through restoration (1; 1.5).
286. An overview of the corresponding changes of the SEEA has already been given in
subsection A (3). The implications of introducing imputed environmental costs at market values
are described in detail below. Table 4.3 shows the general concepts of this version of the SEEA;
table 4.4 presents a numerical example. Concepts of market valuation for estimating imputed
environmental costs have already been discussed in chapter II and are not elaborated further
here.
287. The different types of volume changes of non-produced assets are partly regrouped in
tables 4.3 and 4.4. Whereas the items on ‘depletion, degradation due to discharge of residuals
and restoration remain unchanged, items on quality changes due to ‘changes in land .use (COVC
I. 1.2) and on degradation of land due to land use practices (except discharge of residuals:
(COVC 1.1.3)) are combined under “use of land, landscape etc. “. Degradation of land as a
consequence of its restructuring (connected with changing its type of use) and degradation due
to soil erosion are the most important elements in this regard.
288. In the case of market valuation, economic depletion of natural assets refers only to nonproduced assets. Depletion of produced natural assets (produced biota) is treated as part of
(negative) capital formation in the produced asset accounts (table 4;3; row 2: use of products
of industries). Depletion of non-produced natural assets (table 4.3, rows 4 and 5) comprises
depletion ‘of wild biota (column 7), of subsoil assets (column 8) and of water (column 9). In the
numerical example, -depletion of domestic non-produced natural assets amounts to 11.6 (table
4.4, row 4, columns 7-9). The SEEA also takes into account depletion of natural assets outside
national jurisdiction by domestic economic activities in so far as depletion is not recorded as
import of products, that is, impacts on global commons such as fish in the ocean (table 4.3, row
5):
:
_.
289. As already explained in the SEEA, version III, physical flows connected with soil erosion
brought about by economic activities are treated as involving a decrease in soil and an increase
in the soil of the area to which the soil has been transported by wind or water. The monetary
counterpart of these quantitative flows is a decrease in the market value .of cultivated land
recorded as part of value changes with regard to use of land, landscape etc. (table 4.3, row 6).
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In the numerical example, the decrease in the market value of cultivated land due to soil erosion
amounts to-l.1 (table 4.4, row 6, column 12). ‘- :
.* .‘.
290. Use of land, landscape and ecosystems (table $3, row 6) also comprises other changes
in quality due to changes in land use (for example, volume changes caused by urban instead of
agricultural use) and changes in quality occurring in the course of a specific type of use (such
as degradation of soil quality by inappropriate agricultural use, for example, cultivation of steep
slopes). Expenditures connected with land improvement are recorded as capital formation in the
context of product flows (table 4.3 and 4.4: row 2j column 12; in the numerical example: 4.6).
If land improvement is connected with a change in quality, the differencebetween the value of
the expenditures and the change in the market value.of land may reflect that change in quality,
which would be recorded in row 6 of table 4.3 and ‘of table 4.4. This implies that the volume
change of land recorded in row 6, column 12, could have a positive or negative value and that
the corresponding imputed environmental costs Gould be correspondingly negative or positive.
In the numerical example of table 4.4, it is assumed that change in land quality at market values
due to change in economic use is equal to the expenditures for land improvement (4.6). Thus,
the corresponding volume change is zero and only the effects of soil erosion are shown in row
6, column 12.
_.
291. The degradation of non-produced natural ‘assets&u&d by the discharge of residuals of
economic activities is’ reflected in version IV.1 only to ,the extent that pollution leads to a
decrease in the market value of those natural assets. In tables 4.3 and 4.4, that *decrease is
recorded in row 7, columns 7-13. In the numerical example, the market value of water is
diminished by 2.0, the value of land areas decreased by 6.5 and 1.6. The volume changes of
fixed produced assets due to the discharge of residuals into the natural environment (and from
there on to fixed assets) are recorded, in so far as those changes are identifiable as resulting in
costs of the use of produced fixed assets (tables 4.3 and 4.4, row 14). Those costs are part of
actual repercussion costs already described in chapter II.
292. A distinction between-volume changes of non-produced natural assetsdue to the discharge
of residuals of domestiti origin’and those due to the discharge of residuals of foreign origin will
normally not be possible. The change in market values only reflects costs borne independent of
the origin of this degradation. Thus, volume changes and the corresponding imputed
environmental costs at market values are shown only in row 7 of table 4.3 and of table 4.4
without further distinction by origin (rows 8 and 9).
293. The degradation of natural assets is partly counterbalanced by restoration activities.
Those activities are recorded with their impacts on the market values of natural assets as positive
items in tables 4.3 and 4.4, row 10, columns t9 and 11-13. In the numerical example, it is
assumed that restoration comprises in part activities related to the cleaning of water (column 9:.
l.O), as well as those connected with restoring cultivated or uncultivated are&s (column 12: 1.0;
column 13:,0.0).
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294. The market values of volume changes of natural assets shown in columns 7-13 correspond
to the imputed environmental costs (with opposite sign) in columns l-3 of tables 4.3 and 4.4.
Supplementary transition matrices could show the different types of volume changes in a crossclassification by industry (or household activity) incurring the imputed environmental costs and
by type of asset whose market value is affected.
295. In the case of depletion, imputed environmental costs are distributed among depleting
industries and household consumption activities. In the case of degradation of natural assets, the
industry using the degraded natural assets (mainly land) bears the imputed environmental costs.
In this case, the use of land does not include its disposal function (the storing of the residuals
of economic activities), but only its use for production purposes (for example, as agricultural
land). ‘The measurement of the cost incurred as a result of the impairment of the disposal
function of land (and other media) is the objective of the inaintenance cost approach of the
SEEA, version IV.2, described below. Natural assets that have a market value but are not used
(owned) by a specific industry or households are allocated to the government.
296. In the numerical example, industries of agriculture, forestry and fishing (ISIC divisions
01,02 and 05) have imputed environmental costs of 6.1 (see the value of the eco-margin in table
4.4, row 18, column 1). Those costs comprise the depletion of water and wWbiota (2.1) (table
4.4, row 4, column l), costs of soil erosion (1.1) and costs borne because of the decreasing
value of polluted land (3.4). The imputed environmental costs are partly offset by restoration
costs (-0.5). The environmentally adjusted value added (EVA) at market values of the
agriculture, forestry and fishing industries amount to 19.4, which is 6.1 less than the net value
added (NVA) of those industries (25.5).
297. Other industries (column 2 of tables 4.3 and 4.4: ISIC l-9) have total imputed
environmental costs amounting to 14.7, which comprises depletion costs of 9.2 and (borne)
degradation costs due to pollution of 6.7. These costs are partly balanced by restoration activities
(- 1.5). The i mputed environmental costs of the household consumption are allocated to “other
production” through the shifting procedure described, above. Those costs consist of depletion
costs only (0.3). EVA of other industries amounts to 226.9 which is 14.7 less than their
conventional NVA (24 1.6).
C. Maintenance
1. Costing

cost approach

(SEEA, version

IV.2)

sustainability

298. The maintenance cost approach is closely related to the sustainability concepts described
in chapter I. Maintenance costs are the additional imputed costs that would have been incurred
if the domestic economic activities of an accounting period had been modified or their impacts
mitigated in such a way as not to have impaired the long-term quantitative and .qualitative levels
of the domestic and worldwide natural environment.
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299. This cost concept is based on the principle of accountability (responsibility) of economic
activities not only to the population of the country concerned but to all persons affectedby such
activities, including those outside national borders. This principle is acquiring increasing
importance because of the growing awareness of the interrelationship between economic
activities and the natural environment at national and international levels. (See, for.example, the
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development adopted by the United Nations Conference
on Environment and Develofiment, Rio de Janeiro, 3-14 June 1992 (United Nations, 1993,
resolution 1, annex I).)
300. Additional imputed environmental ‘costs are associated with the economic activities.that
are the immediate causes of environmental stress, leading to a qualitative or quantitative
deterioration of the natural environment. The imputed environmental costs of depleting nonproduced biological assets are mainly recorded as additional costs of the industries of agriculture,
forestry and fishing. The costs of depleting subsoil assets are recorded as additional costs of the
mining sector. ‘The costs of the deterioration of the landscape and ecosystems through changes
in land use are recorded in the cost accounts of the industries directly responsible for these
activities. In the case of the use of the natural environment as a sink for economic residuals, the
corresponding imputed environmental costs are associated with the economic activities
immediately responsible for the transfer (emission) of residuals from the economy to the natural
environment.
301. The concept of immediate responsibility is introduced for theoretical and statistical
reasons. It is difficult to identify the economic activity that is ultimately responsible. Economic
activities interact to a great extent and it is nearly impossible to trace the chain of economic
dependencies and corresponding synergistic or antagonistic effects on the environment. It could
be argued that the final demand for products is ultimately responsible for all stages of
intermediate production and. their environmental impacts. Following this argument, the
environmental costs of different production activities should be associated, by using input-output
models, with the final use of products. Such modelling is outlined in section D of chapter V.
The accounting framework of the SEEA, however, deals by definition with the assessment of
the economic-environmental interaction during the past accounting period. It is an information
system that should avoid the inclusion of data that are the result of modelling. The analysis of
environmental costs focuses, therefore, on the economic units immediately responsible for
environmental impacts since those impacts can be readily identified, measured and attributed to
the accounting period.
302. Imputed environmental costs are thus estimated only for the economic activities of the
current accounting period. They do not reflect changes in the natural environment caused by
economic activities of previous periods. Imputed environmental costs are associated with
economic activities only to the extent that those activities do or might imply an additional
deterioration of the natural environment. Those costs may reflect the costs of avoiding such
impacts on the natural environment. The degree of deterioration and the necessary avoidance
activities depend, of course, on the present state of the natural environment: Contamination of
an environment with nearly exhausted regeneration capacity might imply imputed prevention or
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restoration costs higher than those connected with contamination of a relatively pristine
environment.
303. The concept of maintenance costs corresponds to the method of calculating the value of
the depreciation of produced fixed assets. According to the depreciation method applied in the
SNA, the costs of using fixed assets are calculated with the monetary amount necessary to keep
the level of those fixed assets intact. The aim of this approach is to achieve a level of assets that
allows the sustaining of the same level of income in the future. Thus, it could be argued that the
methods of estimating the costs of using produced as well as natural assets are oriented towards
a concept of sustainability. As already discussed in chapter I, such sustainability aims at a
broader scope that includes the emergence of further environmental standards, besides the
maintenance of income flows.
304. The concept of maintaining natural assetsquantitatively and qualitatively can be expressed
in terms of the sustainability of the following different functions of the natural environment that
are distinguished throughout this handbook:
(a) Quantitative use of natural assets (for example, depletion of raw materials);
(b) Spatial and qualitative use of land, landscape, ecosystems (except as a sink of residuals);
(c) Disposal of natural assets (use of the natural environment for assimilating the residuals
of economic activities).
305. Sustainability implies that only biological assets should be exploited to the extent that
their use is balanced by natural growth (while the quality of their habitats is maintained).
Similarly, the sustainability of water resources would require that only the amount of water
balanced by natural inflows should be abstracted. In the case of exhaustible subsoil assets, full
sustainability would lead to non-use and thus to a squandering of the resource. This is hardly
acceptable and the objective should therefore be to reduce depletion by more efficient use or
substitution.
306. Regarding the spatial and qualitative functions of land, landscape and ecosystems (except
for their use as a sink for residuals), sustainability aims at conserving the quality of land and the
natural parts of the landscape along with their existing ecosystems. In the case of the disposal
function of the natural environment, sustainability standards have to be set so that potentially
harmful residuals are discharged into the natural environment only when they do not cause a
deterioration of natural assets or when they are transformed into substances with no harmful
effects on living beings.
Measures of five types for preventing or restoring environmental deterioration by
307.
economic activities can be distinguished (see also Hueting, Bosch and de Boer, 1991):
(a) Reduction in economic activities or complete abstention from specific activities;
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(b) Substitutions among the outcomes of economic activities, that is, production of other
products or modification of household consumption patterns;
(c) Substitutions among the inputs of economic activities, without modifying their outcomes
(outputs), inter alia, by applying new technologies;
(d) Activities to prevent environmental deterioration, without modifying the activities
themselves (for example, by end-of-pipe technologies);
(e) Restoration of the environment and measures diminishing the environmental impacts of
economic activities.
308. The calculation method for imputed depletion costs depends on the specific type of
activity considered. When depletion results in a reduction in economic production (for example,
in the context of depletion of biota or water), the decrease in contributions to NDP caused by
diminished production activities represents the imputed depletion cost. In the case of
substitution, additional substitution costs could be used for calculating depletion costs. If new
environment-friendly industries have to be established to avoid a decrease in output, incremental
costs could be calculated for the purpose of estimating depletion costs. Alternatively, the
allocation of a part of .the operating surplus for alternative investment, to the extent that a
constant and permanent flow of income is the objective, has been proposed (El Serafy, 1989).
309. In the case of the discharging of residuals, different types of activities could be carried
out so that such discharging adhered to environmental standards. Those activities include
reduction. in production and household consumption, modifications in the composition of
products and in consumption patterns, and technological changes for the purpose of introducing
.environment-friendly technologies, as well as end-of-pipe technologies. The choice of activities
for calculating the imputed degradation costs of discharging residuals will depend on relative
costs and efficiencies. Imputed prevention costs of industries should be’ based on the most
efficient method for meeting environmental standards. The choice of activities will also depend
on available technologies for reducing residual discharge. Depending on the activities chosen,
the’imputed environmental costs of discharging residuals can involve hypothetical cost elements
like reductions in net value added, reductions in household consumption expenditures,
substitution costs and environmental protection costs of treating or storing those residuals.
310. In the case of degradation of land, landscape and ecosystems (except by residuals),
possible maintenance activities could include abstention from, reduction in and relocation of
economic activities to relieve the pressures on land areas. In general, changes in land use could
prevent further qualitative decreases or restore deteriorated land areas. The valuation of the
corresponding costs range from losses in net value added and household consumption to
additional costs of substitution, migration and restoration.
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311. Version IV.2 of the SE&A matrix’ de&b&
possibilities of recording the imputed
maintenance costs in the SEEA framework. The -general concepts of this version are shown in
table 4.5, and the corresponding numerical example is presented in table 4.6. Rows 4-9 of those
tables encompass the imputed environmental costs that would be necessary to maintain the
natural assets quantitatively and qualitatively. Those costs correspond to the value of the
depletion and degradation of natural assets shown
: in the columns of natural assets (rows 4-9,
columns 6- 13).
:
312. Imputed depietion costs (table 4.5, rows 4 and 5) refer not only to non-produced natural
assets (wild biota, subsoil assets, water) but also to produced biota in so far as maintenance costs
of depleting this type of biota differ from the .market value of depletion. Such maintenance costs
are calculated only if depletion exceeds, natural .growth (positive net depletion). In this case,
maintenance costs with regard to net.,depletiqn as recorded in .the SEEA (table 4.5, row 4,
column 6) are determined as ‘he difference .between .maintenance costs and the market value of
net depletion. The incremen $costs could be viewed as ecological depletion that is not reflected
in the valuation of economic unctions, of produced (natural) assets..In the numerical example,
those costs amount to 0.9, aking up the difference between maintenance costs and market
values.

313. Depletion costs of the
assets cover -depletion
of wild biota (in the
.i non-produced natural
.,
,‘,‘.’
example: 3.7), subsoil assets (8.9) and water (4.7). Again, the .maintenance costs of depleting
natural assets .arecalculated only to the extent that depletion exceeds natural increase. Depletion
costs are associated with agriculture, forestry, fishing (4.8: produced biota, wild biota and
water), other industries (12.7: subsoil assets and water) and household consumption activities
(0.7: wild biota and water). The depletion ‘of natural assets at maintenance cost values also
comprises the depletion of natural assets by- domestic activities in areas outside national
jurisdiction (for example, catching fish in the ocean). In tables 4.5 and 4.6, depletion of foreign
natural assets is shown in row 5 (0.0).
314. Maintenance costs of using land, landscape and ecosystems are recorded in row 6 of
tables 4.5 and 4.6. Maintenance costs of cultivated land (7.7) are calculated in the cases of soil
erosion and restructuring of land, for example., change of agricultural land into land for urban
development. Maintenance costs of uncultivated land (2.1) refer to the destruction of ecosystems
of uncultivated areas by production activities and by recreational ,use of such land. Imputed
degradation costs are associated with the following activities: agriculture, forestry, fishing (soil
erosion, restructuring of land and destruction of ecosystems: 5.5), other industries (restructuring
of land: 3.5) and household consumption activities (recreational use of uncultivated land: 0.8).
3 15. Degradation costs of discharging residuals into the natural environment are shown in rows,
7-9 of tables 4.5 and 4.6. They consist of costs conneCted with residuals of current economic
activities (columns l-3: 6.2, 27.1 and 15.6) and residuals derived from, or caused by, produced
assets, including the environmental protection facilities for .controlled storage of residuals
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(column 5: 5.1; column 6: 0.0). The residuals of domestic origin (row 8) are assumed to have
only an immediate degrading effect on the domestic environmental media of water( -. 14,3), air
(- 20.4) and soil (- 14.6)..
316. Imputed environmental costs are associated with the environmental: media that are the
immediate recipients of the residuals generated by economic activities. Such treatment does not
take into account the further destination of residuals which may transfer from one medium to
another or pass the boundaries of the territory and affect a foreign natural environment. Where
residuals are transported by domestic economic units to a place outside the country without
further treatment or storage, a,negative flow of exports is recorded (row 8, column 14: ,- 4.7).
This flow represents the degradation of natural-assets .outside national jurisdiction due to
exported residuals. When foreign residuals are transported into domestic territory and discharged
into the natural environment outside of controlled environmental protection facilities, an import
of residuals with negative values is shown (row 9, columns 9 and 15: - 1.6).
317. Flows of residuals not directly discharged into the natural environment but treated or
stored in environmental protection facilities, recycled or reused are shown in physical terms only
(rows 12 and 13 of table 4.5). The corresponding monetary flows representing the value of the
recycled materials or of the respective environmental protection services are,recorded as part of
product flows (row 2).
318. Restoration activities diminish actual environmental impacts and reduce the physical flows
of damaging residuals or of imputed prevention costs estimated-in the absence of any restoration
during the accounting period. Their impacts on natural assets lead to a smaller net decrease in
volume changes in monetary terms (tables 4.5 and 4.6, row 10). In the numerical example of
the SEEA, it is assumed that actualrestoration costs (table 4.6, row 10, column 4: 5.0). reduce
the imputed environmental cost by the ‘same amount in the case of restoration by the
government. In the case of other restoration activity (by industry or households) only “net”
flows of residuals are valued (accounting for internal restoration). The governmental restoration
activities include the improvement of water and soil quality (row 10, column 9: 3.0, column 11:
2.0). Imputed environmental costs of household consumption activities (0.7 + 0.8 + 15.6 =
17.1)‘are shifted in row 11 ,( - 17.1) to other industries (part of 2 1.9 in column 2) and imputed
costs of produced assets (5.1) are shifted to industries using (or having used) those .aSsetsfor
production purposes (columns 1 and 2). These transfers are necessary for calculating ptheEVA
of those (and all other) industries while at the same time maintaining the conventional cost and
value-added concepts of the SNA.
319. The EVA of the different industries (tables 4.5 and 4.6, row 15) is compiled as the
difference between their gross output and their costs in using products and assets. In the
numerical example, the FDP amounts to 185.1 (8.7 + 176.4). In row 16 of tables 4.5 and 4.6,
adjustments for environmental cost are included for the purpose of arriving at the EDP in market
values. Imports of residuals (1.6) plus the adjustments of the EDP are balanced with the
adjustments for capital accumulation and exports (row 16, columns 6-14). The EDP at market
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values (row 17) amounts to 246.3, as calculated in version IV.l.
versions also holds for the value of the eco-margin.
D.

Contingent
valuation
(SEEA, version IV.3)

of the imputed

repercussion

This identity in the two
.

costs of households

320. Valuation of the repercussions of a deteriorated natural environment on households is
normally based on methods of contingent valuation, especially on the so-called willingness-to-pay
approach. The application of this approach beyond project evaluation (cost-benefit analysis) has
been advocated for policy analysis (OECD, 1989; Pearce, Markandya and Barbier 1989; Pearce,
Barbier and Markandya, 1990). An important part of the costs borne would have to be estimated
by using such methods.
321. The contingent valuation method is not without controversy (Schulz and Schulz, 1989).
It has been argued in particular that the amount of money that people are willing to pay to
improve the natural environment does not necessarily correspond to the amount that they would
actually pay (free-rider problem). Furthermore, there exists generally no fully developed
knowledge of the quality of the natural environment and of the possible impacts, inter alia, on
health. It is therefore difficult to translate environmental effects into monetary expenses.
Willingness to pay will also depend on the income situation of the individuals questioned. The
natural environment of the poor will often be worse than that of the rich because the latter can
afford better housing in privileged areas of town or country. Nevertheless, the poor will be
willing to pay less or even nothing because of budgetary limitations. The meaning of any
aggregation of individual potential expenses across different income groups thus becomes
questionable.
322. Nevertheless, it seems important in a democratic and participatory approach to take the
opinions of the people into account, even if their knowledge of the natural environment is
incomplete. The results of the contingent valuation method should of course not be taken as the
only basis for judging the environmental situation and its effects on the population. Physical
indicators of the quality of the environmental media (air, water, land) .ca.n provide significant
information on potential environmental hazards (United Nations, 1988, 1991a). Use of the
contingent valuation approach in environmental accounting is still in an exploratory stage.
Further research and discussion are needed. The following proposals therefore provide only a
generic framework for further experimentation with this valuation method and related accounting
procedures.323. With respect to applications of the contingent valuation method in the SEEA, one could
ask people to what degree they are willing to reduce their consumption level. Households could
consider which specific consumption activities and corresponding expenditures they are willing
to reduce or abstain from. Of course, the households could .also substitute for particular
(environmentally unsound) activities less damaging ones, in other words, change their
consumption patterns. In this case, the difference between the expenditures connected with
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existing consumption activities and those connected with the offered change in such activities
, could be used to represent the value of the environmental quality lost.
324. This valuation approach should facilitate the linkage of environmental impacts with the
aggregates of final consumption in the SEEA. Willingness to reduce the consumption level may
depend, however, on the number and the order of environmental concerns raised. An increase
in the number of environmental concerns may result in a decreased willingness ‘to further reduce
the level of consumption. In a first step, questionnaires should therefore ask for the maximum
reduction in level of consumption that people would be willing to accept if all types of economic
impacts on the different environmental media could be thereby avoided. In a second step, the
respondents should reveal that proportion of the total amount of consumption foregone that they
would allocate to the alleviation of specific environmental concerns. The survey participants
should comprise all individuals who are residents of the country concerned and actually or
potentially affected by the domestic natural ,environment.
325. The willingness to forgo consumption involves at least actual repercussion costs of
households (for example, environment-related health expenditures, additional commuting and
housing costs) (SEEA, version II). If such deterioration could be avoided, households would of
course be willing to reduce their respective defensive expenditures. Studies on the willingness
to reduce household consumption levels could therefore identify actual repercussion costs as part
of the total amount of voluntary reductions and, in the second step, focus the questions on the
willingness to pay for additional reductions.
326. Additional imputed repercussion costs, estimated by means of contingent valuation
methods, could be related to analyses of time use by households (subsection A (1) of chapter V
below). Environmental repercussions are connected with the use of the environmental media for
consumption purposes during the course of the day. The quality of environmental media in the
workplace will affect its occupants during the workday. The environmental quality of the housing
area affects, inter alia, the health and well-being of the people during the time spent at home.
Thus, the imputed repercussion costs of households could be distributed among the different
production and consumption activities at different places. Such analysis would also facilitate the
description of social factors affecting environmental services and losses in those services.
327. A complete picture of the distribution of imputed repercussion costs could be given only
if the different household activities were recorded in detail. This is attempted in version V of
the SEEA by introducing an extended concept of household production (chap. V). In the present
chapter, the analysis of the repercussions of environmental deterioration is more limited.
Additional imputed repercussion costs are recorded in two steps:
‘(a) In a first step, imputed repercussion costs are estimated for two types of environmentaldegradation: degradation of the landscape by inappropriate land use and environmental
degradation by pollution;
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(b) In a second step, these imputed repercussion costs are recorded as reduction in individual
consumption and as additional costs of different economic activities of households. The
costs are allocated according to the. time use of households and the degree of
environmental impacts on the households. during the different time-periods. Imputed
repercussion .bosts are allocated not only to households in relation to their, effect on
consumptive‘,activities but also to industries that are affected, in order to allow a
comprehensive calculation of EDP based on contingent valuations that takes-into account
all imputed costs borne by industries and households.
328. Imputed costs borne include imputed environmental costs primarily of industries and,
in addition, imputed repercussion costs of households. They refer to repercussions from the
degradation of the‘.natural environment by. economic activities. The depletion costs of
households, including deforestation due to firewood collection, are recorded at market values.
Thus, version IV.3 comprises the imputed .environmental (depletion) costs of households
according to version IV..1 and additional imputations based on contingent valuation methods.
Version IV.3 is presented in tables 4.7 (general concepts) and 4.8 (numerical example). The
only difference betiveen tables 4.3/4.4 and tables 4.8/4.9 is the additional recording of imputed
repercussion costs in columns l-3.
329. In the numerical example, it is assumed that the total value of repercussion costs amounts
to 88.0. Those costs consist of actual repercussion costs of households (12.7, the SEEA, version
II, table 2.4, column 6) and additional imputed repercussion costs of households (75,3).
Additional imputedcosts comprise costs of the degradation of landscape (12.3) and those of the
decrease in environmental quality due to pollution (63.0) (see also table 4.1).
330. Actual repercussion costs of households are already included in the values of individual
consumption (column 3, rows 2 and 3). Imputed repercussion costs (rows 6 and 7) are shown
as reduction in individual consumption (column 3: 12.3, 63.0) and as additional costs of ,the
industries concerned (columns 1 and 2). The costs connected with repercussions on households
during the time spent by their occupants in the industries of agriculture, forestry and fishing are
recorded in column 1 (0.2, 0.3). The repercussion costs connected with worktime in other
industries are shown in column 2 of the tables together with the imputed (and shifted) costs (at
-* market values) connected with household consumption activities (12.1, 62.7).
331. The EDP (version IV.3) amounts to 171.0 (152.1 + 18.9). Adjustments due to market
prices comprise only the imputed repercussion costs of households (75.3). Adjustments are
made for the EVA of agriculture, forestry, fishing (- 0.5); for other industries (- 74.8); and,
correspondingly, for individual consumption (+. 75.3). The EDP at market values amounts to
246.3 (226.9 + 19.4) (SEEA, version IV.l).
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V.

Possible

extensions

of the SEEA

332. Most parts of versions I-IV of the SEEA have been extensively discussed in seminars and
expert group meetings or international conferences. Moreover, various elements of those
versions have been tested in country studies (chap. VI). While certain aspects of those versions
remain controversial, notably regarding the different valuations applied to environmental impacts
and effects on human health and well-being, a certain degree of consensus on the feasibility and
desirability of such approaches seems to have been reached.
333. Other approaches have engendered less agreement though they may gain in importance
for particular areas of analysis such as that involving the linkage of social and demographic
concerns with environmental ones. Some of those approaches are introduced below by indicating
their possible linkage with the more established versions of the SEEA. Their incorporation into
the core of the SEEA should thus be facilitated once further research and test applications prove
their merits and feasibility. This might already be the case once the transition from the present
interim publication to the final handbook is made. In other cases, incorporation of environmental
concerns into satellite systems that focus on other subject areas such as household activity or
informal sector accounting might be more appropriate.
334. The purpose of the following description of different possible extensions is therefore only
to highlight key concepts and methodologies without attempting to do full justice to all possible
ramifications and alternatives proposed to date. Four types of extension are discussed in sections
A through D:
(a) Extension of the production boundary with regard to household activities;
(b) Introduction of environmental services as an output of productive activities of the natural
environment;
(c) Extemalization of internal environmental protection activities;
(d) Use of input-output tables for environmental analysis.
335. In section A the three versions of the SEEA presented in chapter IV are described in the
context of an extended definition of household production. In section B, alternative versions of
introducing environmental services are presented. Those versions are based on the versions of
the SEEA discussed in section A. The extemalization of internal environmental protection
activities presented in section C is based on version IV.2 of the SEEA. The conversion of this
(external&d) version into a symmetric input-output table and some applications in models of
input-output analysis are discussed in section D.
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336. A comprehensive description of the interrelationships between households and the natural
environment would have to identify additional household activities (Gel, 1989). In this manner,
impacts on the natural environment by households and repercussions of the deteriorated
environment on household activities could be revealed. Internal household activities refer to
subsistence and other non-market production activities for own consumption.
337. A satellite system of household production could describe household activities in terms
of time use (Lfitzel, 1989). Time-budget studies may not only offer the necessary data basis for
valuing household work but also provide important physical data (with time as the physical unit)
for analysing household activities and their linkages to environmental problems (see also Faber
and Proops, 1991). Time-use surveys have therefore been recommended for extending integrated
environmental and economic accounting to cover unpaid productive work of households (see
programme area D of chapter 8 of Agenda 21). The applications of time-budget data could also
be further extended to the recording of those households’ employment and consumptive activities
(Juster, Courant and Dow, 1981). Those data could be linked with information on the
environmental conditions under which household activities are carried out, facilitating further
analyses of the social implications of environment-economy interactions.
338.

In tables 5.1 and 5.2, three categories of household activities are distinguished:

(a) Activities of household members within establishments. Data on time use, and
compensation of employees and employers in the corporate and general government
sectors are shown in row 20 (“compensation of employees”) and row 22 (“compensation
of employers”). As already mentioned, time use is recorded as B’ in table 5.1;
(b) Production activities within the household sector. Marketed production of unincorporated
enterprises in the household sector is shown in column 2 of table 5.1. Own-account
production of goods (column 3) may comprise gathering of berries or other uncultivated
crops, processing of forestry products, woodcutting and collection of firewood, hunting
and fishing, carrying of water, processing of agricultural products, weaving, making of
pottery, and production of furniture (United Nations, 1992, chap. VI, para. 21; see also
Peskin, Floor and Barnes, 1992). This enumeration indicates that such household
activities are of special importance for analysing the use and management of natural
assets. Households are working in the respective producing units as own-account workers
(row 21). Own-account production of services includes owner-occupier housing services
and ‘domestic services produced by paid employees;
(c) Household production activities outside the production boundary of the SNA. Those
activities are shown as “other household production” in column 5 of tables 5.1 and 5.2.
i”.They are connected not with the immediate consumption of goods and services but with
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*
the inputs needed to carry out such household production activities required for satisfying final
household consumption. Those household production activities include employment-related
activities for own use outside paid working hours such as family transport, house cleaning, food ,,
preparation, shopping, care for family members and other persons and unpaid voluntary work
(Ltitzel, 1989);
(d) Consumption activities. All other household activities are called consumption activities
(shown in column 6 of tables 5.1 and 5.2). The concept of human capital is not
introduced in. the SEEA because of conceptual and statistical (measurement) problems.
Otherwise, several of the consumption activities would have characteristics of activities
producing goods and services for the purpose of increasing the human capital of
household members (in the areas, for example, of health and education). The time used
for consumption purposes is recorded in rows 21 and 22.
339. In tables 5.1 and 5.2 it is assumed that household consumption activities also have an
output value (column 6). This value comprises the value of intermediate (marketed or nonmarketed) inputs and the consumption of consumer durables. The intermediate inputs comprise
all household purchases that are not inputs of household production and the outputs of other
household production activities as long as they are not used internally for still other household
production activities. Consumption of consumer durables (row 13, column 6, of tables 5.1 and
5.2) comprises only the share of their uses in consumption activities. The uses for production
purposes are recorded as inputs of other household production activities (row 13, column 5).
340. The output value of consumption activities also represents the value of individual
consumption (column 7). In table 5.1, the additional gross output of other household production
activities (column 5) and the outcome of household consumption activities (column 6) are
denoted by the matrix symbol D. This symbol is also used to indicate the use of consumer
durables (table 5.1, row 13, columns 5, 6 and 11).
341. In table 5.2, a numerical example is given for the purpose of introducing the extended
concept of household production into the SEEA. In comparison with the traditional SNA figure,
NDP (row 18, columns l-4) is increased by the compensation of own-accounters’ work (267.1
+ 112.0 = 379.1). The output value of other household production activities (column 5: 272.6)
is estimated by adding their intermediate inputs (142.6), their consumption of consumer durables
(18.0) and the value of the compensation of own-account workers (112.0). The output value of
consumption activities (column 6: 281.3) comprises intermediate inputs (277.0) and depreciation
of consumer durables (4.3). The output of other household production activities is used as
internal inputs of those activities (35.7) or of household consumption activities (236.9). The
destination of the output of household consumption activities is individual consumption (281.3).
342. The treatment of consumer durables as capital instead of as consumption goods implies
an extension of the asset accounts (column 11). In the numerical example, the opening stocks
of consumer durables (367.7) are increased during the reporting period by gross capital
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formation (2&O), decreased by depreciation (22.3) and modified by other volume changes and
revaluations (22.6). Thus, the closing stocks amount to 396.0.
‘,343. The following three subsections describe three versions of the SEEA with extended
presentations of household activities. All are based on the version of SEEA presented in chapter
IV.
2. Household activities and imputed
(SEEA, version V. 1)

environmental

costs in market

values

344. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present an extended SEEA matrix that associates imputed
environmental costs at market values with the different types of household activities. This
version (V.l) of the SEEA is derived from version IV.l. Total imputed environmental costs
remain the same (20.8). The differences refer to the allocation of those costs to different
activities.
345. Imputed environmental costs of industries (20.5) are distributed among the industries
outside the SNA household sector (table 5.2, column 1, rows 7-10: 15.3) and the different types
of production of the SNA household ‘sector (table 5.2, columns 2-4, rows 7-10: 5.2). It is
assumed that the production of domestic services does not imply environmental costs. Household
own-account production of goods also encompasses depletion of natural assets (2.1). These
depletion activities of households are particularly significant in developing countries.
346. Imputed environmental costs (at market prices) of other household activities will normally
be relatively low. Version V. 1 differs from version IV. 1, in that those costs are shown not as
costs of individual consumption (and in a second step shifted to the production of other
industries) but as costs of domestic production (columns 5 and 6) or of the asset accounts of
consumer durables (column 11). Imputed costs borne by households and caused by repercussions
of the deterioration of the natural environment by production and consumption activities are
taken into account in version V.3 of the SEEA (section C). Imputed costs of consumer durables
reflect the decrease of their market values caused by the discharge of residuals.
347. EDP at market values amounts to 358.3 (table 5.2, row 16) which could be derived from
the traditional NDP (row 18, columns l-4: 267.1) by adding net value added of other household
production activities (112.0) and subtracting imputed environmental costs (eco- margin: 20.8).
348. The allocation of environmental costs to consumption activities of households implies that
those activities contribute to EDP. Generally this contribution would be negative, reflecting the
*decrease in the market values of natural assets caused by environmental deterioration due to
household activi$es. In the numerical example of version V. 1, the negative contribution is
assumed to be’zero, as the market values of natural assets in the example do not reflect the
decrease in quality of those assets. It has, however, a (negative) value in versions V.2 and V.3,
described in the following subsections, when valuations other than market values are used.
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activities

and imputed

maintenance

costs (SEEA, version

V.2)

349. Version V.2 of the SEEA is derived from version IV.2, valuing imputed environmental
costs at maintenance costs. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show that total imputed environmental costs of
domestic production at maintenance costs (see the totals of rows 15 and 17, columns l-6, in
table 5.4: 82.0) remain unchanged. As in the case of version V. 1, only the distribution among
the different household and industry activities is changed. Imputed environmental costs of
individual consumption (17.1) are now shown partly as environmental costs of other household
production activities (table 5.4, rows 7-9, columns 5 and 6: 14.8) and partly as additional
environmental costs in the accounts of consumer durables (row 9, column 11: 2.3), and these
are shifted to other household production activities in a second step (row 11, columns 5 and 6,
and column 11).
350. EDP of version V.2 amounts to 297.1 (row 14 of table 5.4), which can be compiled by
adding traditional NDP (267.1) and the net value added of other household production activities
(112.0), then subtracting imputed environmental costs (82.0).
351. Environmental costs of other household activities amount to.17.1 (table 5.4, rows 7-11,
columns 5 and 6). They are balanced by adjustment items (row 15: - 6.8, - 10.0) and by the
eco-margin (- 0.3).
4. Household activities,
imputed environmental
costs at market
and imputed repercussion
costs (SEEA, version V.3)

values

352. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 describe version V.3 of the SEEA, which corresponds (except for the
extended incorporation of household activities) to version IV.3. It differs from version Vi 1
described above in that imputed repercussion costs of households valued at contingency values
are incorporated in addition. Those costs are based on a modified approach to the willingness-topay method (see section D of chapter IV above for further explanations).
353. Imputed repercussion costs are associated with different production and consumption
activities of households. It is assumed that households are willing to reduce their consumption
level for the purpose of improving the quality of the natural environment they are exposed to
not only during their housework and leisure time but also during their employment time. Thus,
imputed repercussion costs are recorded in connection not only with other household activities
(table 5.6, columns 5 and 6: 7.9 + 3.7 + 41.8 + 15.2 = 68.6), but also with the different
household activities within production units of industries (columns l-3: 0.7 +,5.3 + 0.5 + 0.2
= 6.7).
354. EDP (283.0) of version V.3 can be compiled by adding to the traditional NDP (267.1)
the net value added of other household production activities (112.0) and subtracting not only
environmental costs at market values (20.8) but also imputed repercusion costs (75.3). Imputed
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repercussion costs are counterbalanced in the individual consumption column (table 5.6, rows
8 and 9, column 7: - 75.3; row 15, column 7: + 75.3).
355. The introduction of imputed repercussion costsaffects especially EVA of other household
activities. In the numericai example, it is assumedthat imputed repercussion costsare associated
mainly withother household production activities (49.7) and consumption activities (18.9) These
additional costs are reflected in diminished or negative figures of EVA (111.7 - 49.7 = 62.0:
0.0 - 18.9 = 0 -18.9: see rows 14-16 and columns 5 and 6 of table 5.6).
B. Environmental
1.

General

services

description

of concepts

,

356. The production boundary of the economy can also be extended by introducing the concept
of environmental services produced by nature (for example, Peskin, 1989; Vanoli, forthcoming).
Those services describe qualitative (including spatial) functions of natural non-produced assets
of land (including ecosystems), water and air. As environmental services often compete with
other economic functions and with each other, a value could be imputed to them (Hueting,
1980, chap. 4; OECD, 1989, chap. 3; Pearce, Markandya and Barbier, 1989, chap. 3; Peskin,
1989). Services provided by the different natural assetscould be treated as production activities
of the natural environment.
357.

Three types of environmental services are distinguished:

(a) Disposal services. Disposal services reflect the function of the natural domestic
environment (land, air, water) as an absorptive sink for residuals of domestic and foreign
economic activities;
(b) Productive services of land. Services of land reflect the spatial and economic functions
of land (including water areas) for production purposes including the use of soil for
agricultural purposes;
(c) Consumer services. Consumer services of the natural environment encompass the
elementary functions of the environment in providing for physiological as well as
recreational and related needs of human beings.
358. The three types of environmental services dealt with in this approach represent only the
qualitative and spatial’economic use of natural assets. Not considered as production are the
uquantitative” results of the functions of natural assets, through which natural resources are
provided as inputs for production and final consumption. This approach may be appropriate in
the case of non-renewable natural assetsbecausethe assetswere “produced” a long time before,
but it is less convincing in the case of biological ones. In the latter case, such a production
concept could be considered within the context of a further extension of the economic production
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boundary. At any rate, major conceptual questions, valuation issues and practical problems of
data availability make the identification and treatment of environmental services still a rather
controversial approach still (see also version IV.3 (above) dealing with the contingent valuation
approach).
359. As already discussedin chapters II and IV, costscausedand costs borne are not directly
comparable becausethe former are connectedwith stresson the natural environment in a specific
country and for a specific time-period, while costs borne reflect repercussions from (response
of) the deteriorated natural environment that may affect the population in other countries and in
later periods. As a consequence,environmental services cannot be dealt with in one version that
combines the costs-causedand the costs-borne approach. In valuing the disposal services and
productive services of land (including landscape and ecosystems), a cost-caused concept,
described in section C of chapter IV above, would need to be applied. However, in valuing
consumer services, contingent valuation concepts that are related to the cost-borne concept as
described in section D of chapter IV may be used.
360. The following sectionsillustrate how thesealternative conceptscould be addressedwithin
the extended framework of the SEEA. Further research and practical experience are required
to make a meaningful transition from illustration to recommendation with respect to practical
application of these versions.
2. Disposal

and productive

services

of land (SEEA, vhsion

V.4)

Version V.4 of the SEEA as set forth in tables 5.7 and 5.8 extends version V.2
(subsection A (3), table 5.3) by introducing disposal services and productive services of land.
The basic concept for valuing the use of natural assetsremains the maintenance cost approach.
The treatment of depletion of natural assetsremains unchanged in comparison with versions IV.2
and V.2 of the SEEA.

361.

362. The treatment of the environmental costsof degrading natural assetsthrough useof land,
landscape etc. and discharging residuals is presented in two steps. The costs of use of land,
landscape etc. (row 10) are recorded, in a fast step, as inputs not of industries or other
household activities, but rather of the productive services of land (column 5: 9.8). Similarly, the
environmental costs of discharging residuals into the natural environment (row 11) are in a first
step recorded as inputs of production activity involving “disposal services” (column 4: 50.9) and
not as costs of industries or other household activities. The value of the output of disposal
services and productive services of land is equal to environmental costs (row 21, columns 4 and
5). This “input method” is similar to the method usedfor valuing the gross output of non-market
production in the WA.
363. The use of the two types of environmental services mentioned is shown in rows 5-7. To
associatethose services with the activities through which residuals have been discharged and the
land has been degraded, environmental services are distributed partly between intermediate
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consumption of industries and household consumption activities (rows 5 and 7, columns l-3),
and partly under additional environmental costs in the non-financial assetsaccounts (columns 911). In comparison with version V.2 of the SEEA, this treatment associatesenvironmental costs
with the economic activities responsible,- not in a first step, but rather in a second one, after
treating those costs as inputs of environmental services.
364. The introduction of the,category of environmental services permits a distinction between
those of domestic and those of foreign origin. This leads to a modification of the concepts of
cross-boundary flows of residuals. Instead of showing exports and imports of environmental
costs in row 11, the matrix shows disposal services as exported (row 5, column 13) or imported
(row 6, column 1). Export of environmental costs thus corresponds to import of disposal
services and vice versa.
,.
365. In comparison with version V.2 of the SEEA, the introduction of disposal services and
of productive services of, land does not influence macroeconomic aggregates. The totals of
environmental costs and of the inputs of production activities remain unchanged. Environmental
costs are presented only under .use of productive services instead of being treated as costs of
using natural assets.
3. Consumer

services

(SEEA, version

V.5)

366. In version V.5 (tables 5.9 and 5.10), the consumer services of the natural environment
are considered to be the result of a “productive” activity of that environment (column 6). The
(negative) value of the gross output of such services is estimated by adding up the actual
repercussion costsborne by households and the imputed repercussion costs that those households
are willing to bear (12.7 + 75.3, chap. IV). Both cost elements acquire a negative sign because
the description of consumer services is limited to recording the decreaseof these services (table
5.10,. row 21: - 88.0). The (negative) value of consumer services corresponds to its (negative)
EVA, with modification of EDP of version V.5 (row 16). EDP at market values (row 18)
remains unchanged as a result of the presenceof an adjustment item (row 17) of the samevalue.
367. In tables 5.9 and 5.10, use of consumer services of the natural environment is shown in
three steps. In a first step, the (negative) value of consumer services is distributed among the
different productive and consumption activities of householdsas intermediate consumption. Such
treatment allows consumer services to be associated with different household activities. In a
second step, those consumer services are recorded’as by-products of the corresponding activities
without modifying their EVA and NVA values. In a third step, consumer services of the natural
environment are distributed as by-products of those activities so as to become part of individual
consumption. As an alternative, but one involving some loss of information on the relationships
between household activities and consumer services, the direct deduction of the loss of those
services from the final consumption of households has been proposed (Vanoli, 1991).
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368. Except for its introduction of consumer services of the natural environment, version V.5
is identical to version V. 1 (presented in subsection A (2)). EDP of version V.5 is lower because
of the negative value of consumer services (table 5.10, row 16: 246.6 + 111.7 - 88.0 =
270.3).
C.

Externalization
(SEEA, version

of internal
V.6)

environmental

protection

activities

369. For a comprehensive analysis of environmental activities in an economy, there is a need
to present together both external and internal environmemal protection activities. The difficulty
is that in the conventional SNA they are not treated in the same manner. Internal (“ancillary”)
environmental protection services are covered only by their inputs in the conventional SNA,
whereas external environmental protection services are covered under outputs of specific
industries. When analysing environmental protection activities, input-output models would have,
therefore, to work with two categories of environmental protection services, each category
requiring different modelling assumptions (section D, below).
370. Such separate treatments can be avoided by segregating the inputs (intermediate
consumption, useof produced fixed assets,net taxeson production, compensation of employees)
of internal environmental protection services from the industries where they are performed to
serve the purposes of those industries and by transferring them to a new industrial services
sector. This extemalization implies that an additional gross output of those services, equal to the
total of the inputs, would have to be shown, since market prices for internal services do not
exist. The extemalized services would then be recorded as intermediate inputs of those industries
that had produced the environmental protection services for internal purposes.
371. The extemalization of internal environmental protection services entails an increase in
the gross output of the whole economy, while total value added remains unchanged: The increase
in value added in the environmental protection industries is counterbalanced by a decline in value
added in the industries that previously performed the internal services. This treatment is also
proposed in chapter XXI of the SNA (United Nations, 1992), which deals with satellite analysis
and accounts.
372. Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show the SEEA matrix with external&d internal environmental
protection services assigned to column 2 and row 3. .This version (V.6) of the SEEA is based
on version IV.2 presented in section C of chapter IV above. This implies that environmental
costs are taken into account according to the maintenance cost concept. Of course, external&d
internal environmental protection services could also be integrated with other SEEA concepts,
for example, that of version V.2. (This would imply an extension of the production boundary
with regard to household activities.) The present version has been chosen because it seemsto
be a suitable’ starting-point for calculating symmetric input-output tables (subsection D (1)).
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373. The output of extemalized environmental protection services is valued on the basis of cost
of inputs for producing those services. The inputs consist only of actual costs (tables 5.11 and
5.12, column 2): intermediate consumption (tables 5.11 and 5.12: rows 2-4), use of produced
fixed assets (row ll), net taxes on production (row 15) and compensation of employees (row
16). Imputed environmental costs of external&d environmental protection services (table 5.11,
rows 5-9) are counterbalanced by adjustments due to market valuation (row 13) and the ecomargin (row 14). They have, therefore, no influence on the Umarket” value of extemalized
services. Operating surplus is zero because output value equals actual costs (row 17).
374. The classification of extemalized internal environmental protection services should be as
disaggregatcd as far as possible to reveal information in the following two areas:
(a) Industries that originally performed those services for their own purposes;
(b) Types of environmental protection measures.
The way in which this could be done is described in chapter II (subsection B (2)) where it is
suggested that cross-classification be applied to the internal environmental protection units,
identifying on the one hand the ISIC category of the main (or secondary) production activity
under which the ancillary environmental protection activity is carried out, and on the other the
ISIC category of the environmental protection unit in question. Extemalized environmental
protection services are used in the different industries that have performed them for their own
purposes (table 5.11, row 3). Those industries could produce external environmental protection
services (column 1) or products other than environmental protection services (column 3). The
intermediate inputs of these industries are reduced by intermediate consumption for the purpose
of producing external&d environmental protection services (rows 2 and 4, column 2) and
increased by the value of extemalized services (row 3). Cost components of value added (use
of fixed produced assets, production taxes, compensation of employees) of the industries that
originally performed extemalized services as internal activities are diminished by the value added
of the production of extemalized internal services (table 5.11, rows 11 and 16, column 2). The
operating surplus of those industries (except production of extemalized environmental protection
services) remains unchanged.
375. The numerical example presented in table 5.12 shows the changes caused by
extemalization. The gross output of industries increases by the value of the output of
extemalized services (31.7). It is assumed that those services are delivered only to industries.not
producing environmental protection services (table 5.12, column 3). Intermediate consumption
of other industries (column 3) is increased by the value of external&d services (31.7) and
diminished by the intermediate inputs of extemalized services (17.9). The net value added of
other industries (column 3), originally amounting to 248.1, is diminished by that of extemalized
services (9.0 = 31.7 - 17.9 - 4.8).
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376.

The SEEA matrix in section C can bc transformed into a,symmetric @&output table
related to products (product-by-product table: United Nations, 1992, chap. XV). This type of
input-output table facilitates the use of SEEA data in further environmental ana.ly& (modelling).
377. Tables 5.13 and 5.14 show the structure of the symmetric input-output tile related to
products. The table differs from the SEEA matrix described in section C from three
‘..
perspectives:
(a) Information on capital accumulation (limited). The table contains less inf&mation on the
accumulation of non-financial assets. The items of the asset accounts that are not
integrated with the flow account of the SEEA CR 1. .Opening stocks, CR’ 6. Other
accumulation and volume changes, CR 7. Revaluation due to market price changes and
CR 8. Closing stocks-are excluded, More comprehensive models could take into account
stock data as well as other accumulations of non-produced natural assets (for example,
~.
Thoss, 1974; Alfsen, 1991);.
I “_
(b) Product-based branch classification. Production activities (tables 5.13 and 5.14, columns
1 and 2) are not classified under establishment-based industries but rather under productbased “branches”. The gross output of each branch is homogeneous and consists of the
,total production of a specific product group, excluding any other (secondary) production.
The transition from an establishment-based use table to a product-by-product table will
be described in detail in the forthcoming SNA Handbook on Input-Output Tables. The
transition from an industry to a branch classification of production activities also requires
a reclassification of produced fmed assets to the branches that are using these assets
(tables 5.13 and 14, columns 5 and 6);
(c) Environmental costs of household consumption. Environmental costs of household
consumption are not transferred to production activities (row 11). This transfer would
introduce an unrealistic input structure into domestic production.
378. Internal environmental protection services are extemalizcd to simplify the structure of the
input-output table (see also ‘section C). This is not a prerequisite for input-output applications.
Examples of input-output models with internal environmental protection activities are given in
Sch%fer and Stahmer (1989). The input-output table presented here applies the maintenance cost
concept (with adjustments due to market valuation). .Of course, other concepts of environmental
costs, requiring some modification of the present tabulation, could be applied, as well...
379. Table 5.14 presents a numerical example of the input-output table that is consistent with
the illustrative figures used throughout the handbook. Gross output of environmental protection
services comprises external (36.2) and external&d internal (31.7) environmental protection
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activities (table 5.12). EDP of the extended input-output framework (row 15) can be derived as
the total of EVA of branches (columns 1 and 2) and .of the .correction items with regard to
environmental costs of household consumption activities (column 3). Conventional NDP is
shown in row 18 to facilitate input-output analysis of traditional monetary data.
2. Environment-related

input-output

analysis

380. Depending on the nature of environmental-economic interactions and the focus on key
policy parameters and variables, a wide variety of different environment-related input-output
analyses can be conceived. Based on the different SEEA versions, the following types of analysis
could be usefully explored:

60 Analysis of monetary flows of environmental protection activities. Input-output models

could be used for analysing data according to the concepts of the SEEA, versions II and
V.6, that is, the extemalization of internal environmental protection activities. Such
analysis could determine the economic importance of environmental protection activities
and identify the burden of the environmental protection costs directly and indirectly
associated with the production of particular branches or product groups;
Analysis of physical flows of raw materials, produced goods and residuals. Physical
flows could be linked to monetary data without introducing imputed environmental costs,
based on version III of the SEEA. The analysis would aim at studying international
implications with regard to the depletion of natural assets, the production of goods and
the destination of residuals. Furthermore, data on the use of raw materials and outputs
of residuals could be linked with the flows of produced goods in an application of the
concepts of materials/energy balances;

(c) Analysis of imputed environmental costs at maintenance values. Based on version IV.2

of the SEEA, input-output models could, for example, determine the indirect imputed
environmental costs connected with international trade;

(a Analysis of maintenance of natural assets. Based on version IV.2 of the SEEA, models

could study the impacts of changes in the structure of inputs and in the structure of final
uses connected with the maintenance of natural assets. In a first step, the immediate
impacts of maintenance activities on economic structures could be introduced as
exogenous changes. In a second step, indirect effects of these structural changes on the
use of raw materials and on the output of residuals could be analysed. Such models
would of course be based on the simplifying assumptions of input-output analysis and
would provide only preliminary insight into the economic and environmental implications
of strategies for maintaining natural assets.

Further improvements and extensions of the SEEA should facilitate the incorporation of
environmental concerns into input-output analysis. However, as practical experience has shown

381.

Possible

extensions

(section C of chapter VI), such analysis could only be realized if data availability is improved
in tandem with methodological development.
,
I
.I
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VI.
A.

Implementing
Integration

the SEEA

of economic

and environmental

accounting

382. There are various reasons for integrating environmental and economic munting.
The
fast reason has to do with analysis. Calculations of environmental costs ia environmental
accounting are often done in a detailed breakdown, for instance, to distinguik different types
of lumber or different species of fish when calculating environmental adjustmen& to value added
in forestry and fishing. Similar calculations are carried out in the context of naaccounting.
Obviously, the two types of calculations need to be compatible, as otherwise it wuld be difficult
to assess how environmental -adjustments will affect economic variables suCg as capital and
output. It would be a mistake to make only overall adjustments to GDP which, w from giving
a political message, would not present much information that was useful for purposes of analysis
and policy-making.
383. The other reason for integrating work on environmental and na&nal (economic)
accounting is institution- and *organization-related. Detailed environmental analyses preceding
environmental accounting are often carried out by specialists who are very difkrent from those
dealing with national accounts. Moreover, they carry out their work in institutions that’ are
different from those dealing with national accounts. Integration would require new organizational
structures that permitted inter-institutional and interdisciplinary cooperation. Only in this manner
could,continuity of the work, beyond one-time research efforts, be ensured.
,3,84. Spatial aspects of the integration of economic and environmental accounting could be
addressed by regional accounts. Environmental accounting deals with concerns that are typically
related to regional or local-level effects. This is a particular problem in large countries where
regional and (subnational) policies might be most efficient in dealing with environmentaleconomic interactions. Certain regions may be particularly affected by air pollution, others by
overfishing and others by deforestation. Also, certain regions may be affected by environmental
impacts of activities in neighbouring countries, for example, those involving shared natural
resources such as freshwater bodies. Integration of environmental and economic accounting may
therefore require regional integrated accounting. In cases of significant environmental effects
across national borders, there may also be a need for regional accounting across those borders.
Further practical experience with regional accounting needs to be acquired, especially in large
developing countries, where the measurement of cross-boundary flows of goods and services
might be easier to obtain.
B. Flexibility

and consistency:

a building-blocks

approach

385. In order to adapt to different environmental and socioeconomic conditions in countries,
the SEEA has been designed to be as comprehensive, flexible and consistent as possible. The
objective of comprehensiveness refers not only to a variety of different economic activities or
categories of environmental deterioration, but also to alternative theoretical approaches that can
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be applied in analysing the economic and environmental situation. Physical accounting (as
discussed) ami accounting based on different types of monetary&ration
are equally important
for this purpose.
: .?,‘ i
386. Comprehensiveness does not imply the use of the whole range of concerns and methods
to describe earironmental-economic interrelations. The specific’&nvironmental and economic
problems of a particular country should determine the choice of me main areas of environmental
conceriis to be taken into account. Furthermore, data availability and limited possibilities of
further improvunent of the database restrict the application of SEFA concepts. These constraints
require a flexible system of building blocks that could be used independently of each other (van
. A.*.
Bochove and WI Tuinen, 1986).
. ‘t-_.
387. FlexibiIity of the SEEA should not affect the consistency ‘of the system. Consistency is
maintaincd’if national versions of the SEEA, while applying compatible accounting rules for
extended systems, remain an extension of national (economic) accounts. These rules involve the
balance of. supply and destination of products, of natural resources and residuals, and of stocks
and flows -o-oftangible assets. Flexibility permits the selection ‘of high-priority flow and asset
accounts, but should not encourage the development of incomplete accounts. In summary, the
concepts of the SEEA should be comprehensive enough to enable each country to choose suitable
building blocks for its specific system of environmental accounting, while at the same time
maintaining close links to the conventional national (economic) accounts.
388.. The implementation of the SEEA should thus focus on high-priority environmental
concerns ‘and related economic activities. Implementation will be further limited by data
availability. Therefore, it seems useful to start with implementing those parts of the SEEA that
have. high priority and a sufficient data basis. After improving the database, more complete
versions of the SEEA should be implemented. In figure VI an overview is given of possible
building blocks of the SEEA. Of course, each building block comprises a variety of specific
items that are compiled separately (for example, accounts for different types of products, raw
materials and residuals).
389. The building blocks are grouped according to the main data categories presented in
versions I, II, III and IV of the SEEA, into:
~I (a)-. Reformatting and disaggregation of the SNA. These parts of the SEEA comprise building
blocks including production accounts and accounts of non-financial assets that are
reformatted on the basis of a further disaggregation (version I). Disaggregation refers to
the identification of monetary data connected with environment-related activities (for
example, separate identification of environmental protection activities that are responses
.‘.. to the repercussions of a deteriorated natural environment) (A-matrices of version II);
F
(b) :Physical accounting. This part of the SEEA comprises accounts for products, raw
--materials and residuals, as well as land-use accounts, and could also be linked to systems
’1
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of environmental statistics and indicators and other (more aggregated) indices of
environmental quality (B-matrices of version III);
(c) Imputation of environmental costs. This part of the SEEA comprises estimates of the
impacts of economic act$ities on the natural environment in monetary terms (C-matrices
of versions IV). Those estimates include the (hypothetical) costs of maintaining the
qualitativeand quantitative level of natural assets and the cost of responding to the
repercussions’of the degriorated natural environment.
,.
390. The arrows in figure VI represent dependencies between the compilations of data for the
different building blocks. Data collection for the implementation of some building blocl&.may
require data compiled for other parts of the system. For example, monetary data (building blocks
of parts A and C in figure VI) can, in many cases, be compiled only on the basis of sufficient
physical data (building blocks of part B). The compilation dependencies are less strong among
the different building blocks in monetary terms. Those data can usually be compiled
independently of each other. J$evertheless, imputed environmental costs of part C are.intended
to be analysed with regard $0 the actual conventional data in part A. The compilation
dependencies among the different parts of the SEEA indicate that physical data andaccounts
need to be established fust.,.,Monetary data could then be estimated in a second step. This
procedure does not exclude the immediate implementation of monetary building blocks that are
either already available or less dependent on physical data. This is the case, in particular; when
expenditures connected with environmental protection activities are estimated or the more
controversial contingent valuation is applied.
391. The building-block approach would permit the limiting of the implementation of the
SEEA in a first stage to parts A and B. This limitation would leave the concepts of .the
traditional national accounts largely unchanged because parts A and B record:, only
(disaggregated) conventional SNA data. For the establishment of physical accounts, additional
environmental statistics should provide further information without affecting the conventional
SNA concepts. On the other hand, the presentation of details of environmenta$economic
interrelationships in physical terms only is of limited value. If the results of the SEEA are to
support integrated environmental and economic planning and policy, the relative importance of
economic activities and environmental effects needs to be established in order to construct
aggregate “indices” that are better suited for overall policy formulation and monitoring. The
estimation of imputed environmental costs allows such aggregation. As an intermediate step,
aggregated physical indicators, for instance on changes in quality of specific environmental
media, could supplement the conventional monetary concepts of the SNA.
.,I
i..
392. Work on reformatting and disaggregating the SNA (part A of the SEEA) should
concentrate on completing the asset accounts of the revised SNA (version I) and identifying the
monetary data connected with environmental protection activities (version II). In a first step,
the identification of environmental protection activities could be restricted to expenditures
connected with end-of-pipe technologies. At the same time, asset accounts should be ,mmpleted
with regard to produced biological assets (for example, cultivated forests) and non-produced
1’
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natural assets such as subsoil assets and land, while applying market valuations to the stock of
assets and changes therein in accordance with the SNA. This would result in the estimation of
imputed environmental costs at-market values.
I
:!
393. Physical accounts (part B’df the SEEA) are espe&ly important when quantifying the use
of raw materials and land. For additional’product flow accounts in physical units (for example,
for energy use and residuals), it would be necessary to establish materials/energy balances
(Ayres, 1978). Those balances could link the use of natural resources with the residuals
discharged by economic processes. Further research is needed to develop suitable methods for
aggregating physical indicators in particular within integrated frameworks of environment
statistics (United Nations, 1988, 1991a).
394. To estimate imputed environmental costs necessary for maintaining the quantitative and
qualitative levels of the natural environment (part C of the SEEA), the following steps should
be carried out (Hamer and Stahmer, forthcoming):
(a) Description of physical changes of the natural environment caused by economic activities;
(b) Analysis of the extent to which those changes imply a quantitative depletion or qualitative
degradation of the natural environment;
(c) Decision on the quantitative or qualitative standards that should have been observed to
avoid depletion or degradation;
(d) Choice of possible activities to meet the standards selected;
(e) Estimation of the costs of those activities.
C. Country

projects

and programmes

395. Practical experience on how to integrate existing national accounts with environmental
accounts has been .gained through pilot studies carried out by the Statistical Division of the
United Nations Secretariat and the World Bank in Mexico, Papua New Guinea and Thailand.
Environmental adjustments were made not only to overall aggregates such as GDP, capital
formation, final consumption and capital stock, but also to sectoral indicators, (van Tongeren,
Schweinfest and Lutz, 1991; Bartelmus, Lutz and Schweinfest, 1992). Those indicators included
output, intermediate consumption and value added. All environmental adjustments were applied
in a manner consistent with the internal logic of a national accounting framework so that
analyses based alternatively on economic and environmentally adjusted aggregates could be
compared.
396. The pilot studies tested the feasibility of extending traditional economic accounting so as
to incorporate environmental concerns in the SEEA framework. They illustrated the need to
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establish a joint environmental-economic accounting framework in a first step. In a second step,
environmental adjustments were introduced on the basis of a relatively limited database. Both
studies concluded that the database needed considerable improvements in order to replace ad hoc
2I
estimation by more valid information.
397. These conclusions confirm the findings of other studies that existing databases for
implementing the SEEA in a comprehensive manner are insufficient (see, for instance, Peskin
and Lutz, 1990). This is true for both developing and developed countries. Furthermore, while
attempts to establish environmental statistics have led to substantial improvements, available data
are, in most cases, not representative of the whole country but often give only some impressions
of locally restricted situations. In the further development of environmental accounting as an
extension of national accounting, the fact that there are still serious deficiencies in basic
economic statistics for the implementation of the SNA in many countries, especially developing
countries, should also be taken into consideration.
398. This situation should not, however, discourage statisticians from starting to establish at
least parts of the SEEA. The flexible construction of the SEEA allows partial implementation
as a first step in fields that have a sufficient data basis and to which high priority is attached.
The above-mentioned country studies are evidence of the feasibility of SEEA implementation
even in countries with limited resources and statistical capacities. Table 6.1 gives an illustration
of possible priorities for a stepwise implementation of the SEEA in developed and developing
countries.
399. More experience needs to be gained in further country applications of the SEEA in order
to determine which concepts and methods can be recommended internationally. It is expected
that constraints of data availability and national priorities regarding environmental and
developmental concerns will ultimately determine which components of the SEEA will need to
be further developed and which are more of academic interest. In the course of such
development, the orientation of environmental accounts may differ between developing and
developed countries.
400. In general, in developing countries the problems of depletion of natural assets and of land
degradation have the highest priority (Bartelmus, 1986, Pearce, Barbier and Markandya, 1990;
and others, 1991; Ward, 1982). Depletion problems comprise the clearing of tropical forests,
overfishing, the excessive exploitation of subsoil assets and water resources, and the loss of
biodiversity. Land loss and the quality deterioration of agricultural land by soil erosion are
urgent problems. Increasing attention is also being paid to the negative impacts of tourism on
the natural environment.
401. In many developed countries, degradation of the quality of air, land and water by
residuals, and possible avoidance strategies, have special importance for environmental policies.
When using the SEEA, those countries may, as a first step, describe the discharge of residuals
in physical terms. In a second step, the degradation of the natural environment could be
estimated according to the cost of avoiding that degradation or of restoring environmental
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estimated according to the cost of avoiding that degradation or of restoring environmental
quality. In this case, a comparison of necessary prevention costs with the benefits of improved
environmental quality could provide useful information on the efficiency of environmental
measures. The benefits could be estimated by valuing thechanges in “consumer services” of the
natural environment (chap. V).
402. The depletion of domestic natural resources is generally not a major problem for
developed countries. As already mentioned, developed countries have been blamed for
compounding natural resource scarcities in developing countries’by importing natural resources
from those countries at prices that do not reflect full scarcity costs. In this case, an analysis of
the possible indirect effects of the natural resource imports for the exporting country could
provide an insight into the sustainability of international trade ,pattems. The “exportation” or
“importation” of environmental problems by importing or exporting products that were produced
with environmentally damaging technologies should thus be further studied, for example, by
means of input-output analyses (subsection D (2) of chap. V).
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used in the rows of alternative

other flows and stocks,
SEEA matrices
,

Classification of transactions, other flows and
stocks, used in the rows of SEEA matrices

Application

in alternative versions of the SEEA

1

opening

stocks

f II (in monetary terms only), III, IV and V

2

Use of products

II (in monetary terms only), III, IV and V

2.1

use of products of
industries (branches)

2.1.1

Domestic production

2.1.2

Imports

2.2

Use of other household
output

2.2.1

Use of other household
products

2.2.2

Value of household
consumption activities

2.3

Use of environmental
services

2.3.1

Disposable services

V.l-v.5

V.4 (in monetary terms only)

2.3.1.1

Domestic origin

2.3.1.2

Foreign origin

2.3.2

Productive services of land

V.4 (in monetary terms only)

2.3.3

Consumer services

V.5 (in monetary terms only)

3
3.1

Use of non-financial

assets

Use of non-produced
nahlral assets

3.1.1

Depletion of natural assets

3.1.1.1

Domestic origin

3.1.1.2

Foreign origin

3.1.2

use of land, landscape,
ecosystems etc.

3.1.3

Discharge of residuals

III (in physical terms only), IV and V
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3.1.3.1

Domestic origin

3.1.3.2

Foreign origin

3.1.4

Restoration of natural
assets

3.1.5

Shift in imputed
environmental costs

3.2

Treatment of residuals

3.2.1

Domestic origin

3.2.2

Foreign origin

3.3
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and Economic

III, IV and V (in physical terms only)

use of produced fixed
assets

3.3.1

use of produced fixed
assets of industries
(branches)

All versions (in monetary terms only)

3.3.2

Use of consumer durables

V.l-V.5

4

Accounting

Ecu value addedkco
domestic product (EDP)

(in monetary terms only)

IV.2, IV.3 and V.2-V.6

(in monetary terms only)

4.1

Adjustments due to market
valuation

IV.2, IV.3 and V.2-V.6 (in monetary terms only)

4.2

Eco value added/eco
domestic product GDP) at
market values

IV and V (in monetary terms only)

4.2.1

Eamargin

IV and V (in monetary terms only)

4.2.2

Net value added/net
domestic product (NDP)

All versions (in monetary terms only)

4.2.2.1

Net taxes on production

4.2.2.2

Compensation of
employees

4.2.2.3

Net operating surplus

4.2.2.3.1

Compensation of ownaccount workers

4.2.2.3.2

Compensation of
employers, other
operating surplus

5

Gross output
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5.1

Products of industries

5.2

Other household products

5.3

Environmental

6
6.1

services

,’

II (in monetary terms only), III, IV and V
i

.t

V.l-v.5
V.4-V.5 (in monetary terms only)

Other volume changes
Other volume changes of
non-produced natural
assets due to economic
decisions

..

6.1.1

Other volume changes of
non-produced natural
assets due to economic
uses

II/III

6.1.2

Other volume changes of
non-produced natural
assets due to other
economic decisions

II (in monetary terms only), all versions III, IV
andV

Other accumulation of
non-produced natural
assets due to economic
decisions
6.2

Other volume changes due
to natural and multiple
causes, n.e.c.
’ Revduation due to market
price changes (nominal
holding gains or losses)
Closing stocks

(in monetary terms only)

.,’

II (in monetary terms only ), III, IV and V

All versions (in monetary terms only)

II (in monetary terms only), III, .IV and V

.. r
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Classification
of columns (CC) used in
alternative
versions of the SEEA matrices

c

Column entries

Application in alternative
versions of the SEEA

e

1

Domestic production

1.1

Industri&

(branches)

1.2

Other household activities

1.2;1

Other household production

1.2.2

Consumption activities

1.3

Environmental

All versions
v. l-V.5

services

1.3.1

Disposal services

V.4

1.3.2

Productive services of land

V.4

1.3.3

Consumer services

V.5

2

Final consumption

2.1

Individual

2.2

Collective consumption

3
3.1
3.1.1

Non-financial

consumption

assets (uses and stocks of assets)

Produced assets
Industries (branches)

3.1.1.1

Man-made

3.1.1.2

Natural

3.1.2

Consumer durables

3.2

Non-produced natural assets

3.2.1

Wild biota

3.2.2

Subsoil assets

3.2.3

Water

3.2.4

Air

3.2.5

Land including ecosystems (ecozones)

3.2.5.1

All versions

All versions

v. l-V.5
All versions

Soil

3.2.5.2
4

Exports

All versions

5

Total uses

All versions
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C. Draft
1

classification

Protection

of environmentat

protection

Prevention of air pollution

1.2

Treatment of exhaust cases and ventilation air

1.3

Measurement,

1.4

Other purposes
Protection

through

modifications

in-process

I

of ambient water (excluding groundwater)

Prevention of water pollution

2.2

Industrial pretreatment

2.3

Sewerage

2.4

Purification

by mechanical treatment technology

2.5

Purification

by biological treatment technology

2.6

Purification

bv advanced treatment technolosv

2.7

Treatment of cooling water

2.8

Measurement,

2.9

Restoring polluted surface water

2.10

Other purposes
Prevention,

I

control, laboratories and the like

2.1

3

(CEPA)

of ambient air and cliiate

1.1

2

activities

through in-process modifications

bhnts

I

control, laboratories and the like

collection,

transport,

I
I

treatment

and disposal of wastes

3.1

Prevention of wastes through in-process modifications

3.2

Collection and transport of wastes

3.3

Treatment and disposal of hazardous wastes

3.4

Treatment and disposal of other than hazardous waste

3.5

Measurement,

3.6

Other purposes

control, laboratories and the like

4

Recycling of wastes and other residuals

5

Protection

of soil and groundwater

5.1

Decontamination

5.2

Measurement,

5.3

Other purposes

of soils and cleaning of groundwater
I
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6

Noise abatement
Noise from road and raii traffic

6.2

Air traffic noise

6.3

Industrial

6.4

Measurement,

6.5

Other noise abatement
Protection

noise

process

control, laboratories and the like

of nature and landscape

Protection of species

7.2

Protection of habitats

7.3

Erosion protection

7.4

Coastal protection, dune stabilization

7.5

Protection against avalanches

7.6

Fire protection

7.7

Measurement,

I

’
control, laboratories and the like

Other environmental

protection

measures

8.1

Education and training, information

8.2

General administration

9

Accounting

I

7.1’

8

and Economic

I

6.1..

7

Environmental

of the environmental

Research and development

protection
I.

D.

Classification

of non-financial

assets (CNFA)

in SNA and SEEA

CNFA

SNA (rev.)

e

1 Produced

assets (CC 3.1)

1.1

Man-made assets (3.1.1.1)

1.1.1

Fixed assets

I AN.1

AN.ll-part

Tangible fixed assets
Dwellings
1.1.1.1.2

Other buildings and structures (including historical monuments)

AN.1112

1.1.1.1.3

Machinery and equipment

AN.1113

1.1.1.2

Intangible

fixed assets

AN.112

1.1.1.2.1

Mineral exploration

AN.1121

1.1.1.2.2

Other intangible fixed assets

AN.1122,
AN.1129

1.1.2

Inventories

AN. 12part

1.1.2.1

Materials and supplies

1.1.2.2

Work in progress (except on natural growth products)

AN.1222

1.1.2.3

Finished goods

AN. 123

1.1.2.4

Goods for resale

AN.124

1.1.3

t AN.121

Valuables

AN.13

Memorandum item
Consumer durables (3.1.2)
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1

Cultivated natural growth assets (living biota) (3.1.1.2)
Cultivated fixed natural growth assets

Livestock (except aquatic animals)

1.2.1.1.2

Fish stock and stock of other aquatic animals in fish-ponds and farms

1.2.2
1.2.2.1

1.2.2.1.1
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AN.1114

Livestock for breeding, dairy, draught etc.

1.2.1.1.1

1.2.1.2

AN.m

AN.11141

Vineyards, orchards and other plantations of trees yielding repeat
products

AN.11142

Work in progress on natural growth products

AN.1221

Livestock raised for slaughter
Livestock (except aquatic animals)

AN.12212

I

AN.1123,
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1.2.2.1.2
1.2.2.2

Environmental

Fish stock and stock of other aquatic animals in fish-ponds and farms
Crops and plants of cultivated forests

1.2.2.2.1

Crops and other produced plants, not yet harvested (work in
rwress)

1.2.2.2.2

Trees of timber tracts

1.2.2.2.3

Other plants of cultivated forests

2 Non-produced
2.1
2.1.1

assets (3.2)

Non-produced

AN.2

natural assets

AN.213

Wild biota (3.2.1)

2.1.1.1

Wild animals (except of wild aquatic animals)

2.1.1.2

Wild fish and other aquatic ,animals

2.1.1.3

Wild plants (except of uncultivated forests)

2.1.1.4

Trees and other plants of uncultivated forests

2.1.2
2.1.2.1

Subsoil assets (proved reserves) (3.2.2)

Coal and lignite, peat

2.1.2.1.2

Crude petroleum

2.1.2.1.3

Natural gas
AN.2122

Metal and other ores

2.1.2.2.1

Uranium and thorium ores

2.1.2.2.2

Metal ores

2.1.2.3

Non-metallic

mineral reserves

2.1.2.3.1

Stone, sand and clay

2.1.2.3.2

Other minerals

2.1.3

Land (with ecosystems and soil) (3.2.3)

2.1.3.1

Soil (3.251)

2.1.3.2

Cultivated (economically
(3.2.5.2)

AN.212
AN.2121

Fossil subsoil assets

2.1.2.1.1

2.1.2.2

and Economic

AN.2123

AN.211

used) land areas (with connected ecosystems)

2.1.3.2.1

Land underlying buildings and works

AN.2111

2.1.3.2.2

Agricultural

AN.2112

2.1.3.2.3

Forests (timber tracts) and other wooded land

land
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2.1.3.2.4

Recreational

2.1.3.2.5

Areas of artificial watercourse

2.1.3.3

Uncultivated

and other open land for economic purposes
or water impoundment

land areas (with com&ted

eco-systems)

2.1.3.3.1

Wet open land

2.1.3.3.2

Dry open land with vegetation cover

2.1.3.3.3

Open land without
cover

2.1.3.3.4

Water areas (except areas of artificial watercourse
water impoundment)

2.1.4
2.1.4.1

or with insignificant

AN.2113-part
AN.21 19-part
AN.21 13part,
AN.21 19-part

vegetation
or

Water (3.2.3)

AN.214

Groundwater

AN.2141

2.1.4.1.1

Aquifers

AN.21411

2.1.4.1.2

Other groundwater

AN.21412

2.1.4.2

Water of lakes, rivers etc.

2.1.4.2.1

Water in water reservoirs,
water impoundments

2.1.4.2.2

Other

artificial watercourses

and

AN.2142
AN.2149

2.1.4.3

Coastal water

AN.2149

2.1.4.4

Ocean water

AN.2149

2.1.5
2.2

Air (3.2.4)
Intangible non-produced

assets (leases, goodwill

etc.)

AN.22

“-
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SEEA Classification
of other volume
of non-financial
assets

changes

COVC

(COVC)

(SEEA)

SNA (rev.)

E

1

Other volume changes of n&-produced
economic decisions (CR 6.1)

natural assets due to

1.1

Other volume changes of non-produced natural assets due to
economic use (6.1.1)

1.1.1

Depletion of non-produced assets due to economic activity (-)

K.61

1.1.2

Changes in laud quality due to changes in economic uses
(due, for example, to restructuring) (+ , -)

K.3-part
K.62part

1.1.3

Degradation of land (soil, landscape, ecosystems) due to
economic use (except discharge of residuals) (-)

K62-part

1.1.3.1

Degradation of the material composition of soil

1.1.3.2

Soil erosion

1.1.3.3

Other degradation of land, landscape, ecosysttxns

1.1.4

Degradation of non-produced assets due to discharge of
residuals (-)

K.62-part

1.1.5

Restoration of the quality of non-produced natural assets
(+*-I

K.3part

1.2
1.2.1

Other volume changes of non-produced natural assets due
to other economic decisions (6.1.2)
Discovery and adjustments of non-produced natural assets

1.2.1.1

Discovery of new resources (+)

1.2.1.2

Adjustments of volume

1.2.1.2.1

Adjustments of volume due to technological changes (+ , -)

1.2.1.2.2

Adjustments of volume due to price and cost changes (+ , -)

1.2.1.2.3

Adjustments due to new estimation methods (+ , -)

1.2.2

2
2.1
2.1.1
164

Changes in classification and structure of non-produced
natural assets due to economic activities (for example,
change in economic use) (shifts: -, +)
Other volume changes of non-financial
causes, n.e.c. (6.2)

K. 12.22pa*

assets due to natural and multiple

Net natural growth (increase) of non-produced natural assets
Gross natural increase (+)

K.3 -part
K.62-part

KS
KS-part

Annex E

2.1.2

Recurrent natural depletion (-)

2.2

catastrophic losses (-)

K.5-part
K.7

’

Catastrophic losses due to natkl

tkuss

2.2.2

Catastrophic losses due to economic (technological)

2.2.3

Catastrophic losses due to political events (for example, wars)

2.3

causes

Other volume changes n.e.c. of non-financial assets (+ , -)

K.7-part
K.7-part
K.2, K4,
K.8, K.9,
K. 12-part
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